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Cover/Poster: About the artist 
The Poster for the Biology of Butterflies Conference is from a painting created specifically for 
the conference by Edmonton artist, Ken Christensen. Ken works full time as a mural artist and 
sculptor. He has been creating art for a living for the past 15 years and enjoys painting anything 
that is requested of him.  He has recently worked with the Canadian Association for Zoos and 
Aquariums (CAZA) in their efforts towards worldwide frog conservation. You can see a variety 
of his projects at www.flickr.com under his name, Ken Christensen Edmonton, or contact him at:  

kenchris10sen@shaw.ca 
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Welcome! 
 
We are pleased to welcome you to Edmonton, Alberta for the 6th International Conference on the 
Biology of Butterflies. With participants from more than 15 countries all over the world, this 
promises to be a stimulating and engaging meeting.  
 
As the study of butterflies pervades almost all reaches of the biological sciences, this diverse 
collection of scientists offers exciting opportunities to share ideas and collaborate in a thought-
provoking atmosphere. We thank you all for coming to share this exquisite opportunity, and 
invite participants to attend any of the concurrent sessions that are of interest. 
 
We hope you enjoy the conference and your stay in Edmonton! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
ICBB 2010 Organizing Committee 
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Schedule of Events 
MONDAY 28 JUNE 

 
5:00 PM – 7:00 PM Registration 

ETLC foyer  
(See campus map, building 23, coordinates D3) 
Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 

7:00 PM – 9:30 PM ICBB 2010 Welcome Soirée/Reception 
University of Alberta Faculty Club  
(See campus map, building 9, coordinates A3) 

 
TUESDAY 29 JUNE 

 
7:30 AM – 8:25 AM Registration 

ETLC foyer 
Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 

8:25 AM – 8:30 AM Morning news & announcements 
(All rooms) 

8:30AM – 10:00 AM Symposium: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic 
basis of pattern variation  
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Butterfly dispersal – linking ecology to 
conservation, linking observation to theory 
ETLC E1-003 

10:00 AM – 10:30 AM Refreshment break 
ETLC foyer 

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM Symposium: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic 
basis of pattern variation (continued) 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Butterfly dispersal – linking ecology to 
conservation, linking observation to theory (continued) 
ETLC E1-003  

12:00 PM – 12:30 PM Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 
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12:00 PM – 1:30 PM Lunch (Please see list of recommended local restaurants) 
1:30 PM – 3:00 PM Symposium: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy 

I. At species level 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Life history strategies  
ETLC E1-003 

3:00 PM – 3:30 PM Refreshment Break 
ETLC foyer 

3:30 PM – 5:00 PM Symposium: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy 
at species level and above I (continued) 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Life history strategies (continued) 
ETLC E1-003 

5:00 PM – 6:00 PM Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 

 
WEDNESDAY 30 JUNE 

 
8:00 AM – 8:25 AM Registration 

ETLC foyer 
Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 

8:25 AM – 8:30 AM Morning news & announcements 
(All rooms) 

8:30 AM – 10:00 AM Symposium: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy 
at species level and above II 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and 
prospects 
ETLC E1-003 

10:00 AM – 10:30 AM Refreshment break 
ETLC foyer 
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10:30 AM – 12:00 PM Symposium: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy 
at species level and above II (continued) 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and 
prospects (continued) 
ETLC E1-003 

12:00 PM – 12:30 PM Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM Lunch (Please see list of recommended local restaurants) 
1:30 PM – 3:00 PM Symposium: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-

devo of pattern change 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Color signals and cues in the lives of 
butterflies: Perception, learning and function 
ETLC E1-003 

3:00 PM – 3:30 PM Refreshment Break 
ETLC foyer 

3:30 PM – 5:00 PM Symposium: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-
devo of pattern change (continued) 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Color signals and cues in the lives of 
butterflies: Perception, learning and function (continued) 
ETLC E1-003 

5:00 PM – 6:00 PM Load buses for transportation to Barbeque/Banquet (at 
Devonian Gardens) 
Meet at Lister Hall. Buses will leave every ~10 minutes 
beginning at 5:10 PM, and the final bus will depart at 6:00 PM. 
(40 minutes to Devonian Gardens) 

5:30 PM – 10:00PM Barbeque at the Devonian Gardens 
7:00 PM: food is served 
9:00 PM: first bus leaves Devonian Gardens to return to 
Edmonton 
10:00 PM: last bus departs Devonian Gardens 
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THURSDAY 1 JULY 
Canada Day (National Holiday) 

 
8:00 AM – 8:25 AM Download presentation files 

All lecture halls 

8:25 AM – 8:30 AM Morning news & announcements 
(All rooms) 

8:30 AM – 10:00 AM Symposium: Pheromones and secondary male 
characteristics 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Understanding the population dynamics, 
migration and conservation of North American monarch 
populations 
ETLC E1-003 

10:00 AM – 10:30 AM Refreshment break 
ETLC foyer 

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM Symposium: Pheromones and secondary male 
characteristics (continued) 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Understanding the population dynamic, 
migration and conservation of North American monarch 
populations (continued) 
ETLC E1-003 

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM Lunch (provided) 
ETLC foyer 
Poster Session (Poster presenters presence is required) 
ETLC foyer 

12:00 PM – 12:30 PM Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM Contributed Talks: Conservation and climate 
ETLC E1-013  
Contributed Talks: Systematics and evolution 
ETLC E1-003 

3:00 PM – 3:30 PM Refreshment Break 
ETLC foyer 
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3:30 PM – 5:00 PM Contributed Talks: Conservation and climate (continued) 
ETLC E1-013  
Contributed Talks: Systematics and evolution (continued) 
ETLC E1-003 

5:00 PM – 5:30 PM Download presentation files 
All lecture halls  

5:00 PM Local Canada Day Activities 
See page 22 

 
FRIDAY 2 JULY 

 
8:00 AM – 8:25 AM Download presentation files 

All lecture halls 

8:25 AM – 8:30 AM Morning news & announcements 
(All rooms) 

8:30 AM – 10:00 AM Contributed Talks: Life history 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an 
adaptive molecular marker 
ETLC E1-003 

10:00 AM – 10:30 AM Refreshment break 
ETLC foyer 

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM Contributed Talks: Life history (continued) 
ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an 
adaptive molecular marker (continued) 
ETLC E1-003 

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM Lunch (provided) 
ETLC foyer 

12:00 PM – 12:30 PM Download presentation files 
All lecture halls 

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM Contributed Talks: Dispersal and population structure 
ETLC E1-013 
Contributed Talks: Oviposition and herbivory 
ETLC E1-003 
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3:00 PM – 3:30 PM Refreshment Break 
ETLC foyer 

3:30 PM – 4:15 PM Contributed Talks: Dispersal and population structure 
(continued) 
ETLC E1-013 
Contributed Talks: Oviposition and herbivory (continued) 
ETLC E1-003 

4:30 PM – 5:00 PM Final thank you and farewell! 
ETLC E1-013 

 
Oral Presentation Program 

 
TUESDAY 29 JUNE: MORNING 

ETLC E1-013 
Symposium: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis of pattern variation 
Organizers: Chris Jiggins & Richard ffrench-Constant 

8:30 AM Ilik Saccheri, van't Hof, A. Hunting the industrial melanism gene in the peppered moth 

8:50 AM Mathieu Joron, Frézal, L., Jiggins, C.J. , ffrench-Constant, R. The molecular evolution of 
butterfly mimicry supergenes by chromosomal rearrangements 

9:10 AM Marcus Kronforst  The genetics of mimicry and mate choice in Heliconius butterflies 

9:30 AM Brian Counterman, McMillan, W.O. Comparative population genetics of Mullerian mimicry 
in Heliconius erato 

10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Martijn Timmermans  Engrailed and invected: Papilio dardanus enigmatic mimicry locus? 

10:50 AM Lawrence Gilbert  Inter-specific hybridization as a tool for understanding the connection of 
genes and phenotype in Heliconius butterflies 

11:10 AM Chris Jiggins  Progress on the Heliconius genome and its utility for Heliconius wing pattern 
population genetics 

11:30 AM Nicola Nadeau, Wu, G.C., Maroja, L.S., Tetley, R., Ferguson, L., Pardo-Diaz, C., 
Surridge, A.K., Merrill, R.M., Jiggins, C.J. An expression screen of the HmYb butterfly 
mimicry locus reveals multiple associations inherited with colour pattern 

11:50 AM Sean Mullen, Imhoff, V.E., Savage, W.K. A detailed genetic linkage map reveals unexpected 
diversity underlying wing pattern variation in mimetic butterflies 
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ETLC E1-003 
Symposium: Butterfly dispersal --linking ecology to conservation, linking observation to theory 
Organizers: Elizabeth Crone & Cheryl Schultz 

8:30 AM Cheryl Schultz, Franco, A., Crone, E.E. What defines a habitat patch? Influence of structural 
and resource boundaries on movement of a prairie butterfly 

8:50 AM Nicolas Schtickzelle, Baguette, M., Clobert, J. Metapopulation dynamics of the bog fritillary 
butterfly: experimental changes in habitat quality induced negative density-dependent dispersal 

9:10 AM Steve Matter, Roland, J. Effects of experimental population extinction for the spatial 
population dynamics of Parnassius smintheus 

9:30 AM Han Van Dyck, Öckinger, E. Landscape structure and habitat finding ability in the speckled 
wood butterfly (Pararge aegeria L.), a highly successful species 

10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Diane Debinski  Butterfly movement and habitat use in highly fragmented landscapes 

10:50 AM Thomas Merckx, Slade, E., Bourn, N., Feber, R., Parsons, M., Riordan, P., Townsend, M., 
Macdonald, D. Movements of moths in agricultural landscapes – Agri-Environment Scheme 
implications 

11:10 AM Nick Haddad, Hudgens, B., Kuefler, D., Leidner, A., Morris, W. Landscape behaviors, 
dispersal, and conservation of rare butterflies 

11:30 AM Elizabeth Crone, Hicks, T.L., Schultz, C.B. Can we use common species as surrogates for 
movement of rare ones? A test with two blue butterflies and a diffusion model 

  

TUESDAY 29 JUNE: AFTERNOON 
ETLC E1-013 

Symposium: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy I. At the species level 
Organizers: Thomas Simonsen & John Acorn 

1:30 PM Fabien Condamine, Toussaint, E., Cotton, A., Kunte, K., Genson, G., Kergoat, G.J., 
Sperling, F.A.H. Phylogeny, evolution and historical biogeography of Achillides swallowtails 
(Lep. Papilionidae: Papilio) 

1:50 PM Vlad Dinca, Zakharov, E.V., Hebert, P.D.N., Vila, R. Assessing the performance of DNA 
barcoding in a regional fauna: The butterflies of Romania 

2:10 PM Ryan Hill, Gilbert, L.E. , Kronforst, M.R. Phylogeography of Heliconius erato in Central 
America 

2:30 PM Neil Rosser, Huertas, B., Phillimore, A., Mallet, J. The geography of speciation in 
Heliconius butterflies 

3:00 PM Break 
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3:30 PM Valentina Todisco, Zakharov, E.V. , Wheat, C., Gratton, P., Sbordoni, V., Sperling, 
F.A.H. Phylogeography in the Parnassius phoebus complex. 

3:50 PM Martin Wiemers  MtDNA introgression in butterflies 

4:10 PM David Lohman  Phylogeographic patterns of widespread butterflies in the Old World Tropics 

4:30 PM Thomas Simonsen, Wahlberg, N., Warren, A.D., Sperling, F.A.H. Exploring the Northern 
Hemisphere: phylogeny, classification and evolution of Boloria (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) 

  

ETLC E1-003 
Symposium: Life history strategies 
Organizers: Toomas Tammaru & Freerk Molleman  

1:30 PM Goggy Davidowitz  The physiological integration of simultaneously selected life history traits. 

1:50 PM Vicencio Oostra, de Jong, M.A., Invergo, B.M., Kesbeke, F., Wende, F., Brakefield, P.M., 
Zwaan, B.J. Adaptation to seasonal environments: alternate life history strategies and their 
hormonal regulation. 

2:10 PM Magne Friberg, Haugen, I.A., Dahlerus, J., Gotthard, K., Wiklund, C. Strategic larval 
diapause decision-making. Adaptive plasticity in bivoltine butterflies 

2:30 PM Sami Kivela, Välimäki, P., Oksanen, J., Kaitala, A., Kaitala, V. Clinal variation in 
reproductive effort in butterflies – a theoretical perspective 

3:00 PM Break 

3:30 PM Carol Boggs, Inouye, D.W. Translating life history responses from lab to field: effects on 
population dynamics 

3:50 PM Bengt Karlsson  Flight and reproduction in butterflies 

4:10 PM Toomas Tammaru, Esperk, T., Remmel,T. Optimality analysis of body size of a lymantriid 
moth 

4:30 PM J. Mark Scriber, Aardema, M.L. How processes as well as patterns are revealed by life 
history analyses: geographic and genomic porosity in species borders 

  

WEDNESDAY 30 JUNE: MORNING 
ETLC E1-013 

Symposium: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy II. Above the species level 
Organizers: Thomas Simonsen & John Acorn 

8:30 AM Andrew Warren, Ogawa, J., Brower, A. Classification of the family Hesperiidae 
(Lepidoptera: Hesperioidea) based on combined molecular and morphological data 
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8:50 AM Giovanni Fagua, Higuera, M., Galindo-Leva, L.A. Biogeography of the pedaliodine 
butterflies: Are the Pedaliodes complex species consequence of horizontal or vertical events of 
reproductive isolation? 

9:10 AM Kanchon Dasmahapatra, Mallet, J. The use of AFLPs when sequences fail: species 
relationships in the ithomiine genera Mechanitis and Melinaea 

9:30 AM Carla Penz  Higher-level and species-level studies of brassolines go hand in hand 

10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Jeffrey Oliver  Butterfly in the ointment: what phylogenetic estimates can and cannot tell us 
about butterfly character evolution  

10:50 AM Lisa de-Silva  Molecular phylogenetics and diversification of the ithomiine subtribe Oleriina 

11:10 AM Z Fric  Morphological character phylogeny in the age of molecular sequences 

11:30 AM Niklas Wahlberg, Heikkilä, M., Kaila, L., Mutanen, M., Peña, C. Revisiting butterfly 
phylogeny: does morphological synergy disappear with increased molecular sampling? 

  

ETLC E1-003 
Symposium: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and prospects 
Organizers: Camille Parmesan & Jeremy Kerr 

8:30 AM Jeremy Kerr  Where’s the cliff? Prediction of butterfly species responses to climate change. 

8:50 AM David Gutierrez, Illán, J.G., Díez, S.B., Wilson, R.J. Elevational shifts at warm limits of 
species distributions: the case of the Sierra de Guadarrama in central Spain 

9:10 AM Matthew Forister, McCall, A.C., Sanders, N.J., Fordyce, J.A., Thorne, J.H., O'Brien, J., 
Waetjen, D.P., Shapiro, A.M. Patterns of richness and decline: 35 years of butterflies along an 
altitudinal transect in Northern California 

9:30 AM Jens Roland, Matter, S.F. Increased climate variability reduces population growth: alpine 
Parnassius smintheus butterflies and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation 

10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Jane Hill, Hodgson, J.A., Thomas, C.D. Species’ range shifts in relation to climate warming 
and habitat availability 

10:50 AM Heather Kharouba, Kerr, J.T., Vellend, M. The sensitivity of butterfly phenology to climate 
change over the past century across Canada 

11:10 AM Jeremy Thomas  Restoration as a means of mitigating climate change impacts 

11:30 AM Camille Parmesan  Butterflies in the context of global biological responses to anthropogenic 
climate change 
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WEDNESDAY 30 JUNE: AFTERNOON 
ETLC E1-013 

Symposium: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of pattern change 
Organizer: Antonia Monteiro 

1:30 PM Diane Ramos, Monteiro, A. Differential expression of engrailed-family members in Bicyclus 
anynana: implications for evolution of a morphological novel 

1:45 PM Nipam Patel, Hochstetler, L., Kwan, E., Zhang, Y. Generating stochastic scale patterns 

2:00 PM Ryo Futahashi Comparison of color pattern evolution between dragonflies and butterflies 

2:15 PM Arnaud Martin, Reed, R.D. Developmental genetics of butterfly wing stripes 

2:30 PM Suzanne Saenko, Long, A.D., Brakefield, P.M., Beldade, P. Evo-devo of butterfly eyespots: 
fine mapping of Bicyclus anynana “eyespot size/colour” locus 

2:45 PM Discussion 

3:00 PM Break 

3:30 PM Thomas Werner, Koshikawa, S., Williams, T., Carroll, S.B. Modern paintings on ancient 
wingscapes: Generation of a novel wing color pattern by the Wingless morphogen 

3:45 PM Antonia Monteiro, Chen, B., Oliver, J. The evo-devo of the wild-type wing pattern in 
Bicyclus anynana 

4:00 PM Tomislav Terzin, Snyman, G., Ellert, B.D., Stone, K.E. Butterfly wing patterns as 
evolutionary records 

4:15 PM Kathleen Prudic, Monteiro, A. Spot on: signaling function of wing eyespot patterns in 
Bicyclus anynana 

4:30 PM Discussion 

  

ETLC E1-003 
Symposium: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: Perception, learning and function 
Organizers: Nathan Morehouse & Ronald Rutowski 

1:30 PM Michiyo Kinoshita  Color and lightness perception in foraging Papilio butterflies 

1:50 PM Dan Papaj  The role of hue and luminance in a coevolved interaction between swallowtail and 
host plant 

2:10 PM Adriana Briscoe, Bybee, S.M., Bernard, G.D., Yuan, F., Sison-Mangus, M.P., Reed, R.D., 
Warren, A.D., Llorente-Bousquets, J., Chiao, C.-C. Wings follow eyes: Positive selection of 
a duplicated ultraviolet-sensitive visual pigment coincides with wing pigment evolution in 
Heliconius butterflies 

2:30 PM Ronald Rutowski, Rajyaguru, P., Morehouse, N.I. A bird’s eye view of mimicry: the case of 
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geographic variation in Viceroy coloration 

3:00 PM Break 

3:30 PM Nathan Morehouse, Rutowski, R.L. Limiting nutrients, bright colors and male genetic 
quality: Why female Pieris rapae prefer colorful mates 

3:50 PM Carita Lindstedt, Lindström, L., Mappes, J. Maintenance of variation in warning signals 
under opposing selection pressures 

4:10 PM Jeffrey Oliver, Monteiro, A. Accommodating natural and sexual selection in butterfly wing 
pattern evolution 

4:30 PM Krushnamegh Kunte  Stabilizing and directional selection on wing color patterns in the 
evolution of mimicry and sexual dimorphism 

  

THURSDAY 1 JULY: MORNING 
ETLC E1-013 

Symposium: Pheromones and secondary male characteristics 
Organizer: Paul Brakefield 

8:30 AM Christer Wiklund, Larsdotter-Mellström, H., Murtazina, R., Borg-Karlson, A-K. Age-
related sex pheromone synthesis & male mating success in Pieris napi 

8:55 AM Caroline Nieberding, Fischer K., Saastamoinen, M., Hedenström, E., Löfstedt, C., 
Brakefield, P.M. Evidence of sexual selection on olfactive communication by means of male 
sex pheromone production in Bicyclus anynana 

9:20 AM Oskar Brattström, Bacquet, P., Wang, H.-L., Brakefield, P.M., Löfstedt, C., Nieberding, 
C.M Diversity of pheromones and male androconia in Bicyclus butterflies 

10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Naomi E. Pierce, Quentel, T., Pattern, M., Robbins, R.K. Sexual selection as an engine for 
diversification in the hyper-diverse tribe of butterflies, the Eumaeini (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae) 

10:55 AM Michael Boppré, Vane-Wright, R.I., Fischer, O.W. Chemical communication in butterflies: 
on structures, secretions, and male coyness 

  

ETLC E1-003 
Symposium: Understanding the population dynamic, migration and conservation of North American 
monarch populations 
Organizer: Karen Oberhauser 

8:30 AM Karen Oberhauser  Introduction to symposium and MonarchNet: Integration and analysis of 
monarch monitoring data 

8:35 AM Andy Davis, Howard, E., Garland, M., McCord, B. Recent advances in fall migration 
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stopover ecology of monarch butterflies 

8:55 AM Sonia Altizer, Bartel, R., Oberhauser, K., de Roode, J. Monarch migration, seasonal habitat 
use and parasite transmission in eastern North America 

9:15 AM Lincoln Brower & Ernest Williams Microclimatic benefits of the high elevation oyamel fir 
forest for overwintering monarch butterflies in Mexico 

9:35 AM Anna Kern, Peterson, A.T.*, Barve, N., Bonilla, A., Brandes, J., Brown, J.C., Brunsell, N., 
Cochran, F., Crosthwait, R., Gentry, J., Gerhart, L., Jackson, T., Owens, H., Reed, A., 
Soberon, J., Sundberg, A., Williams, L. Long-term climate trends in the monarch butterfly 
wintering area and implications for mortality events 

10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Dennis Frey, Stevens, S. Host plant pattern and variation in climate predict the location of 
natal grounds for migratory monarch butterflies in western North America 

10:50 AM Karen Oberhauser  The story of 100 volunteers, 6515 monarch caterpillars, and over 1000 
Tachinid flies 

  

THURSDAY 1 JULY: AFTERNOON 
ETLC E1-013 

Contributed Talks: Conservation and Climate 
1:30 PM John W. Wilson, Haddad, N.M. Identifying and prioritizing reintroduction locations of an 

endangered butterfly, the St Francis’ Satyr Neonympha mitchellii francisci 
1:45 PM Martin Konvicka, Cizek, O., Hrazsky, Z., Koptik, J., Marhoul, P., Reif, J., Vrba, P., 

Zamecnik, J. Military training sites as butterfly refuges: a shocking discovery or expectable 
pattern? 

2:00 PM Robert Tropek, Kadlec, T., Konvicka, M. Post-mining sites, as important refuges of 
butterflies, under the restoration pressure 

2:15 PM Rhiannon Thomas, Schultz, C.B.  Nectar availability and phenology for an endangered 
Oregon butterfly 

2:30 PM Jessica Grealey The mottled duskywing (Erynnis martialis): A butterfly in decline in Canada 
2:45 PM Dirk Maes, Titeux, N., Onkelinx, T., Heikkinen, R.K., Benito, H.R., Garcia-Barros, E., 

Munguira, M.L., Thuiller, W., van Swaay, C., Schweiger, O., Settele, J., Kudrna, O., 
Brotons, L., Luoto, M.  The choice of climate domain affects species diversity projections 
under climate change 

3:00 PM Break 

3:30 PM Jay Fitzsimmons, Kerr, J.T. Trends in species’ northward range shifts over the 1900’s in 
Canada 

3:45 PM Robert Srygley, Dudley, R., Oliveira, E. El Niño and dry season rainfall influence hostplant 
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phenology and an annual butterfly migration from Neotropical wet to dry fore 
4:00 PM Jeanette Wheeler, Lewis, M. Temperature-dependent population dynamics in Parnassius 

smintheus 
  

ETLC E1-003 
Contributed Talks: Systematics and Evolution 

1:30 PM Chris C. Nice, Gompert, Z., Forister, M.L., Fordyce, J.A., Buerkle, A. Repeated Hybrid 
Speciation in Mountain Top Butterflies 

1:45 PM Mauricio Linares “Magic traits” may facilitate homoploid hybrid speciation in Heliconius 
butterflies 

2:00 PM Patricio A. Salazar, Jiggins, C.J. The role of hybridization in wing color-pattern 
diversification in Heliconius butterflies 

2:15 PM Erik Runquist  Evolutionary implications of spatial variation in sexual traits in the Satyrium 
fuliginosa/semiluna complex (Lycaenidae) 

2:30 PM Simon W. Baxter, Hoffman, J., Hosken, D. Revisiting EB Ford’s work on wing spot patterns 
of meadow brown butterflies, Maniola jurtina, on the Isles of Scilly 

2:45 PM Felix A.H. Sperling, Bromilow, S.  Phylogeographic signal variation in mtDNA among 
geographically isolated grassland butterfly species 

3:00 PM Break 

3:30 PM Benjamin Proshek, Engberg, A., Powell, J., Opler, P., Henderson, A., Crawford, L.A. , 
Desjardins, S., Sperling, F.A.H. Taxonomic status of the endangered butterfly Apodemia 
mormo langei (Lepidoptera: Riodinidae): one among many  

3:45 PM Jessica Slove Davidson, Janz, N. Phylogenetic analysis of the latitude-niche breadth 
hypothesis in butterfly subfamily Nymphalinae 

4:00 PM James P. Dunn, Stambaugh, T.R., Calkins, M. Dispersal of the Karner blue butterfly in a 
heterogenous landscape 

4:15 PM Emily A. Hornett, Jiggins, C.J. , Hurst, G.D.D. A chromosome wide selective sweep 
associated with parasite resistance 

4:30 PM Jeffrey Marcus, McCullagh, B.*  DNA sequence variation in the wingless gene product in 
buckeye butterflies (genus Junonia) 

  

FRIDAY 2 JULY: MORNING 
ETLC E1-003 

Symposium: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an adaptive molecular marker 
Organizer: Chris Wheat 
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8:30 AM Kristjan Niitepold, Hanski, I. Effects of Pgi polymorphism on flight metabolic rate and 
dispersal in the Glanville fritillary butterfly 

8:50 AM Marjo Saastamoinen, Hanski, I. Significant effects of Pgi genotype on flight activity, 
oviposition, and lifespan in the Glanville fritillary butterfly 

9:10 AM Ilik Saccheri, Hanski, I. Hunting the industrial melanism gene in the peppered moth 

9:30 AM Nicola Chamberlain, Hsu, J.L., Kronforst, M.R. A potential role for phosphoglucose 
isomerase (PGI) in Monarch migration 

10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Ward Watt  Colias Pgi: macroevolutionary change amid microevolutionary variation 

10:50 AM Chris Wheat  Pgi effects across the butterflies: a comparative assessment 

  

ETLC E1-013 
Contributed Talks: Life History  

8:30 AM Casper J. Breuker, Gibbs, M., Hesketh, H., Van Dyck, H., Hails, R.S. Sick wings: the 
effects of the baculovirus AcMNPV on wing development in the speckled wood butterfly, 
Pararge aegeria 

8:45 AM Lesley Vande Velde, Damiens, D., Van Dyck, H. Physiological costs of alternative mate-
locating strategies in the speckled wood (Pararge aegeria L.): lipids and spermatophores 

9:00 AM Mamoru Watanabe, Sasaki, N. Pattern of sperm storage and migration in the reproductive 
tract of the swallowtail butterfly, Papilio xuthus: cryptic female choice determinants on second 
mating 

9:15 AM Helena Larsdotter-Mellström, Wiklund, C. Mating behaviour in a bivoltine butterfly; Is 
polyandry a result of selection under time stress? 

9:30 AM Erica L. Westerman, Hodgins-Davis, A. , Monteiro, A. Early experience modifies female 
mating patterns in Bicyclus anynana 

9:45 AM Gard W. Otis Biennialism in Macoun's Arctic (Oeneis macounii) 
10:00 AM Break 

10:30 AM Martin Olofsson, Vallin, A., Jakobsson, S., Wiklund, C. Multimodal anti-predator defence in 
the peacock butterfly (Inachis io) – with focus on the auditory defence against mice 

10:45 AM Kimberly V. Pegram, Rutowski, R.L.  Iridescent blue patch and orange spots both function in 
the recognition of a warning signal in the Pipevine Swallowtail butterfly 

11:00 AM Andrew Everett, Monteiro, A. Eye size in Bicyclus anynana is a sexually dimorphic plastic 
trait 

11:15 AM Anu Sang, Teder, T. Dragonflies induce high mortality in butterflies  
11:30 AM Michael Boppré, Vane-Wright, R.I. "Butterfly Industry"—quo vadis? 
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11:45 AM Richard I. Vane-Wright, Boppré, M. "ButterflyLife"—writing a book brings up questions 
  

FRIDAY 2 JULY: AFTERNOON 
ETLC E1-003 

Contributed Talks: Oviposition and Herbivory 
1:30 PM Mike Singer Anthropogenic evolution of butterfly diet: two steps back, two steps forward and 

you're DEAD. 
1:45 PM Melanie Gibbs Reproductive trade-offs and maternal effects in fragmented landscapes 
2:00 PM Karl Gotthard, Berger, D. The diapause decision as a cascade switch for adaptive 

developmental plasticity in body mass in a butterfly 
2:15 PM Lina Söderlind, Almeflo, S., Janz, N., Nylin, S. Effects of sequential diets in the comma 

butterfly: testing predictions from gene expression 
2:30 PM Kurt Illerbrun, Roland, J. Differential patterns of Parnassius smintheus herbivory 
2:45 PM Erica Henry, Schultz, C.B. Egg drop soup: mardon skipper (Polites mardon) oviposition site 

selection in Puget Sound prairies 
3:00 PM Break 

3:30 PM Amanda Doyle, Roland, J. The effects of host plant quality on the growth of an alpine 
caterpillar 

3:45 PM Siiri-Lii Sandre, Kaasik, A., Tammaru, T. Host-plant related larval polyphenism in 
Ematurga atomaria (Lepidoptera: Geometridae): the cues are not visual 

4:00 PM Simon Ducatez, Chaput-Bardy, A., Joreau, C., Legrand, D., Stevens, V., Fréville, H., 
Baguette, M. Resident caterpillars metamorphose into dispersing butterflies: evidence of a 
dispersal related personality trait in adults Pieris brassicae constrained by caterpillars’ 
exploratory behavior 

  

ETLC E1-013 
Contributed Talks: Dispersal and Population Structure 

1:30 PM Daria Koscinski, Crawford, L.A., Keller, H.A., Keyghobadi, N. Effects of non-lethal tissue 
sampling on flight behaviour and survival in two butterfly species 

1:45 PM Piotr Nowicki, Vrabec, V. Density-dependent emigration in two sympatric Maculinea species 
2:00 PM Lindsay A. Crawford, Desjardins, S., Keyghobadi, N. Genetic structure analysis of an 

endangered population of the Mormon metalmark butterfly (Apodemia mormo) using amplified 
fragment length polymorphisms 

2:15 PM Petr Vlašánek, Novotny, V. Demographic structure and mobility of selected species of 
butterflies in tropical rain forest of Papua New Guinea 
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2:30 PM Nusha Keyghobadi, Weintraub, J.D., Koscinski, D., Fonseca, D.M. The regal fritillary 
butterfly: Genetic analysis of museum specimens reveals the conservation status of populations 
in a declining species. 

2:45 PM Break 

3:00 PM Tom H. Oliver, Thomas, J.K., Hill, J.K., Brereton, T., Roy, D.B. Heterogenous landscapes 
promote butterfly population stability 

3:30 PM Erik Öckinger, Schweiger, O., Crist, T.O., Debinski, D.M., Krauss, J., Kuussaari, M., 
Peterson, J.D., Pöyry, J., Settele, J., Summerville, K.S., Bommarco, R. Life-history traits 
predict species responses to habitat fragmentation – A cross-continental synthesis for 
Lepidoptera 

3:45 PM Sandhya Sekar  Dispersal in butterflies: the effect of morphological, life history and ecological 
traits 

 
Poster Session 

THURSDAY 1 JUNE 
12:00-1:30 PM ETLC foyer 

Notes:  
1) Posters are arranged alphabetically by surname. 
2) Poster presenters are asked to be in attendance at their posters for the poster session, 
scheduled on Thursday 1 July at 12:00 noon. 
 

Paul Bacquet, Brattström, O., Brakefield, P.M., Löfstedt, C., Wang, H.-L., Nieberding, C.M. A 
phylogeographic survey of male sex pheromones variation of the butterfly genus Bicyclus, Kirby, 1871 

Julia Bauder, Lieskonig, N., Krenn, H.W. The extremely long tongued Neotropical butterfly Eurybia 
lycisca (Riodinidae): Proboscis morphology and flower handling 

Simon W. Baxter, Jiggins, C.J. , Blaxter, M.L., Davey, J.W. Gene discovery, linkage mapping and 
comparative genomics in Lepidoptera using next-generation RAD sequencing 

Ashley Bear, Simons, A., Westerman, E.L., Monteiro, A. The Genetic, Morphological, and 
Physiological Characterization of a Dark Larval Cuticle Mutation in the Butterfly, Bicyclus anynana 

Nichole Bennett, Singer, M., Parmesan, C. Thermal biology in species’ interactions: population 
differentiation in Euphydryas editha egg development time 

Alexa Carleton, Schultz, C.B. A future for Fender’s: restoring habitat for the endangered prairie 
butterfly, Icaricia icarioides fenderi 
R. Carlton, Daisy, A., Relton, A. Seasonal variations in butterfly population of Bishop Heber College 

G.S. Chahil, Kular, J.S. Comparative biology of cabbage butterfly Pieris brassicae Linnaeus 
(Lepidoptera, Pieridae) on different Brassica species. 

April Dinwiddie, Rachootin, S. In the Blink of a Wing: The Unique Wing Organ of an Extinct Biting 
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Midge in Baltic Amber 

Marianne Elias, Jiggins, C.J., Gompert, Z., Willmott, K. Mimicry and adaptive ecological niche 
structure in diverse butterfly communities 

Giovanni Fagua, Durán, J., Robles, J. Mapeta xanthomellas Walker, 1863 (Pyralidae): An unusual 
but specific and aposematic pyralid guest of Aristolochia 

Lawrence E. Gilbert, Estrada, C., Yildizhan, S., Schulz, S. From nuptial gifts to chastity belts: The 
evolution of anti-aphrodisiac pheromones is driven by sexual selection in butterflies 

Kei Hashimoto Morphological evolution of androconial organs in Tirumala (Lepidoptera: 
Nymphalidae) 

Cheryl Heinz Comparing a native host plant to three common introduced host plants for a native 
swallowtail butterfly: Preferences and plant chemistry 

Jeremy L. Hsu, Chamberlain, N.L., Kronforst, M.R. Examining the genetic basis of migratory 
behavior in monarch butterflies 

Eira Ihalainen, Lindstedt, C. Bird predators do not select for polyphenism in the European map 
butterfly 

Javier Guitérrez Illán, Gutiérrez, D.*, Wilson, R.J. The contributions of topoclimate and land cover 
to butterfly species richness: fine-scale tests for a mountain region 

Kurt Illerbrun, Roland, J. Rising treeline, shrinking habitat: effects on an alpine plant-herbivore 
interaction 

Martin Konvicka, Benes, J., Kepka, P. New atlas of Czech Republic macromoths 

Martin Konvicka, Vrba, P., Nedved, O. Thermal ecology of mountain and lowland butterflies 

Harald W. Krenn, Eberhard, S.H., Hikl, A.-L. Mechanism of pollen processing behavior in 
Heliconius butterflies 

Krushnamegh Kunte, Shea, C., Aardema, M.L., Scriber, J.M., Andolfatto, P., Juenger, T., 
Gilbert, L.E., Kronforst, M.R.  Sex chromosome mosaicism and hybrid speciation among tiger 
swallowtail butterflies 

Beatriz Lauranzón, Garcés, G., Fagilde, M.C., Melián, L.O., Reyes, J.L. Ecology of the diurnal 
butterflies (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea, Hesperioidea) of Sierra de La Gran Piedra mountain range and 
the Siboney-Juticí Ecological Reserve 

Nora Lieskonig, Krenn, H.W. Proboscis features of butterflies – an additional set of characters for the 
phylogeny of Nymphalidae (Lepidoptera) 

Shiqi Luo, Lehtonen, R., Hanski, I. Acclimation affects hsp70 expression following heat exposure in 
the Glanville fritillary butterfly (Melitaea cinxia) 

Euell J. Macke, McIver, J.D. Butterflies of dry upland sites in the Great Basin 

Kazuma Matsumoto, Noerdjito, W.A., Takahashi, M., Fukuyama, K. Butterfly assemblages in 
Imperata grassland, Acacia plantation and burnt and unburnt forests in East Kalimantan, Indonesia 
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Anniina L.K. Mattila, Hanski, I. Flight metabolic rate and its heritability in the Glanville fritillary 
butterfly 

Richard M. Merrill, Jiggins, C.J. The genetic architecture of mate choice in Heliconius butterflies 

Ana B.B. Morais, Paz, A.L.G., Dessuy, M.B., Ritter, C.D., Lemes, R., Ribiero, T.C., Piovesan, G., 
Carvalho, A.P.S. Butterflies from Central Depression of Rio Grande do Sul State, South Brazil 

Nicola Nadeau, Baxter, S.W., Chamberlain, N.L. , Dawson, A., Ferguson, L., Beltran, M., Perez-
Espona, S., Kronforst, M.R. , Jiggins, C.J.  Genomic hotspots for adaptation: The population genetics 
of Müllerian mimicry in Heliconius melpomene 

Mifuyu Nakajima, Boggs, C.L. Spatial distribution of a non-native, lethal host plant in a fine-grained 
scale changes the population dynamics of a native butterfly 

Soren Nylin, Fischer, H., Freitak, D., Janz, N., Söderlind, L., Vogel, H. Gene expression in comma 
butterfly larvae follows predictions from insect-plant theory 

Nipam H. Patel, Dinwiddie, A.J.*, Rosello-Diez, A., Kwan, E., Hochstetler, L., Zhang, Y, 
Parchem, R., Perry, M., Patel, N.H. Compartment Boundaries in Lepidopteran Wings 

Jaime Pinzón Butterfly assemblages in the north eastern Colombian Amazon region 

Heikki Pöykkö, Tammaru, T. Cause of phenotypic variation in life-history traits between latitudinal 
populations of a lichen-feeding moth Eilema depressum 

Judith M. Rhymer, Knurek, E.S., Drummond, F.A. Taxonomic status of Clayton’s copper butterfly 
(Lycaena dorcas claytoni): subspecies or clinal variation? 

Helena P. Romanowski, Morais, A.B.B., Isehard, C.A., Marchiori, M.O.O., Seguí, R. Butterflies of 
Austral South America 

Marjo Saastamoinen, Zwaan, B.J. , Brakefield, P.M. Predictive adaptive responses: Condition-
dependent impact of stress in the tropical butterfly, Bicyclus anynana 

Neuza A.P. Silva, Duarte, M., Morais, H.C. Parrhasius polibetes (Stoll, 1781) (Lycaenidae: 
Theclinae) and its host plants in the central Brazilian cerrado 

Neuza A.P. Silva, Duarte, M., Diniz, I.R., Morais, H.C. Caterpillars of Lycaenidae (Theclinae, 
Eumaeini) on inflorescences: the huge sampling effort to know them in the Cerrado of central Brazil 

Melanie Smee, Pauchet, Y., ffrench-Constant, R., Hodgson, D.J. Wolbachia infection in the 
endangered marsh fritillary butterfly Euphydryas aurinia – another hurdle for conservation efforts? 

Jan Struwe, Misof, B. Morphometric differentiation in the burnet moths species Zygaena transalpina / 
hippocrepidis / angelicae (Lepidoptera: Zygaenidae) 

Tomislav Terzin, Killoran, C.B., Gawad Gad, S.S., Biswas, A.A. Orange tip of Pierinae wings as a 
pattern element with a strong phylogenetic meaning 

Robert Tropek, Konvicka, M. The forest conservation as insufficient tool for afromontane endemics 
perpetuation. Cameroonian endemic butterflies require mosaic landscape. 

Panu Välimäki, Kivelä, S.M., Carrasco, D., Mäenpää, M.I. Latitudinal variation in insect body size: 
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patterns and mechanisms 

J. van Gestel, Beldade, P., Weissing, F.J. The evo-devo of butterfly wing patterns: a modeling 
perspective 

 

Roger Vila, Luktanov, V.A., Talavera, G., Gil-T., F., Pierce, N.E. How common are dot-like 
distributions? Taxonomical oversplitting in western European Agrodiaetus (Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae) 
revealed by chromosomal and molecular markers 

Mamoru Watanabe, Sasaki, N.* Adaptive changes in male investment depending on the mating 
history in the swallowtail butterfly, Papilio xuthus 

Shen-Horn Yen, Wei, C.H.*, Wu, L.W., Hsu, Y.F. Does mimetic coloration of the model always 
evolve earlier than that of mimic? A case study based on the “Euploea mulciber” mimic 

Martin Wiemers Invasion of the Lime Swallowtail Papilio demoleus L. in Australasia 
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General Conference Information 
 
Registration and Information 
The conference registration and information desk will be located in the Engineering Teaching 
and Learning Complex (ETLC) foyer. Registration services will be available during the 
following times: (Other than these times, please see the information desk for assistance) 

Monday 28 June:   5:00 PM—7:00 PM 
Tuesday 29 June:   7:30 AM—8:25 AM 
Wednesday 30 June:  8:00 AM—8:25 AM 
Thursday 1 July:   8:00 AM—8:25 AM 
Friday 2 July:    8:00 AM—8:25 AM 
 
Refreshment Breaks 
Refreshments will be provided at breaks twice per day from 10:00-10:30 AM and 3:00-3:30 PM 
in the ETLC foyer. Catered lunches are offered on Thursday and Friday (1 & 2 July). Please note 
that lunch on Tuesday and Wednesday (29 & 30 June) is not provided. 
 
Social Events 
ICBB 2010 Welcome Soirée 
Monday 28 June 
7:00-9:30 PM    University of Alberta Faculty Club 
 
Barbeque/Banquet 
Wednesday 30 June 
5:30-10:00 PM   Devonian Botanical Gardens  
*Note: Banquet tickets required to attend. 
 
Canada Day Events, 1 July 2010 
City of Edmonton events: 
12:00 PM Noon 21-gun salute at Alberta Legislature Grounds (108 St. & 97 Ave.) 

Afternoon hours Legislature building (108 St. & 97 Ave.) is open to the public, and offers 
tours of the grounds. 
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Afternoon hours John Walter Museum (near Kinsman Sports Complex (9100 Waterdale 
hill) is open and offers historical tours. 

9:00 PM Great divide waterfall (an artificial waterfall created on the high-level 
bridge (109th street), easily viewed from either side of the river valley) 

11:00 PM Canada Day fireworks (launched from Kinsmen Park, and easily viewed 
from many locations through the river valley, especially Saskatchewan 
Drive) 

 
ICBB Guided Field Trips 

Saturday 3 July   Guided River-Valley Walk 
12:00 PM-4:30 PM   Meet in the ETLC foyer for departure 

The River Valley walk will provide an opportunity (weather permitting) for delegates to search 
for and observe butterflies near the conference site, without the need for vehicular travel.  
Edmonton prides itself on its river valley park system (the North Saskatchewan River) and since 
the river runs east-west past the university area, markedly different environments can be found 
on the north and south-facing sides of the river, as well as along wooded ravines.  Expect a fair 
amount of walking (five or more kilometres), and do remember to bring water, a snack, and sun 
protection.  For species we are likely to encounter, please have a look at our butterfly checklist 
at:  

http://icbb2010.biology.ualberta.ca/checklist.html 
 
Saturday 3 July to Sunday 4 July 2 Day tour to Kananaskis Country 

Hike into the Rocky Mountains of Alberta on this two-day trip to Kananaskis Country.  Bring 
your butterfly nets along with you as we tour Jumping Pound Ridge, a popular field destination 
among University of Alberta researchers studying the Rocky Mountain Apollo, Parnassius 
smintheus. 

*Note: Prior registration is required for the Kananaskis Trip 

 
University of Alberta Facilities 
Please note that all buildings on the University of Alberta campus are non-smoking facilities. 
Smoking is not permitted within 5 meters of any doorway. 
Wireless internet is available to all delegates. Identification names and passwords can be found 
in the conference bag. 
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Information for Participants in Scientific Sessions 
 

• Please disable all audible cell phones and pagers, and refrain from making or taking 
telephone calls during sessions. 

 
Symposia/Contributed Talk Organizers 

It is the responsibility of the session organizer to enforce the time limit on speakers, provide 
introductions to speakers, and facilitate rapid transition between talks. A projectionist will be 
present in each room to manually switch presentation files on the projecting computer. To keep 
the sessions running smoothly and on-time, we ask that organizers explain to the presenters the 
procedures you will use to keep time, and to refrain from prolonged introductions and remarks. 

Oral Presentations 

Unless indicated otherwise, invited symposia presentations are 17 minutes with 3 additional 
minutes for questions and transitions among speakers. Contributed paper talks are 12 minutes 
with 3 additional minutes for questions and transitions among speakers. Please refer to the 
scientific schedule for specific details regarding the timng of talks. 
 
Speakers are responsible for downloading their presentation files to the computer in the room in 
which their talk will be held. See the specific schedule below, or the general schedule of events 
(page 3), for the list of time blocks to download presentation files. We ask that speakers 
download their talks well ahead of their scheduled session times to allow for troubleshooting and 
possible problems (speakers can download their files during any downloading session, not just 
the time block prior to one’s session). Brief previewing of talks may also be done during this 
download time. It is the speaker’s responsibility to communicate with the audio-visual technician 
in their session’s room, to ensure that the presentation files are transferred successfully. 
 
Designated times to download presentation files: 
 

Monday, 28 June 5:00-7:00 PM 
  

Tuesday, 29 June 7:30-8:25 AM 
12:00-12:30 PM 
5:00-6:00 PM 
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Wednesday, 30 June 8:00-8:25 AM 
12:00-12:30 PM 

  

Thursday, 1 July 8:00-8:25 AM 
12:00-12:30 PM 
5:00-5:30 PM 

  

Friday, 2 July 8:00-8:25 AM 
12:00-12:30 PM 

 
We will accept Microsoft PowerPoint presentations (2003 and 2007 versions) compatible with 
Windows-based computers and speakers must upload their presentations from a USB memory 
stick. On the desktop of each lecture hall’s computer there will be a folder for each of the 
sessions taking place in that room. We will not be accepting any emailed presentations, and 
presenters may not use their own computers. It is the responsibility of the presenter to ensure the 
talk format is compatible with Microsoft PowerPoint for PC. 
 
Poster Presentations 

Posters will be on display for the duration of the meeting in the ETLC foyer. Poster boards will 
be provided, and posters must remain within maximum size standards (91 cm x 121 cm; 3 ft x 4 
ft). The official poster viewing session is Thursday 1 July from 12:00-1:30 PM, and poster 
presenters are asked to be present during this time for questions. Posters must be picked up by 
5:00 PM, Friday 2 July, or they may be destroyed after the conference. 
 
 
 
 

History of the Conference/Hosting the Next ICBB 
 

Are you interested in hosting the ICBB in future years? If so, please let the organizers of this or 
previous meetings know of your interest, and we'll do our best to answer any questions. 
Background information on previous meetings is available on the historical web pages at: 
 

http://icbb2010.biology.ualberta.ca/history.html 
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Abstracts 
Note: Abstracts for both oral and poster 
presentations are combined and in alphabetical 
order. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Understanding the population dynamics, migration 
and conservation of North American monarch populations 
Monarch migration, seasonal habitat use and 
parasite transmission in eastern North America 
Altizer, S.(1), Bartel, R.(1), Oberhauser, K.(2), de Roode, 
J.(3) 
(1)Odum School of Ecology, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, 
USA (2)Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology, 
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota, USA (3)Biology 
Department, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, USA 
saltizer@uga.edu 
 
Seasonal migration occurs in many animal systems and is likely to 
influence interactions between animals and their parasites. Here, we 
use monitoring data focused on monarch butterflies (Danaus 
plexippus) and a protozoan parasite (Ophryocystis elektroscirrha) to 
ask how host migration affects infectious disease. Previous work 
showed that parasite prevalence was lower among migratory than 
nonmigratory monarch populations; two explanations for this pattern 
are that (i) migration allows animals to periodically escape 
contaminated habitats (i.e., migratory escape), and (ii) long distance 
migration weeds out infected animals (i.e., migratory culling). We 
combined field-sampling and analysis of data from two citizen 
science programs to examine spatiotemporal trends of parasite 
prevalence and evaluate evidence for these two mechanisms. In 
eastern North America, parasite prevalence increased from early to 
late in the breeding season, consistent with the hypothesis of 
migratory escape. Prevalence was also positively related to monarch 
breeding activity as indexed by larval density. Among adult 
monarchs captured at different points along the east coast fall 
migratory flyway, parasite prevalence declined as monarchs 
progressed southward, consistent with the hypothesis of migratory 
culling. Parasite prevalence was also lower among monarchs sampled 
at two overwintering sites in Mexico than among monarchs sampled 
during the summer breeding period. Collectively, these results 
indicate that seasonal migration can affect parasite transmission in 
wild animal populations, with implications for predicting disease 
risks for species with threatened migrations. 
 
POSTER 
A phylogeographic survey of male sex pheromones 
variation of the butterfly genus Bicyclus, Kirby, 1871 
Bacquet, P.(1), Brattström, O.(2), Brakefield, P.M.(2), 
Löfstedt, C.(3), Wang, H.-L.(3), Nieberding, C.M.(1,2) 
(1)Evolutionary Ecology and Genetics Group, Biodiversity Research 
Centre, Université Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Belgium (2)Evolutionary Biology Group, Institute of Biology, Leiden 
University, Leiden, the Netherlands. (3)Chemical Ecology and 
Ecotoxicology, Department of Ecology, Lund University, Lund, 
Sweden 
paul.bacquet@uclouvain.be 

 
The evolution of olfactive communication in generating reproductive 
isolation among species remains poorly understood. Assessing the 
variation of species-specific pheromone blends across their 
geographic distribution range may help unravel how population 
genetic structure is actually linked to the patterns of pheromone 
composition at the micro-evolutionary level. In Lepidoptera the 
spatial variations in pheromone blends are well known in moths but 
the link between genetic distance and character variation between 
populations is not described. In the species-rich Bicyclus genus 
Kirby, 1871 (Nymphalidae, Satyrinae) the androconial structures are 
key characters to discriminate among species. In B. anynana (Butler, 
1879), the male sex pheromone (MSP) has been shown to play a role 
in mate choice, to be heritable, and under strong sexual selection. We 
described here the amount of observed variation of the potential MSP 
of three Bicyclus species sampled in geographically distinct 
populations from Western and Eastern Africa. We compared it with 
the genetic distances between these populations to estimate to which 
extant MSP can diverge at the intraspecific level, in allopatry. If MSP 
are under sexual selection in the species we investigate, we expect to 
observe within populations a high variation in MSP titres and ratios 
but a low variability in MSP composition, because deviant 
individuals would mate less than normal ones. However sexual 
selection is known to lead to a high lability of the selected traits. Thus 
we expect to observe some additional differences in MSP 
composition between geographically isolated populations because of 
interspecific pressure of signal interference. 
 
POSTER 
The extremely long tongued Neotropical butterfly 
Eurybia lycisca (Riodinidae): Proboscis morphology 
and flower handling 
Bauder, J.(1), Lieskonig, N.(2), Krenn, H.W.(3) 
(1) University of Vienna, Department of Evolutionary Biology (2) 
University of Vienna, Department of Evolutionary Biology (3) 
University of Vienna, Department of Evolutionary Biology 
julia.bauder@univie.ac.at 
 
The mouthpart morphology was studied for the first time in a 
butterfly possessing a proboscis with length of approximately the 
double of the body size. The neotropical butterfly Eurybia lycisca 
(Riodinidae) has an extremely long and thin proboscis with a 
maximal length of 45.6 mm (mean length 36.5 +/- 4.1 mm) but only a 
diameter of 0.3 mm (+/- 0.013 S.D.). The proboscis is characterized 
by few and remarkably arranged short sensilla at the tip and a derived 
pattern of intrinsic proboscis muscles. Flower visiting behavior was 
observed on Calathea crotalifera (Marantaceae) plants which possess 
thin tubular corollae measuring 28.6 mm (+/- 0.2 mm S.D.) in length. 
After landing the butterflies uncoil the proboscis, probe the flower for 
a remarkably long time but only few proboscis movements are 
observable during flower handling. There is no doubt that the 
extremely long proboscis of E. lycisca is adapted for particularly long 
and narrow floral tubes of nectar host plants, such as flowers of C. 
crotalifera. However a mutualistic relationship is unlikely since the 
butterflies do not release the explosive pollination mechanism during 
flower handling. E. lycisca exploits the flowers without benefit for 
the plant and, furthermore, their larvae feed on the inflorescences of 
Calathea. 
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POSTER 
Gene discovery, linkage mapping and comparative 
genomics in Lepidoptera using next-generation RAD 
sequencing 
Baxter, S.W.(1), Jiggins, C.J. (1), Blaxter, M.L.(2), Davey, 
J.W.(2) 
(1) Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, 
U.K. (2) Institute of Evolutionary Biology, University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland, U.K. 
swb29@cam.ac.uk 
 
Next generation sequencing provides the opportunity for genomes of 
non-model organisms to be readily explored. Restriction-site 
associated DNA (RAD) sequencing is a relatively new method of 
sampling regions across the genome of many individuals. A RAD 
library was constructed using genomic DNA from 22 diamondback 
moth (Plutella xylostella) backcross progeny plus two parents and 
sequenced on a single illumina lane (50 base paired end reads). A 
unique 5 base pair adapter was assigned to all 24 samples, enabling 
each illumina sequenced RAD tag to be associated to a single 
individual. Polymorphisms in 6500 sequenced tags were found to be 
segregating among the backcross progeny. Linkage mapping assigned 
these tags to one of the 31 diamondback moth chromosomes, and a 
single major locus conferring insecticide resistance was successfully 
identified. BLAST results show that many RAD tag sequences 
encode gene fragments that will be useful for comparative genomics. 
This approach has broad potential for identifying genes of major 
effect, creating linkage maps to aid genome assembly, comparing 
chromosomal synteny between species and large scale population 
genetics studies in Lepidoptera. 
 
ORAL 
Revisiting EB Ford’s work on wing spot patterns of 
meadow brown butterflies, Maniola jurtina, on the 
Isles of Scilly 
Baxter, S.W.(1), Hoffman, J.(1), Hosken, D.(2) 
(1) Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK (2) School 
of Biosciences, University of Exeter in Cornwall, UK 
swb29@cam.ac.uk 
 
From 1946-1959 EB Ford studied selection on wing spot patterns of 
meadow brown butterflies (Maniola jurtina) on the Isles of Scilly, 
UK. Female hindwing patterning was island specific, with larger 
islands displaying consistent proportions of 0, 1 & 2 melanic spots, 
while smaller islands were highly individual and stable in their spot 
distribution patterns. Ford interpreted this as evidence for strong 
island-specific selection because population sizes were too great for 
drift, and migration between these close islands appeared to be rare. 
In July 2008, we sampled 238 butterflies from Ford’s collection sites 
including three large (St. Mary’s, St. Martin’s and Tresco) and two 
small islands (Tean and St. Helen’s). Although differences in spot 
scoring methodology are likely to exist between current and historical 
surveys, spot-pattern frequencies on Tean and St Mary’s appear 
unchanged over 60 years, while St. Helen’s has altered dramatically. 
This coincides with vegetation shift on St. Helen’s from livestock 
grazing land (1959) to predominantly bracken (2008). Population 
genetic structure was assessed using 176 polymorphic AFLP markers 
in 192 individuals from the five islands. Significant population 

structure was detected (global Fst = 0.0259) and the program 
STRUCTURE yielded strong support for four distinct populations. 
Although perhaps surprising given the geographic proximity of these 
islands, our findings are consistent with Ford’s observations of 
limited migration and suggest that this species possesses poor 
dispersal abilities. The overall pattern of genetic structure suggests 
that migration may occasionally occur along a south easterly axis. 
 
POSTER 
The Genetic, Morphological, and Physiological 
Characterization of a Dark Larval Cuticle Mutation 
in the Butterfly, Bicyclus anynana 
Bear, A., Simons, A., Westerman, E.L., Monteiro, A. 
Yale University 
Ashley Bear 
 
Studies on insect melanism have greatly contributed to our 
understanding of natural selection and the ultimate factors 
influencing the evolution of darkly pigmented phenotypes. The 
molecular basis of insect melanism, however, is still largely 
unknown. Studies on several species of melanic lepidopteran larvae 
have found that low levels of circulating juvenile hormone (JH) titers 
are associated with a melanic phenotype, suggesting that genetic 
changes in the JH biosynthetic pathway give rise to increased 
deposition of melanin granules in the cuticle in this group. But does 
melanism arise through different molecular mechanisms in different 
species? The present study reports on a Bicyclus anynana 
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) “dark larvae” single locus mutation, in 
which larvae exhibit a darker cuticle relative to wild type. Unlike 
other lepidopteran melanic larvae mutations this one is autosomal 
recessive and does not appear to involve a deficiency in JH titers. 
Unlike JH deficiency mutants, dark larvae mutants display similar 
growth rates and sexual behaviors as wildtype, and topical 
application of a JH analogue failed to rescue the wildtype cuticular 
coloration. Finally, transmission electron microscopy showed that 
sclerotization or deposition of diffuse melanin, rather than deposition 
of melanin granules, produces the dark coloration found in the cuticle 
of this species. We conclude that different molecular mechanisms 
underlie larval melanism in different species of Lepidoptera.  
 
POSTER 
Thermal biology in species’ interactions: population 
differentiation in Euphydryas editha egg development 
time 
Bennett, N.(1), Singer, M.(2), Parmesan, C.(3) 
(1) University of Texas at Austin, Section of Integrative Biology (2) 
University of Texas at Austin, Section of Integrative Biology (3) 
University of Texas at Austin, Section of Integrative Biology 
nichole.lynn.bennett@gmail.com 
 
California populations of the butterfly Euphydryas editha feeding on 
either Pedicularis semibarbata or Collinsia torreyi show host-
associated differentiation in a suite of traits including pre-alighting 
and post-alighting host preferences, egg height, egg allocation, and 
larval performance. Differences in egg height (adult geotaxis) cause 
temperature differences of 3-5 °C between eggs laid on the two hosts 
in the same habitat. Temperatures on P. semibarbata are extreme, 
ranging from 40-49 °C with ambient air at 28 °C. F2 crosses between 
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the differently-adapted populations display unusual asynchronous 
hatching, suggesting egg development times might be different in the 
parental populations. An experiment comparing egg development 
time between two populations in the Sierra Nevada demonstrated this 
was the case. Butterflies at one site were adapted to feed on C. 
torreyi; those at the other were adapted to feed on P. semibarbata, 
although their habitats were similar. Pairs of field-caught butterflies 
from each population were induced to oviposit synchronously, eggs 
were separated from the host plant, and eggs were kept in an enclosed 
container in the field at ambient air temperatures, protected from 
direct sunlight. Eggs from C. torreyi populations developed an 
average of 31.2 hours faster than those from P. semibarbata 
populations at the same temperature (N=30, t-test, P< 9.3 x 10-10). 
Egg development may form an additional component of the host-
adaptive suites, and slow development at moderate temperatures of 
eggs adapted to P. semibarbata may result from selection for high 
heat tolerance. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
Translating life history responses from lab to field: 
effects on population dynamics 
Boggs, C.L.(1,2), Inouye, D.W.(2,3) 
(1) Stanford University, Department of Biology (2) Rocky Mountain 
Biological Laboratory (3) University of Maryland, Department of 
Biology 
cboggs@stanford.edu 
 
The effects of nutrient stress on life history traits are increasingly 
well understood under laboratory conditions. How these translate to 
effects on population dynamics in the field is still unknown. We show 
that nutrient stress, mediated by climate variation, has a significant 
effect on the population dynamics of Speyeria mormonia 
(Nymphalidae). Previously, we showed that reduced adult food intake 
resulted in a fecundity decrease in the lab, with a 1:1 relationship 
between food and fecundity reductions. Here, we use a 35-year study 
of flower numbers overlapping with a 14-year study of butterfly 
density in Gunnison County, Colorado, USA. Based on the 
relationship between adult food availability and fecundity in the lab, 
we predicted and found that per capita flower availability of the 
preferred nectar host to ovipositing females in year t had a significant 
direct effect on adult population size in year t+1. Flower availability 
decreased with low spring snowpack and susceptibility of flower 
heads to late spring freezes, so the effect of flower density is an 
indirect effect of climate variation. Such climate variation also had a 
direct effect on butterfly population dynamics. Low spring snowpack 
in year t+1 had a negative effect on population growth rate from year 
t to t+1, presumably through exposure of post-diapause larvae to late 
spring freezes. Together these two factors accounted for nearly 80% 
of the variation in butterfly population growth rate. This case study 
illustrates the life history mechanisms underlying population 
dynamics and the propagation of indirect climate effects through a 
community. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Pheromones and secondary male characteristics 
Chemical communication in butterflies: on 
structures, secretions, and male coyness 
Boppré, M.(1), Vane-Wright, R.I.(2), Fischer, O.W.(3) 
(1,3) Albert-Ludwigs-Universität, Forstzoologisches Institut, D-79085 

Freiburg i.Br., Germany (2) Department of Entomology, Natural 
History Museum, London; and Durrell Institute of Conservation and 
Ecology, School of Anthropology and Conservation, University of 
Kent, Canterbury, UK  
boppre@fzi.uni-freiburg.de 
 
Being of little or no applied significance, pheromone communication 
in butterflies has not been intensively studied: what detailed 
knowledge we do have rests on just a few case studies. We have little 
information about the chemicals involved, and even knowledge of 
structural details is very limited. Here we present some new 
morphological features which raise the question are all lepidopteran 
pheromones volatile secretions, as currently assumed? Non-volatiles 
acting via gustatory chemoreceptors are potential but as yet 
unrecognized signals that need to be considered in interpretation of 
the courtship behaviour of butterflies (and moths). The dissemination 
of scales or scale fragments during courtship by rather numerous 
Lepidoptera supports this view. Moreover, because the cuticular 
nature of these scales or particles renders them a limited resource, 
this apparently results in male coyness. The question of components 
of androconial secretions which do not act as signals as such, but are 
nevertheless important or even indispensable for chemical 
communication during courtship (e.g. as precursors, fixatives or 
stabilisers) will also be discussed. 
 
ORAL 
"Butterfly Industry"—quo vadis? 
Boppré, M.(1), Vane-Wright, R.I.(2) 
(1) Albert-Ludwigs-Universität, Forstzoologisches Institut, Freiburg 
i.Br., Germany (2) Department of Entomology, Natural History 
Museum, London, UK; and Durrell Institute of Conservation and 
Ecology, School of Anthropology and Conservation, University of 
Kent, Canterbury, UK  
boppre@fzi.uni-freiburg.de 
 
Since the mid-1970s the rapid rise in popularity of butterfly house 
live exhibitions has created, in its wake, a veritable “Butterfly 
Industry”—a complex chain of livestock collectors, breeders, 
farmers, suppliers, distributors and exhibitors operating worldwide, 
with an annual turnover to be estimated in millions of US dollars. 
The existence of these butterfly zoos and the industry underpinning 
them creates many opportunities for environmental awareness and 
education—opportunities that, if fulfilled, would be great assets for 
conservation and ecological literacy. However, the existence of this 
industry also poses a number of environmental threats—notably the 
potential for genetic mixing of locally-adapted butterfly ecotypes and 
subspecies, spread of parasitoids, and introduction of alien species 
with potential to become invasive pests. Since legal regulations are 
either lacking or difficult to implement and generally limited in 
effect, the Butterfly Industry must self-organise and self-regulate to 
overcome such negative outcomes. For the Industry's own sake and 
future wellbeing it also needs to develop greater awareness, from 
basic biology to systems-thinking, operate within self-imposed 
restrictions and ethical controls as practised by other 'industries' 
dealing with live animals, and do far more to deliver its educational 
role. Only then can it play a suitably ‘green’ role in society. In reality 
and in contrast to purely commercial businesses, the Butterfly 
Industry requires more cooperation than competition because all 
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partners 'sit in one boat' and reciprocally increase or decrease their 
public image and appreciation. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Pheromones and secondary male characteristics 
Diversity of pheromones and male androconia in 
Bicyclus butterflies 
Brattström, O.(1), Bacquet, P.(2), Wang, H.-L.(3), 
Brakefield, P.M.(1), Löfstedt, C.(3), Nieberding, C.M. (2) 
(1) University of Leiden, Section for Evolutionary Biology, Leiden, 
Netherlands (2) Université Catholique de Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Department of Ecology and Biogeography, Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Belgium (3) Lund University, Section for Chemical Ecology and 
Ecotoxicology, Lund, Sweden 
oskar.brattstrom@gmail.com 
 
The morphology of the pheromone producing androconias within 
Bicyclus (Nymphalidae: Satyrinae) has been the basis of the 
taxonomy for the whole genus. However, only limited data of the 
pheromone communication is available. Experimental studies using 
Bicyclus anynana showed that androconias themselves are not 
necessary for successful courtship if the pheromone compounds are 
still present. As closely related species differs mainly in respect to the 
position of androconias, we hypothesized that these species-specific 
androconias should produce unique chemicals. To survey the genus 
as a whole, we sampled Bicyclus pheromones in wild caught 
individuals across Africa. Of ca 90 described species we have 
samples from approximately 45. The preliminary results do not 
support our initial hypothesis. Most chemicals are produced in an 
andoconial arrangement found in the wing cell on the anterior side of 
the hind wings. These structures are present in all but one species, 
and at the same time most of the often very elaborate species-specific 
androconias are chemically silent. Many species produce rather 
simple pheromone blends, containing just a handful of compounds, 
while others are complex with more than forty male-specific 
chemicals. A new species (Bicyclus ottossoni) was found in sympatry 
with a closely related species (Bicyclus ignobilis). The new species 
demonstrated a marked difference in the chemicals found in the 
androconias, but morphologically they are very close to each other. In 
this closely related pair it is possible to follow how the chemical 
pathways producing the pheromone compounds have most likely 
evolved. 
 
ORAL 
Sick wings: the effects of the baculovirus AcMNPV 
on wing development in the speckled wood butterfly, 
Pararge aegeria 
Breuker, C.J.(1), Gibbs, M.(2,3), Hesketh, H.(2), Van Dyck, 
H.(3), Hails, R.S.(2) 
(1) Evolutionary Developmental Biology Research Group, School of 
Life Sciences, Oxford Brookes University, Headington, Oxford, UK 
(2) NERC Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Crowmarsh Gifford, 
Wallingford, UK (3) Behavioural Ecology & Conservation Group, 
Biodiversity Research Centre, Earth and Life Institute, Université 
catholique de Louvain (UCL), Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium 
cbreuker@brookes.ac.uk 
 
Baculoviruses not only affect resource allocation to growth and 
reproduction, but they also have the possibility to act on host 

signalling pathways involved in cell differentiation and thus tissue 
patterning. Infection typically starts in the insect gut after ingesting 
virally contaminated food, and the infection will spread to other 
tissues aided by, for example, metalloproteases. Metalloproteases, 
such as tolloid, regulate in normal host development the activity of 
the decapentaplegic (dpp) antagonist short gastrulation (sog). Dpp 
plays a key role in regulating wing shape, size and wing vein 
positioning. Overexpression of tolloid in Drosophila pupae results in 
wing abnormalities, especially in the posterior part of the wing, as it 
disturbs the balance between sog and dpp levels. It is known in 
Drosophila that bacteria that produce a number of different 
metalloproteases in their host, cause similar wing defects as when 
tolloid is overexpressed. The baculovirus AcMNPV produces the 
metalloprotease cathepsin (Ac-)v-cath. Cathepsin is not homologous 
to tolloid, but just as efficient a metalloprotease, and is known in flies 
to affect wing and leg imaginal discs outgrowth. Nothing is known, 
however, about how it affects wing shape and wing venation 
patterning. In this talk I will discuss in detail, at the phenotypic level, 
how wing development was affected in a series of experiments in 
which second instar speckled wood (Pararge aegeria) caterpillars 
were infected with different doses of AcMNPV. The implications of 
the effects of baculoviruses modulating wing development in natural 
populations will be discussed.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
Wings follow eyes: Positive selection of a duplicated 
ultraviolet-sensitive visual pigment coincides with 
wing pigment evolution in Heliconius butterflies 
Briscoe, A.(1), Bybee, S.M.(1), Bernard, G.D.(2), Yuan, 
F.(1), Sison-Mangus, M.P.(1), Reed, R.D.(1), Warren, 
A.D.(3,4), Llorente-Bousquets, J.(3), Chiao, C.-C.(5) 
(1) University of California, Irvine, Department of Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology (2) University of Washington, Seattle, 
Department of Electrical Engineering (3) Museo de Zoología, 
Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (4) 
McGuire Center for Lepidoptera and Biodiversity, Florida Museum 
of Natural History, University of Florida, Gainesville (5) Department 
of Life Science, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan 
abriscoe@uci.edu 
 
The butterfly Heliconius erato can see from the UV to the red part of 
the light spectrum with color vision proven from 440 to 640 nm. Its 
eye is known to contain three visual pigments, rhodopsins, produced 
by an 11-cis-3-hydroxyretinal chromophore together with long 
wavelength (LWRh), blue (BRh) and UV (UVRh1) opsins. We now 
find that H. erato has a second UV opsin mRNA (UVRh2)—a 
previously undescribed duplication of this gene among Lepidoptera. 
To investigate its evolutionary origin, we screened eye cDNAs from 
14 butterfly species in the subfamily Heliconiinae and found both 
copies only among Heliconius. Phylogeny-based tests of selection 
indicate positive selection of UVRh2 following duplication, and 
some of the positively selected sites correspond to vertebrate visual 
pigment spectral tuning residues. Epi-microspectrophotometry 
reveals two UV-absorbing rhodopsins in the H. erato eye with 
lambda-max = 355 nm and 398 nm. Along with the additional UV 
opsin, Heliconius have also evolved 3-hydroxy-DL-kynurenine (3-
OHK)-based yellow wing pigments not found in close relatives. 
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Visual models of how butterflies perceive wing color variation 
indicate this has resulted in an expansion of the number of 
distinguishable yellow colors on Heliconius wings. Functional 
diversification of the UV-sensitive visual pigments may help explain 
why the yellow wing pigments of Heliconius are so colorful in the 
UV range compared to the yellow pigments of close relatives lacking 
the UV opsin duplicate.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Understanding the population dynamics, migration 
and conservation of North American monarch populations 
Microclimatic benefits of the high elevation oyamel 
fir forest for overwintering monarch butterflies in 
Mexico 
Brower, L.P.(1), Williams, E.H.(2) 
(1) Department of Biology, Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, VA (2) 
Department of Biology, Hamilton College, Clinton, NY 
brower@sbc.edu 
 
Overwintering monarch butterflies benefit from several microclimatic 
features provided by the high elevation oyamel fir forest they occupy 
on the mountains of central Mexico. The forest canopy serves as an 
insulating blanket that prevents night-time temperatures from dipping 
low enough to freeze the butterflies; in addition, because of the high 
heat capacity of tree trunks, large trees add a hot water bottle effect 
that for trunk clusters further reduces the risk of freezing; and the 
canopy provides umbrella-like protection during rain storms that 
reduces the freezing risk due to wetting. Recently, we have extended 
our understanding of these and additional microclimatic effects. First, 
we found that ambient temperature and humidity are moderated 
within the dense clusters formed by the butterflies on fir boughs. A 
subsequent study gave evidence for the hot water bottle effect; the 
temperature fluctuations of tree bark is buffered significantly in 
comparison to the fluctuations of surrounding air. A third study 
revealed that intermediate heights in the forest experience less 
fluctuation in temperature than either the ground or canopy, and this 
moderating effect is greater where the forest is dense. The last result 
helps explain the vertical distribution of clusters in these forests. All 
these microclimatic factors combined confirm that the integrity of the 
fir forest ecosystem is key to the survival of the monarch butterfly 
migratory and overwintering phenomenon. 
 
POSTER 
A future for Fender’s: restoring habitat for the 
endangered prairie butterfly, Icaricia icarioides 
fenderi 
Carleton, A., Schultz, C.B.  
Washington State University Vancouver, School of Earth and 
Environmental Sciences 
acarleton7@gmail.com 
 
Development, agriculture, and invasive species have claimed over 
99.5% of the prairie landscape in Oregon's Willamette Valley. One 
alarming consequence of these land-use practices is the decline of the 
endangered Fender’s blue butterfly (Icaricia icarioides fenderi) and 
its threatened host plant, Kincaid's lupine (Lupinus sulphureus 
kincaidii). This study evaluates the effectiveness of three restoration 
projects, initiated adjacent to existing habitat in 2001, 2003, and 
2007, in assisting the recovery of a Fender’s blue population in 

Eugene, OR. In 2009, I assessed the distribution of nectar species, 
butterflies, and eggs in these three restoration areas and adjacent 
native habitat.s The oldest restoration area (initiated in 2001) 
provided less native nectar (22.6 mg/m2) than the more recent 
restoration areas (37.6 for 2003 and as much as 317.2 for 2007). 
However, it provided more lupine and non-native nectar and was 
visited by more butterflies: 0.018 individuals/m2 compared to 0.003 
(2003) and 0.001 (2007). Comparable trends were observed for a 
variety of indices, including egg density and butterfly fecundity, such 
that older restorations had greater habitat value for Fender’s blues. As 
restoration areas mature, they will play a key role in Fender’s blue 
recovery. Results suggest that habitat quality improves with 
restoration age and that assessing a restoration’s impact requires 
long-term monitoring, at least 6-10 years. Given the rate of decline of 
Lepidopteran species worldwide, there is an urgent need to pursue 
restoration strategies that directly impact resource availability and in 
turn butterfly resilience and fecundity. 
 
POSTER 
Seasonal variations in butterfly population of Bishop 
Heber College 
Carlton, R., Daisy, A., Relton, A. 
Bishop Heber College, Thiruchirapplli, India  
carltonjune@gmail.com 
 
India is one of the 25 biodiversity hot spots of the world and ranks 
seventh out of the 12 mega- biodiversity nations. But there are threats 
existing in various forms to the biodiversity which can be attributed 
to very low awareness level of biodiversity. So a study was 
undertaken at Bishop Heber College to make an inventory and 
seasonal variations of butterflies. Bishop Heber College is located at 
Tiruchirappalli in the heart of the state of Tamil Nadu, India. The 
present study focuses to find the diversity of Butterflies of Bishop 
Heber College and make an inventory. The study was carried out for 
one year and four months. As a result 10 species of hesperidae, 7 
species of papilionidae, 18 species of pieridae, 16 species of 
lycanidae and 23 species of nymphalidae totaling to 74 species of 
butterflies were identified and recorded in the campus and a book 
was published by name Butterflies of Bishop Heber College. Most of 
the butterflies are abundant in the months of November, December 
and January. This is the post monsoon season in this part of India. 
The months of August and September which are pre monsoon season 
also recorded moderately abundant butterflies. March, April and May 
the drier months has recorded very less number of butterflies. The 
study reveals that the campus is rich in diversity of butterflies and 
some conservation methods are suggested for its conservation.  
 
POSTER 
Comparative biology of cabbage butterfly Pieris 
brassicae Linnaeus (Lepidoptera, Pieridae) on 
different Brassica species. 
Chahil, G.S., Kular, J.S. 
Department of Entomology, Punjab Agricultural University, 
Ludhiana, Punjab, India 
gurminderchahil77@yahoo.co.in 
 
Pieris brassicae passes through three overlapping generations in 
Punjab (India) on Brassica species from December to April. To study 
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the effect of different Brassica species on the pest biology four 
genotypes viz., B. napus (GSL-1), B. juncea (PBR-91), B. rapa (TL-
15) and B. carinata (PC-5) were sown. Eggs collected from cabbage 
during November and larvae emerged were reared on leaves of four 
test species. The eggs laid by the pair of adults were carried for 
rearing on the same species for the next generation. Observations 
were recorded for different biological parameters. Number of eggs 
laid per plant were highest on B. carinata (22.23±1.53) and lowest on 
B. napus (6.33±1.12), per cent hatching was highest on B. rapa 
(97.85±0.31) and B. carinata (97.59±0.09) but lowest on B. napus 
(96.40±0.46), incubation period (days) was longest on B. carinata 
(16.55±1.29)while shortest on B. rapa (16.25±1.53), total larval 
period (days) was longest on B. juncea (21.01±0.62) and shortest on 
B. carinata (18.64±0.56), pre-pupal period (days) was shortest on B. 
carinata (1.92±0.81) while longest on B. juncea (2.20±0.23), pupal 
period (days) was shortest on B. napus (12.47±0.67) while longest on 
B. carinata (13.04±0.08), adult period (days) was shortest on B. 
carinata (5.54±0.76) while it was longest on B. rapa (6.37±0.41); sex 
ratio (male/female) was more on B. napus (1.57±0.11) while less on 
B. carinata (1.42±0.92). The studies concluded that B. juncea was 
more tolerant for larval development (damaging stage) while B. 
carinata least tolerant to Pieris brassicae. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an adaptive 
molecular marker 
A potential role for phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI) 
in Monarch migration 
Chamberlain, N.L., Hsu, J.L., Kronforst, M.R. 
Harvard University, FAS Center for Systems Biology, Northwest 
Labs, Cambridge, MA, USA. 
nchamberlain@cgr.harvard.edu 
 
Phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI) is an enzyme in the glycolysis 
pathway which catalyzes the conversion of glucose-6-phosphate into 
fructose-6-phosphate. In many genera of butterfly this gene has been 
implicated as a candidate for differences in metabolic rate and flight 
performance. Here, we examine PGI in the North American 
migratory monarch Danaus plexippus plexippus, and compare it to 
the non-migratory Central and South American subspecies D. p. 
megalippe. Samples of D. p. plexippus were collected from Boston 
and Minnesota, and D. p. megalippe were obtained from several 
locations in Ecuador. In these samples we PCR amplified and 
sequenced a portion of the PGI gene along with several other 
candidate genes involved in migration in D. p. plexippus. Several 
nuclear and mitochondrial control genes were also examined, and all 
sequences obtained were screened for polymorphisms. In addition, 
we performed a genome scan using amplified fragment length 
polymorphisms (AFLPs) to elucidate the overall genetic divergence 
of the two subspecies. These data revealed that overall genetic 
divergence between the subspecies was low, except at mitochondrial 
loci where they were fixed for different haplotypes. In addition, the 
subspecies were almost fixed for different haplotypes at PGI. We 
suggest that PGI has experienced divergent natural selection between 
the subspecies as a physiological adaptation to the two differing 
migratory behaviors. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
Phylogeny, evolution and historical biogeography of 

Achillides swallowtails (Lep. Papilionidae: Papilio) 
Condamine, F.L.(1), Toussaint, E.(1), Cotton, A.(2), Kunte, 
K.(3), Genson, G.(1), Kergoat, G.J.(1), Sperling, F.A.H.(4) 
(1) INRA – UMR CBGP (INRA/IRD/Cirad/Montpellier SupAgro), 
Montferrier-sur-Lez, France (2) Tambon Suthep, Amphoe Muang, 
Chiang Mai, Thailand (3) FAS Center for Systems Biology, Harvard 
University, USA (4) Department of Biological Sciences, University Of 
Alberta, Edmonton, Canada 
Fabien.Condamine@supagro.inra.fr 
 
Historical biogeography of the genus Papilio represents challenges. 
Papilio is relatively old and is a highly complex and diverse 
taxonomic unit. Further studies are required to clarify the 
composition of sub-genera before revisiting their evolution. Here, we 
investigate the phylogeny and biogeography of the sub-genus 
Achillides (peacock swallowtails) that contains 23 currently 
recognized species distributed in the Oriental and Australasian 
regions. We reconstructed Achillides phylogeny with a dense taxon 
sampling (21 species), as well as 15 outgroup Papilio species, using 
four molecular markers under Bayesian inference. Molecular dating 
was performed on two independent sets of calibration with the 
Bayesian relaxed clock method. Biodiversity hotspots informed the 
present distribution for biogeographical analyses and permitted 
reconstruction of ancestral area with the Dispersal-Extinction 
Cladogenesis method. The phylogenetic relationships are interesting 
and unexpected in a biogeographical sense, revealing a basal position 
for two Australasian species whereas the Achillides centre of origin is 
located on the Sunda shelf (25-32 Ma). Sister to the Australasian 
Achillides, the other species form a group divided into two clades. 
The first one occurs in the Wallacea and Sunda regions with 
green/blue wing pattern, and the second one is encountered in 
Palearctic, Malay Peninsula and Sunda regions with black wing 
pattern. The basal species of these clades are found in India, 
indicating that their common ancestor dispersed from Sunda to India 
(19-24 Ma) splitting in two groups, one colonizing in northward 
direction the Palearctic (15-18 Ma) and the other occupying the south 
up to Wallacea (18-23 Ma). 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
Comparative population genetics of Mullerian 
mimicry in Heliconius erato 
Counterman, B.A.(1), McMillan, W.O.(2) 
(1) Biological Sciences Department, Mississippi State University (2) 
North Carolina State University, Genetics Departmetn 
bcounterman@biology.msstate.edu 
 
Wing pattern evolution in Heliconius butterflies provides some of the 
most striking examples of adaptation by natural selection. The genes 
controlling pattern variation are classic examples of Mendelian loci 
of large effect, where allelic variation causes large and discrete 
phenotypic changes and is responsible for both convergent and highly 
divergent wing pattern evolution across the genus. We characterize 
nucleotide variation, genotype-by-phenotype associations, linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) and the signature of natural selection across two 
unlinked genomic intervals that control yellow and red wing pattern 
variation among mimetic forms of Heliconius erato. We examined 
five hybrid zones, four between different color pattern races of H. 
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erato and one between H. erato and its alleged sister species H. 
himera. In the racial hybrid zones were evidence of high rates of gene 
flow and strong selection acting on specific genes across the two 
color pattern loci. This was starkly different from the hybrid zones 
between species, where we found little evidence of recent gene flow 
and a rapid breakdown of LD across both color pattern loci. The 
complex genetic architecture at these color pattern loci conforms to 
previous descriptions of these loci as “supergenes” and stands in 
marked contrast to the single casual mutations often identified in 
genetic studies of adaptation, but may be more indicative of the type 
of genetic changes responsible for much of the adaptive variation 
found in natural populations. 
 
ORAL 
Genetic structure analysis of an endangered 
population of the Mormon metalmark butterfly 
(Apodemia mormo) using amplified fragment length 
polymorphisms 
Crawford, L.A.(1), Desjardins, S.(2), Keyghobadi, N.(1) 
(1)Department of Biology, University of Western Ontario, London, 
Canada (2)I.K. Barber School of Arts and Science, University of 
British Columbia Okanagan, Kelowna, Canada,  
lcrawfo6@uwo.ca 
 
The British Columbian (BC) population of the Mormon metalmark 
butterfly, Apodemia mormo (Felder, 1859) is considered at-risk, yet 
its protection to date has been hindered by a general lack of 
knowledge surrounding the butterfly’s basic habitat requirements, 
dispersal capabilities and population structure. In this study we 
investigated the genetic structure and diversity of the BC population 
of the Mormon metalmark using amplified fragment length 
polymorphisms (AFLPs) generated from non-destructive samples of 
butterfly wing tissue. We found that the majority of the total genetic 
variance was partitioned within sub-populations, however sites which 
were geographically isolated (>4km from their nearest neighbour) 
demonstrated significant genetic differentiation. These results suggest 
that distances greater than four kilometres are beyond the dispersal 
capabilities of this species. Overall, the population demonstrated a 
significant pattern of isolation-by-distance, indicating that dispersal 
occurs primarily between nearest-neighbouring sub-populations. This 
information will contribute to efforts to predict future population 
trends and develop a recovery strategy for this species. As well, the 
successful development of AFLPs from wing tissue and the use of the 
technique to assess genetic structure in an endangered butterfly 
population have validated the method as a valuable tool for 
conservation research. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory  
Can we use common species as surrogates for 
movement of rare ones? A test with two blue 
butterflies and a diffusion model 
Crone, E.E.(1), Hicks, T.L. (2), Schultz, C.B.(2) 
(1) Wildlife Biology Program, University of Montana, Missoula, MT, 
USA (2) School of Biological Sciences, Washington State University, 
Vancouver, WA, USA 
elizabeth.crone@cfc.umt.edu 

 
Understanding dispersal ecology is central to conservation planning, 
but movement and dispersal studies are often not feasible for at-risk 
species. One possible solution to this problem is to use ecologically 
similar common species as surrogates for endangered species, but the 
assumptions behind this solution are rarely explicitly investigated. 
We used a capture-recapture study to estimate movement and 
survival of the Fender’s blue butterfly (Icaricia icarioides fender), a 
federally-listed endangered species, and the silvery blue butterfly 
(Glaucopsyche lygdamus), a closely related and morphologically 
similar common species. We marked 228 silvery blues, of which 41 
were recaptured at least once, and 48 Fender’s blues, of which 29 
were recaptured at least once. The two species had similar apparent 
survival (0.80-0.88/day) and similar daily displacement (38-46 m), 
with larger differences between males and females within species 
than among species. However, attraction to hostplant (lupine) patches 
was stronger in the more specialized endangered species, the Fenders 
blue. Therefore, using common species to estimate movement of 
endangered ones is better than no knowledge at all, but can miss key 
aspects of behavior, perhaps especially the aspects that are most 
associated with causes of rarity. We explore the possibility of using 
data from common species as informative priors for Bayesian 
analysis of limited data from rare species, to both estimate movement 
parameters for conservation planning and identify key ecological 
differences associated with rarity. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy  II. 
Above the species level 
The use of AFLPs when sequences fail: species 
relationships in the ithomiine genera Mechanitis and 
Melinaea 
Dasmahapatra, K., Mallet, J. 
Department of Genetics, Evolution and Environment, University 
College London, London, UK 
k.dasmahapatra@ucl.ac.uk 
 
Butterfly species in the neotropical nymphalid tribe Ithomiini are 
dominant members of complex mimicry rings involving several 
ithomiine and non-ithomiine butterflies, moths and other insects. 
Ithomiine species in the Mechanitis and Melinaea genera are widely 
distributed across the neotropics and typically have orange, brown, 
yellow and black wing colouration. Four and eleven species, each 
with several subspecies, are currently recognised in these two genera 
respectively. Here we present phylogenetic hypotheses for both the 
Mechanitis and Melinaea genera based on mitochondrial and nuclear 
genes. In both genera the nuclear genes used provide little 
phylogenetic resolution between several species. Within Mechanitis, 
mtDNA revealed unexpected deep genetic divisions within species. 
While within Melinaea, mtDNA failed to resolve over half of the 
species. As these sequences either failed to provide adequate 
resolution or produced unexpected results, we further investigated 
species relationships using sensitive amplified fragment length 
polymorphisms (AFLP). Results from AFLP genotyping showed that 
not all deep mitochondrial divisions within Mechanitis are reflected 
in the nuclear genome. In Melinaea, the higher resolution provided 
by AFLP markers also allowed us to distinguish between the several 
closely-related species. We recommend AFLP markers as a check 
when mtDNA barcoding produces unexpected results. 
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SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
The physiological integration of simultaneously 
selected life history traits. 
Davidowitz, G. 
University of Arizona, Department of Entomology 
Goggy@email.arizona.edu 
 
Body size and development time are complex, whole-organism traits, 
that require integration at multiple levels. Integration at the level of 
the whole organism is mediated by the endocrine system. We present 
a physiological / endocrine mechanism that regulates over 95% of the 
variation in body size and development time in the tobacco 
hornworm: i) growth rate (GR), ii) the critical weight (CW) that 
measures the timing of the onset of the cessation of juvenile hormone 
secretion (which initiates the processes leading to pupation), and iii) 
the time interval between attainment of the critical weight and 
secretion of ecdysteroids (the interval to cessation of growth, ICG). 
Knowledge of the physiological mechanism allows us to make 
explicit predictions, based on physiological first principles, as to how 
these life history traits should respond to simultaneous selection. Our 
initial results support these predictions and show that when body size 
and development time are selected in the same direction (both to 
increase or decrease), the response to simultaneous selection is 
determined primarily by the two hormonal traits CW and ICG, and 
constrained by GR. When body size and development time are 
selected in opposite directions (one to increase and the other to 
decrease) the response to simultaneous selection is determined 
largely by GR and constrained by the two hormonal traits, CW and 
ICG. These results indicate that, under simultaneous selection, the 
integration of complex traits differs depending on the direction of 
selection. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Understanding the population dynamics, migration 
and conservation of North American monarch populations 
Recent advances in fall migration stopover ecology of 
monarch butterflies 
Davis, A.(1), Howard, E.(2), Garland, M.(3), McCord, B.(4) 
(1) University of Georgia, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural 
Resources (2) Journey North, Charlotte, Vermont (3) New Jersey 
Audubon Society (4)South Carolina Dept. of Natural Resources 
akdavis@uga.edu 
 
Monarchs in eastern North America undergo an annual fall migration 
to overwintering sites in Mexico that is similar in many ways to the 
migration of neotropical migratory birds, such as the need to stop 
frequently to utilize ground resources. These stopover locations 
represent a critical link between breeding and overwintering sites, 
and their availability may be an important factor influencing 
migration success. Little is known about what monarchs need at 
stopover sites, aside from a general idea that they need nectaring 
plants and places to roost. We also do not know where important 
stopover sites are, what makes an ideal stopover site, or how long 
monarchs stopover at a given site. This presentation will briefly 
outline a series of studies that utilize a combination of citizen-science 
data sets and single-site tagging projects to address questions of this 
nature. Analyses of continent-wide observations of migratory roosts 
revealed that stopover locations are concentrated in the interior of the 
United States with smaller numbers along the Atlantic coast. Results 

from tagging efforts at two stopover locations showed that typically 
3-4% of all monarchs tagged each year are subsequently recaptured at 
the same site, and stopover durations are generally between 1-2 days. 
Moreover, similar to bird migration, the duration of stopover for 
monarchs may be influenced by their physical condition. 
Collectively, these studies emphasize the uniqueness of the monarch 
migration in the world of butterflies, but also how important insights 
can be gained by taking an ornithological approach to studying this 
phenomenon. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory 
Butterfly Movement and Habitat Use in Highly 
Fragmented Landscapes 

Debinski, D.M. 
Iowa State University, Department of Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology 
debinski@iastate.edu 
 
Butterfly communities are affected by habitat fragmentation, and this 
is particularly apparent within the highly fragmented tallgrass prairie 
of the Midwestern U.S. where, in some cases, 99 percent of the native 
habitat has been lost. Here I synthesize several research projects to 
provide an overview of how habitat fragmentation affects butterfly 
movement and habitat use, focusing on the following questions: 1) 
Are there differences in butterfly communities found in block versus 
linear fragments? 2) Are there differences in butterfly communities in 
integrated versus isolated restorations? 3) To what extent does 
landscape context around a site influence community composition at 
the local level? 4) How do generalists versus specialists respond to 
habitat edges and do responses differ with edge type? Butterfly 
responses were analyzed by breaking species into two guilds based 
on habitat use - specialists (prairie obligates) and generalists. We also 
examined the influence of vegetation structure and composition. We 
found that 1) linear habitats harbor a different butterfly community 
than block habitats, but not all species found in linear habitats are 
generalists, 2) butterfly richness on integrated reconstructions was 
intermediately positioned between remnant and isolated 
reconstructions, 3) landscape context has an effect on local butterfly 
community at scales up to 2 km, and 4) butterflies respond 
differentially to habitat edges, and habitat specialists may be more apt 
to return to prairie than generalists. In all cases, vegetation structure 
and composition were strong predictors of butterfly communities, and 
the percent cover of litter can be more important than nectar 
resources. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy II. 
Above the species level 
Molecular phylogenetics and diversification of the 
ithomiine subtribe Oleriina 
de-Silva, D.L. 
University College London, Department of Genetics, Evolution and 
Environment, London, UK 
ucbtdll@ucl.ac.uk 
 
The Oleriina is one of the most speciose subtribes of the neotropical 
nymphalid butterfly tribe Ithomiini. A phylogenetic hypothesis for 
the subtribe is presented based on 6698 nucleotides from eight 
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mitochondrial and nuclear genes and representing 83% of recognised 
species in the group. Topologies are largely congruent for the nuclear 
and concatenated datasets and the genera Oleria, Megoleria and 
Hyposcada are recovered and well-supported although strongly 
discordant genealogy between mitochondrial and nuclear DNA 
suggest possible introgression among Hyposcada and Megoleria. A 
fourth clade containing the type species of Ollantaya is consistently 
recovered and this recently synonymised name is resurrected. Clear 
subdivisions within Oleria separate the genus into four species 
groups, onega, amalda, makrena and aegle, which also correspond to 
differing biogeographic and elevation range characteristics. Unlike 
other ithomiine genera, the Oleriina show homogeneity in mimetic 
wing pattern in sharp contrast to the emerging paradigm that mimetic 
shifts have enhanced diversification in the tribe. Using a dated 
species-level phylogeny we show instead that geographical isolation 
has played an important role in the diversification of the Oleriina 
compared to other Ithomiini studied and reconstruction of ancestral 
states indicate that changes in elevation range are associated with 
speciation. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
Assessing the performance of DNA barcoding in a 
regional fauna: The butterflies of Romania 
Dincă, V.(1), Zakharov, E.V.(2), Hebert, P.D.N.(3), Vila, 
R.(4) 
(1) Institute of Evolutionary Biology (UPF-CSIC), Barcelona, Spain 
and Departament de Genètica i Microbiologia, Universitat Autònoma 
de Barcelona, Bellaterra (Barcelona), Spain (2) Biodiversity Institute 
of Ontario, University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada (3) 
Biodiversity Institute of Ontario, University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, 
Canada (4) ICREA and Institute of Evolutionary Biology (UPF-
CSIC), Barcelona, Spain 
sudistu@yahoo.com 
 
Performance tests for DNA barcoding have shown marked 
differences in identification success. These divergent results may 
reflect the impacts of varied taxon coverage on the key metrics of 
barcode performance (intraspecific variability and taxon clustering) 
or errors in taxonomic assignments. As a consequence, there remains 
a great need for comprehensive studies which objectively test the 
method in groups with a solid taxonomic framework. This study 
focuses on European butterflies, a group with relatively high species 
diversity and a well established taxonomy. In particular, we test the 
capacity of DNA barcoding to identify the 180 species of butterflies 
known from Romania. This region was chosen because it includes 
five eco-regions, the highest of any in the European Union, so that it 
supports about one third of the European butterfly fauna. The 
morphological features of more than 1300 specimens were carefully 
studied, providing the robust identifications needed for comparisons 
with the results of DNA barcoding. The results indicate that 90% of 
the species form barcode clusters allowing their reliable 
identification. The remaining cases involve nine closely related 
species pairs, some whose taxonomic status is controversial or that 
hybridize regularly. Interestingly, DNA barcoding was found to be 
the most effective identification tool, outperforming external 
morphology, and being slightly better than male genitalia. Romania 
now has a comprehensive DNA barcoding reference database for 
butterflies. Similar barcoding efforts based on comprehensive 

sampling of specific geographic regions can act as functional 
modules that will foster the early application of DNA barcoding 
while a global system is under development. 
 
POSTER 
In the Blink of a Wing: The Unique Wing Organ of 
an Extinct Biting Midge in Baltic Amber 
Dinwiddie, A.J. (1), Rachootin, S.(2) 
(1) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Yale 
University; (2) Department of Biological Sciences, Mount Holyoke 
College 
april.dinwiddie@yale.edu 
 
Eohelea is an extinct midge genus (Diptera, Ceratopogonidae), found 
in Baltic amber, which bears an organized structure at the distal edge 
of its wing. Typically, only females in the genus carry this distinctive, 
highly organized structure. Two species were studied (E. sinuosa and 
E. petrunkevitchi), and the structure differs in form between them. In 
E. sinuosa it resembles the teeth of a file. In E. petrunkevitchi the 
organ resembles the facets of a compound eye. We examine 
Eohelea’s wing structures beyond their hypothetical genetic 
architecture to include modes of fabrication, material properties and 
biological functions, and the effective ecological environment in 
which these midges lived. Alexander Petrunkevitch suggested that 
the structure was for stridulation; instead, we have found that the 
wing organs reflect light – a new discovery. It is possible that the 
structures reflected light to attract prey ¬ Eohelea belongs to a tribe 
of Ceratopogonidae that feed on insect hemolymph. SEM images of 
the characteristic wing organ in E. petrunkevitchi reveal unexpected 
similarities to the surface of a dipteran’s compound eye. These are 
the first ever SEM images of the wing organ. Conclusions about the 
wing organ’s fabrication, which are based on its physical properties, 
suggest swaps near the developmental endpoints of imaginal discs 
that normally show divergent phenotypes (dipteran eye and wing 
formation). We interpret Eohelea’s wing organ as the blending of 
these two developmental systems: the formation and patterning of the 
cuticle in the eye and of the wing. 
 
ORAL 
The effects of host plant quality on the growth of an 
alpine caterpillar 
Doyle, A.(1), Roland, J.(2) 
(1) University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences 
ajdoyle@ualberta.ca 
 
Parnassius smintheus (Rocky Mountain apollo butterfly) larvae feed 
exclusively on the perennial Sedum lanceolatum (lance-leaved 
stonecrop) in alpine meadows. Adult P. smintheus butterfly 
populations have been studied in the Canadian Rocky Mountains for 
over 15 years, but little is known about the interaction between the 
larvae and their host plant. Simulated herbivory of S. lanceolatum 
causes decreased growth in larvae fed the damaged plants within five 
days of the herbivory, but the duration of this negative effect on 
larvae is unknown. In a two-year project involving both laboratory 
and field feeding trials, the effects of conspecific larval herbivory of 
S. lanceolatum on the growth of P. smintheus larvae will be evaluated 
both within a single season (in order to expand upon previous short-
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term findings), and between two seasons. Preliminary results indicate 
that the negative effects of host-plant herbivory on larval growth do 
not persist after two weeks in the field. Data collected in 2010 will 
provide a more detailed account of the time-line on which herbivory-
induced defenses act. 
 
ORAL 
Resident caterpillars metamorphose into dispersing 
butterflies: evidence of a dispersal related personality 
trait in adults Pieris brassicae constrained by 
caterpillars’ exploratory behavior 
Ducatez, S.(1), Chaput-Bardy, A.(1), Joreau, C.(1), 
Legrand, D.(1,2), Stevens, V.(1,3), Fréville, H.(1,4), 
Baguette, M.(1,2) 
(1) Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Brunoy, France (2)Station 
d’Ecologie Expérimentale du CNRS à Moulis, Saint-Girons, France 
(3)F.R.S-FNRS, Université de Liège, Unité de Biologie du 
Comportement, Liège, Belgique. (4)CEFE CNRS UMR 5175, 
Montpellier, France 
ducatez@mnhn.fr 
 
Although documented in some vertebrates, personality-dependent 
dispersal has never been reported in invertebrate species. Yet, many 
invertebrates share ecological and biological characteristics that make 
them an interesting model to investigate personality-dependant 
dispersal. Indeed, the life-cycle of most invertebrate species 
comprises larvae and adults, which can strongly differ in their 
dispersal behaviors. Because personality traits are consistent across 
time and situations, we expect adult dispersal-related behaviors to be 
constrained by larvae behaviors, if dispersal depends upon 
personality. Using measurements of dispersal ability and exploratory 
behavior of adults and caterpillars of the butterfly Pieris brassicae in 
experimental conditions, we aimed at (1) testing for the existence of a 
personality trait linked to adult dispersal, or caterpillar dispersal, (2) 
investigating the correlation between caterpillar and adult behaviors, 
(3) studying differences in behavioral flexibility between dispersers 
and residents, as flexibility is expected to be a major determinant of 
dispersal success in animals. We show that (1) exploratory behaviors 
of adults in semi-natural conditions are consistent with those 
measured in laboratory conditions and are both highly repeatable, (2) 
exploratory behaviors of adults are linked to adult dispersal abilities, 
(3) exploratory behavior of an isolated caterpillars is consistent with 
its behavior in groups, both behaviors being highly repeatable, and (4) 
there is a negative correlation between the exploratory behaviors of 
adults and those of caterpillars. In addition, we show for the first time 
a significant difference in behavioral consistency between individuals 
with different exploratory behaviors, non explorers being less flexible 
than others.  
 
ORAL 
Dispersal of the Karner blue butterfly in a 
heterogenous landscape 
Dunn, J.P.(1), Stambaugh, T.R.(1), Calkins, M.(2) 
(1)Biology Department, Grand Valley State University, MI, USA 
(2)Department of Wildlife, New Mexico State University 
dunnj@gvsu,edu 

 
Karner blue butterfly (KBB) is an endangered species in the Eastern 
and Great Lakes USA that occurs within patches of blue lupine that 
are placed throughout a matrix of unsuitable forest habitat and 
disturbed fields. The species is assumed to behave as a 
metapopulation, thus its survival may be dependent upon re-
colonization of extinct patches by dispersal. In recent years, declines 
of KBB have likely increased due to both an increase in the isolation 
of patches and a decrease in patch size as a result of forest 
succession. We measured dispersal among isolated patches by mark-
recapture over two years within a complex 2-km square area of 
mostly forested landscape with a few likely insignificant corridors in 
west Michigan, USA. Past studies indicate that median and mean 
dispersal flights are restricted to less than 200m and that mature 
forests act as a barrier to dispersal making extinction in forested 
landscapes highly probable. However, there is a paucity of data on 
KBB dispersal, especially within forested landscapes. We 
documented 233 cases of dispersal among patches through a matrix 
of closed canopy oak with 92% of the flights greater than 200m. 
Mean and median dispersal for males was 440m and 370m, and for 
females were 518m and 370m. Maximum dispersal distance 
measured was 1.8km for an individual male, with 17 butterflies 
dispersing more than 1km. The management assumption, that KBB 
rarely disperse farther than 200m and that a closed-forested landscape 
acts as a barrier to flight, is false.  
 
ORAL 
Eye size in Bicyclus anynana is a sexually dimorphic 
plastic trait 
Everett, A., Monteiro, A. 
(1) Yale University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology, Yale University, New Haven, CT 
andrew.everett@yale.edu 
 
The species of African butterfly, Bicyclus anynana, exhibits striking 
polyphenism that is most apparent in the distinct wing color patterns 
exhibited by wet and dry season forms. This seasonal polyphenism 
also extends to which sex is performing the most courtship 
behavior—males court females in the wet season and females court 
males in the dry season. We predicted that the sex performing most 
of the courtship is also doing most of the mate localization in each 
season. Therefore, the courting sex would benefit from having larger 
eyes and eye size should be plastic, as well. Here, we test the 
hypothesis that the eyes of males are larger than females’ during the 
wet season and that the reverse is true during the dry season, relative 
to their respective body size. We found, instead, that males always 
had larger eyes than females, despite a smaller overall body size, and 
that eye size within a sex was always larger in the wet season than in 
the dry season. This data suggests that eye size is indeed a plastic 
trait, but the plasticity was not in the direction that we predicted. The 
larger eye size of both males and females in the wet season suggests 
that perhaps other selective forces, such as predator pressure acting 
equally on both sexes and acting most intensely in the wet season, is 
responsible for the pattern of eye size plasticity. In addition, genetics 
may constrain the evolution of eye size in specific gender and season 
combinations. 
 
POSTER 
Mapeta xanthomellas Walker, 1863 (Pyralidae): An 
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unusual but specific and aposematic pyralid guest of 
Aristolochia 
Fagua, G.(1), Durán, J.(1), Robles, J.(2) 
(1) Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Department of Biology, 
Laboratory of Entomology. (2) Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, 
Department of Chemistry, Group of research in phytochemistry. 
fagua@javeriana.edu.co 
 
Mapeta xanthomellas (Pyralidae: Pyralinae) is an unusual colored 
moth which is associated with Aristolochia vines, its host plant; these 
plants are used by other specific but aposematic herbivorous species 
of Parides and Battus genera. Because this moth has a light orange 
color we tested the moth specificity for its host plants and the 
presence of Aristolochic acid in both plants and moth. The 
preferences of M. xanthomellas by different species of Aristolochia 
was tested. For this, groups of caterpillars were fed with leafs of 
different species of Aristolochia; the rate of leaf area consumed was 
measured and we found a preference for some of the plant species fed 
to the moths. In a second test, groups of caterpillars were fed with 
leafs of just one Aristolochia species (from eight different plant 
species); in this experiment differences were detected in the rate of 
development time and survival rate of caterpillars. These results were 
coherent with the preferences found in the first experiment. We 
detected Aristolochic acid I in M. xanthomellas and Aristolochia 
pilosa, one of the host plant given. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy II. 
Above the species level 
Biogeography of the pedaliodine butterflies: Are the 
Pedaliodes complex species consequence of horizontal 
or vertical events of reproductive isolation? 
Fagua, G.(1), Higuera, M.(1), Galindo-Leva, L.A.(2) 
(1) Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Department of Biology, 
Laboratory of Entomology. (2) Cenicafé (National Center of research 
of Coffee). Discipline of Entomology, Associate Researcher. 
fagua@javeriana.edu.co 
 
The Pedaliodes species group is one of the most diversificated groups 
of butterflies. With over 270 species and 14 genera, the majority of 
the species of this group to be found in the high Andean mountain 
(over 2000 m altitude). In 1986, Adams proposed a elegant model to 
explain the unusual diversification of the group, based on the 
altitudinal migration of different vegetation types in the Andes during 
the Pleistocene glaciations. However, the analysis of the geographical 
distribution of some of these butterfly species (it based in collection’s 
specimens) and the discovered of new taxa suggests a closer 
connection to the horizontal expansion and reduction of forests and 
other types of vegetation areas in South America during the 
Pleistocene, in the sense of the Refuge Pleistocene Theory of Haffer 
(1969). In this sense, the biogeographical evidence is closer in 
agreement with the process of horizontal geographical isolation than 
vertical geographical isolation process. 
 
ORAL 
Trends in species’ northward range shifts over the 
1900’s in Canada 
Fitzsimmons, J., Kerr, J.T.  

(1) University of Ottawa, Department of Biology, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada 
jfitz049@uottawa.ca 
 
Many species are shifting their ranges poleward with climate change. 
Research in Europe has suggested that certain traits are associated 
with species’ rates of range shift, but how universal these 
associations are across regions and taxa is not yet known, so their 
predictive power is unclear. Our goals were to: 1) Estimate 137 
species’ rates of northward range shift in Canada between the early- 
and late-1900’s; and 2) Determine whether any traits or phylogenetic 
relatedness were related to species’ rates of northward range shift. 
We found evidence that twice the number of species shifted their 
northern range boundary north than south over the 1900’s in Canada. 
Species’ rates of northward range shift were slow, on average, with 
moderate variation around the average (some species shifted far north 
while others contracted southward). We found that species’ traits, 
including mobility, host plant specificity, and conservation status, 
could only explain a small amount of the variation in species’ rates of 
range shift. We suggest that more work is needed to determine when, 
where, and for what taxa traits can predict species’ responses to 
climate change. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and prospects 
Patterns of richness and decline: 35 years of 
butterflies along an altitudinal transect in Northern 
California 
Forister, M.L. (1), McCall, A.C.(2), Sanders, N.J.(3), 
Fordyce, J.A.(4), Thorne, J.H.(5), O'Brien, J.(6), Waetjen, 
D.P.(7), Shapiro, A.M.(8) 
(1) University of Nevada, Reno, Department of Biology (2) Denison 
University, Department of Biology (3 & 4) University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (5, 6 & 7) 
University of California, Davis, Department of Environmental 
Science and Policy (8) University of California, Davis, Center for 
Population Biology 
forister@gmail.com 
 
Faunistic responses to shifting environmental conditions have been 
thoroughly studied in some parts of the world, but less so in North 
America. We present results from 35 years of butterfly monitoring at 
10 sites in Northern California, along an altitudinal gradient spanning 
0 - 2,775 meters and encompassing more than 150 butterfly species. 
Dramatic changes are evident. At the lowest elevations, butterflies 
are emerging earlier in the spring and richness in general has been in 
decline. At mid-elevations, ruderal or “weedy” species are in decline, 
while there has been a general upslope shift of non-ruderal species, 
consistent with warming climatic conditions. At the highest elevation, 
richness has increased, while a small number of alpine specialists 
have been less abundant in recent years. These patterns are driven by 
both changes in land use and temporal variation in the climate.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Understanding the population dynamics, migration 
and conservation of North American monarch populations 
Host plant pattern and variation in climate predict 
the location of natal grounds for migratory monarch 
butterflies in western North America 
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Frey, D., Stevens, S. 
California Polytechnic State University, Biological Sciences 
Department 
dfrey@calpoly.edu 
 
The breeding grounds of migrant generation monarch butterflies in 
eastern North America are well known. In stark contrast the location 
of natal grounds of western migrants has not been delineated. We 
show here that 55% of the area within seven western states was 
potential breeding range based on: (1) the occurrence of milkweed 
species with phenology making host plant available during late-
summer and (2) regional thermal conditions (degree-days) supportive 
of adult reproductive activity and immature development. We next 
used spatially explicit “bottom-up” regressions to test this natal 
origins distribution. We tested for associations between variation in 
moisture availability (Palmer Drought Severity Index) at putative 
natal habitat and inter-annual variation in monarch abundance 
(Western Monarch Thanksgiving Counts) at western wintering sites 
for the period 1998-2007. Variation in PDSI across the western 
region significantly predicted monarch abundance patterns but PDSI 
across known eastern breeding grounds did not. Moisture patterns for 
California, Idaho, Nevada, and Oregon were individually significant 
but not those of Arizona, Utah, or Washington. California PDSI 
pattern exhibited the strongest predictive relationship of monarch 
abundance. At a more focused spatial scale we tested the local 
recruitment hypothesis. This is the notion that monarchs at western 
wintering sites derive only from nearby coastal breeding habitat and 
that monarchs do not migrate from more distant natal grounds. 
Moisture patterns local to wintering sites were not associated with 
monarch abundance but variation in PDSI of three central California 
climate divisions (Sacramento Drainage, San Joaquin Drainage, and 
Southeast Desert Basin) significantly predicted inter-annual migrant 
generation abundance. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
Strategic larval diapause decision-making. Adaptive 
plasticity in bivoltine butterflies 
Friberg, M., Haugen, I.A., Dahlerus, J., Gotthard, K., 
Wiklund, C. 
Department of Zoology, Stockholm University 
magne.friberg@zoologi.su.se 
 
In temperate areas, butterfly larvae typically face the decision 
whether to enter winter diapause or to develop directly and reproduce 
the same season. Long daylengths and high temperatures promote 
direct development, and these conditions are generally associated 
with high larval growth rates. Here, we address whether the larval 
pathway decision is actively or passively induced by investigating to 
what extent the pathway decision precedes the adjustment of growth 
rate, or whether growth rate per se is a cue for the larval decision in 
the Green-veined white butterfly (Pieris napi). We first show that 
larvae of this species, as well as larvae of two additional species 
diapausing as pupae (Pararge aegeria and Araschnia levana), 
typically make their final pathway decision in the late penultimate, or 
early ultimate instar. We use this information and have measured P. 
napi larval growth rates throughout development in critical 
daylengths (where substantial fractions of larvae enter both 
developmental pathways). Results show that whereas larval growth 
rates and development times were similar in the early instars, a 

profound difference in growth rate was apparent between larvae set 
for diapause versus direct development only in the last instars, 
downstream from the pathway decision. This indicates that the larval 
pathway decision precedes the adjustment of larval growth rate and 
that the pathway-specific growth rates are active responses to fit that 
decision. Larvae set for direct development are likely more time-
stressed as they appear late in the season and as their offspring must 
reach the critical diapause stage before winter.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy II. 
Above the species level 
Morphological character phylogeny in the age of 
molecular sequences 
Fric, Z. 

(1) Biology centre CAS, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic (2) 
University of South Bohemia, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic 
fric@entu.cas.cz 
 
Since the times of Hennig phylogeny analyses are undergoing a real 
boom. This is caused by the availability of analytic software and by 
rapid development of molecular methods. The main pros of 
molecular methods are their simplicity, speed and low costs. On the 
other hand, molecular tools have some pitfalls – mainly the need of 
relatively fresh material, which excludes species known only from a 
single specimen, collected over hundred years ago, as well as fossil 
records. Furthermore, some species could have evolved so rapidly 
that they are still genetically identical; in other taxa, we can rather 
observe the evolution of a gene than the evolution of the given taxa. 
Moreover, molecular taxonomy greatly suffers from impossibility of 
taxonomic definitions. The traditional morpohological analyses have 
plenty of disadvantages as well, like the huge laborious input and a 
high risk of convergence, especially in taxa which are not so distant. 
A combination of the two methods can give us a more realistic 
insight, however, there are still unsolved problems with missing 
information. Thus we tested effects of random deletion of molecular 
data from a combined analysis of 30 species of blues (Lycaenidae) 
with complete molecular and morphological characters. Similarity 
with complete datasets gradually decreased and deletion of 70% of 
molecular data resulted to high similarity with results of 
morphological analysis. The research was supported by the Grant 
Agency of the Czech Republic (P505/10/2248). 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Comparison of color pattern evolution between 
dragonflies and butterflies 
Futahashi, R. 
Bioproduction Research Institute, National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology, Japan 
ryo-futahashi@aist.go.jp 
 
Because butterflies and dragonflies recognize each other visually, 
their color patterns are highly diverse. In dragonflies, although many 
ecological and behavioral studies have been reported, the molecular 
mechanisms of color pattern formation have been largely unknown. 
Here I introduce the recent findings on why and how color pattern 
evolution of dragonflies occurs, by comparing with that of butterflies. 
Like butterflies, putative hybrid specimens of dragonflies have been 
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occasionally found. I found several cases of natural hybridization of 
dragonflies in Japan. In some cases, mitochondrial DNA haplotypes 
were shared between the two closely related sympatric species. I 
confirmed the fertility of F1 hybrid female between Sympetrum 
frequens and S. depressiusculum, and between Anax parthenope and 
A. nigrofasciatus. These results suggest that natural hybridization and 
introgression of mitochondrial DNA currently occurs between some 
dragonfly species in Japan. Interestingly, color pattern differences of 
wing or body is most likely the result of character displacement 
among the genera Mnais and Sympetrum by phylogenetic analysis. I 
also introduce the ongoing results on screening of genes associated 
with color pattern changes. These results may provide a useful 
reference for color pattern evolution of butterflies. 
 
ORAL 
Reproductive trade-offs and maternal effects in 
fragmented landscapes 
Gibbs, M. 
NERC Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Wallingford, Oxford, UK 
melanie_ri_gibbs@yahoo.co.uk 
 
Habitat fragmentation in anthropogenic landscapes may cause 
changes in local environmental conditions such as; temperature and 
humidity, host plant species abundance and quality, and resource 
distribution. As such, in anthropogenic landscapes, female butterflies 
may be subjected to highly variable environmental conditions as they 
fly over wider areas searching for suitable resources during 
oviposition. I will present data from a series of experiments 
performed using Pararge aegeria to examine how; i) environmental 
conditions during oviposition influence resource allocation trade-offs 
to egg size, fecundity and oviposition site choice, and ii) plasticity 
during oviposition influences subsequent offspring life history, 
particularly when growth occurs under sub-optimal conditions. 
Overall, these data demonstrate that plasticity in response to the 
environment experienced during reproduction results in ‘selfish 
maternal effects’, with P. aegeria females maximising their fecundity 
at the expense of resource investment in egg provisioning and 
oviposition site selection. Environmentally-induced changes in 
maternal egg provisioning directly impact on the pre-hatching traits; 
egg size and embryonic development time, and have an indirect 
impact (through changes in egg size) on egg hatching success, larval 
development time and growth. Changes in egg provisioning therefore 
have the potential to exert cross-generational non-genetic maternal 
effects in P. aegeria. Here, I argue that reproductive plasticity and 
maternal effects on offspring life history may be an important, yet 
under-explored, mechanism by which changing environmental 
conditions have consequences across generations. 
 
POSTER 
From nuptial gifts to chastity belts: The evolution of 
anti-aphrodisiac pheromones is driven by sexual 
selection in butterflies 
Gilbert, L.E.(1), Estrada, C.(1), Yildizhan, S.(2), Schulz, 
S.(2) 
(1) Section of Integrative Biology, Brackenridge Field Laboratory, 
The University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA (2) Institut für Organische 
Chemie, Technische Universität Braunschweig, Braunschweig, 

Germany 
lgilbert@mail.utexas.edu 
 
Antiaphrodisiacs are pheromones transferred from males to females 
during mating that reduce attractiveness of females to subsequent 
courting males. They generally assist unreceptive females in reducing 
male harassment. However, lack of control over pheromone release 
from abdominal glands by mated females and male control over the 
amount transferred provide males opportunity to use these 
compounds to delay remating by females that have returned to a 
receptive state. We propose a model for antiaphrodisiac pheromone 
evolution in which intra-sexual selection drives chemical 
diversification. We tested model predictions by studying composition 
of this signal in Heliconius butterflies and by contrasting two mating 
systems of the genus. Our results show that, in accordance with 
predictions, male-contributed chemical mixtures are very complex 
and highly variable across species, in many cases removing any 
phylogenetic signal. Furthermore, rates of change in pheromone 
chemistry within two major clades of Heliconius differed in the 
direction expected under the influence of sexual selection. Thus, rate 
of divergence has been slower between “pupal mating” species 
(typically monoandrous females) than between more standard “court 
and mate” species (typically polyandrous females) where the pressure 
to delay female remating is greater. Taken together our results 
provide further evidence that antiaphrodisiacs can be both nuptial 
gifts (defined as female benefit from reduced male harassment) and 
chastity belts (defined as male- imposed reduction in rate of female 
remating). More broadly, our study shows the importance of 
including phylogenetic context, natural history detail, and 
multidisciplinary collaboration in seeking to elucidate selective 
forces shaping signal evolution. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
Inter-specific hybridization as a tool for 
understanding the connection of genes and phenotype 
in Heliconius butterflies 
Gilbert, L.E. 
Section of Integrative Biology Brackenridge Field Laboratory 
University of Texas, Austin 
lgilbert@mail.utexas.edu 
 
Wing patterns of Heliconius butterflies range from the signature solid 
black with sharply defined patches and bands of red and yellow as 
seen in Central American H. erato and H. melpomene to more 
complex patterns of repeated white dots and brown diamonds that, 
for example, allow H. atthis to closely mimic the ithomiine Elzunia 
pavonii. Here I examine the results of inter-specific crosses carried 
out in insectary populations of species that encompass much of the 
wing pattern variety found in genus Heliconius. With reference to 
pattern genes that have been studied and classified in such species as 
H. melpomene and H. cydno, I ask: 1) To what extent does the 
concept of a genus-wide wing pattern “tool box” remain useful? 2) 
Does the window-shutter model hold genus-wide? 3) Can revelation 
of unanticipated pattern homology help refine hypotheses for how 
gene networks control pattern? More generally I ponder why the 
capacity for rapid generation of wing pattern diversity and mimicry in 
Heliconius is seemingly at odds with unraveling developmental 
mechanisms that underlie such patterns. 
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ORAL 
The diapause decision as a cascade switch for 
adaptive developmental plasticity in body mass in a 
butterfly 
Gotthard, K., Berger, D. 
Stockholm University, Department of Zoology, Sweden 
karl.gotthard@zoologi.su.se 
 
Switch induced developmental plasticity, such as the diapause 
decision in insects, is a major form of adaptation to variable 
environments. As individuals that follow alternative developmental 
pathways will experience different selective environments the 
diapause decision may evolve to a cascade switch that induces 
additional adaptive developmental differences downstream of the 
diapause decision. In southern Sweden the butterfly Pararge aegeria 
has two alternative diapause pathways producing two non-
overlapping adult cohorts that fly in early May or in June. Life 
history modeling of this situation predicts that optimal size is lower 
in May than in June because of a stronger thermally induced time-
limitation on female oviposition rates in May than in June. We tested 
this prediction by estimating oviposition rates of females of both 
developmental pathways in typical thermal conditions of May and 
June, respectively. As predicted, individuals following the 
developmental pathway that predestine them for reproduction in June 
grow larger than individuals of the May cohort. Moreover, “June”-
females could only realize their higher potential fecundity under 
typical June conditions and not in typical May conditions. In 
additional experiments using a more northern population where this 
type of selection is absent, we found no similar difference in adult 
mass among developmental pathways. We conclude that the diapause 
decision in the southern population appears to act as a cascade 
switch, coordinating development downstream of the diapause 
decision. This is likely due to ongoing selection in southern 
populations to produce adult phenotypes adapted to the typical 
thermal conditions of their expected reproductive period. 
 
ORAL 
The Mottled Duskywing (Erynnis martialis): A 
Butterfly in Decline in Canada 
Grealey, J. 
University of Waterloo, Department of Environment; Natural 
Resource Solutions Inc. 
jgrealey@nrsi.on.ca 
 
The Mottled Duskywing (Erynnis martialis) has historically been 
known to occur in southeastern Manitoba, southern Ontario and 
southwestern Quebec in areas where its host plants Ceanothus 
americanus and C. herbaceus are found. Erynnis martialis is now 
represented by only very small, extremely localized populations in 
southern Ontario and southwestern Manitoba. In 2007 the 
compilation of existing records and field checks began for Erynnis 
martialis in Canada in preparation of a status report for the 
Committee for the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
(COSEWIC). Area searches within Ceanothus colonies to document 
presence/absence of Erynnis martialis were conducted between 2007 
and 2009. Existing records and original data collected during this 
study were used to estimate the extent of occurrence. Results indicate 

that the number of colonies of Erynnis martialis are declining across 
its Canadian range and have disappeared all together from some 
localities. This is not the first time this trend has been observed at 
several localities where the Karner Blue (Plebejus melissa samuelis) 
and Frosted Elfin (Callophrys irus) were both once known, but are 
now considered extirpated in Canada. The disappearance of these 
species has been attributed to a number of factors including habitat 
loss due to intense development pressures, successional pressures on 
host plants, and aerial spraying for the destructive Gypsy Moth 
(Lymantria dispar). The status report on Erynnis martialis is 
currently under review by COSEWIC. If accepted, this species will 
be assigned a status of Threatened and afforded protection under the 
federal Species at Risk Act.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and prospects 
Elevational shifts at warm limits of species 
distributions: the case of the Sierra de Guadarrama 
in central Spain 
Gutiérrez, D.(1), Illán, J.G.(1), Díez, S.B.(1), Wilson, R.J.(2) 
(1) Área de Biodiversidad y Conservación, Universidad Rey Juan 
Carlos, Madrid, Spain (2) Centre for Ecology and Conservation, 
University of Exeter, Penryn, UK  
david.gutierrez@urjc.es 
 
Climate change is expected to force species distributions towards 
higher elevations and latitudes, but there is more convincing evidence 
for expansions at their cool range margins than that for contractions 
at their warm boundaries. Based on long-term distributional data on 
butterflies (1967-73 vs. 2004-05) in a mountain range in central 
Spain, we showed uphill shifts in lower elevational limits for 
mountain species as well as in species richness and composition 
which were in line with a 1.3°C rise in mean annual temperature. To 
address the potential attribution to climate vs. habitat changes on 
elevational shifts, (1) we generated models for current species 
distribution, richness and composition based on topoclimatic and land 
cover variables, and (2) we performed detailed observational and 
experimental studies on exemplar species suffering recent elevational 
shifts. Topoclimatic models outperformed models based purely on 
land cover for 72% of species distribution models and for the two 
(2004 and 2005) species richness models, whereas both model types 
made significant contributions to species composition. Detailed 
studies on the butterflies Aporia crataegi and Parnassius apollo 
based on transplant experiments, host plant distribution and fine-scale 
habitat models suggested climate-driven uphill shifts between 1967-
73 and 2006-08. Our research to date reveals that climate 
(particularly temperature) rather than land cover changes is the most 
likely factor contributing to the uphill shifts in lower elevational 
limits of butterfly species in a mountain area. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory  
Landscape behaviors, dispersal, and conservation of 
rare butterflies 
Haddad, N.M.(1), Hudgens, B.(2), Kuefler, D.(3), Leidner, 
A.(4), Morris, W.(5) 
(1) North Carolina State University, Department of Biology, Raleigh, 
North Carolina (2) Institute for Wildlife Studies, Arcata, California (3) 
University of Guelph, Department of Integrative Biology, Guelph, 
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Ontario (4) University of Maryland, Department of Plant Science and 
Landscape Architecture, College Park, Maryland (5) Duke University, 
Department of Biology, Durham, North Carolina 
nick_haddad@ncsu.edu 
 
Rare butterflies often live in a metapopulation structure where 
dispersal is needed to maintain viable populations. For such species, 
measuring landscape features that promote or impede dispersal is an 
important, yet difficult, process in identifying conservation strategies. 
We use case studies of two rare butterfly species that varied greatly in 
their dispersal ability to show how habitat-specific behaviors can be 
used to determine the roles of natural and human-created habitats in 
affecting dispersal. In studies of the rare, but highly mobile, crystal 
skipper butterfly (Atrytonopsis new species 1), we evaluate what is 
learned from behavioral studies in relation to other dispersal studies, 
such as capture-recapture and genetic studies. Our results show that 
low-intensity urbanization in coastal regions is only minimally 
responsible for fragmenting crystal skipper habitat. In studies of the 
US federally endangered St. Francis’ satyr butterfly (Neonympha 
mitchellii francisci), a sedentary species, we used landscape and 
behavioral data to parameterize an array of connectivity models 
ranging from simple habitat isolation models to complex simulations. 
We find that more intensive behavioral approaches are needed to 
assess how different habitats direct dispersal and connect patches. 
Taken together, we show that when supplemented with additional 
field or modeling approaches, studies of landscape behavior can 
pinpoint conservation or restoration actions to reconnect fragmented 
landscapes for rare butterflies. 
 
POSTER 
Morphological evolution of androconial organs in 
Tirumala (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) 
Hashimoto, K. 
Graduate School of Social and Cultural Studies, Kyushu University, 
Japan 
cs307014@gmail.com 
 
The genus Tirumala (Nymphalidae, Lepidoptera) consists of 10 
species, with two found in Africa and eight in the Indo-Australian 
region. In most danaine butterflies using pheromone-transfer-
particles (PTPs) during courtship, the PTPs are produced in 
hairpencils, while in Tirumala, not only pheromones but also PTPs 
are produced in alar organs. Although the hairpencils originally had 
only to transfer the PTPs, their function has changed in Tirumala, as 
in addition they have to scrape out PTPs from the alar organ as well 
as disseminate them during courtship. And it is likely that this 
difference in function is reflected in their morphology. Although the 
morphology of PTPs and hairpencils will offer the clue to 
understanding the diversity and the morphological evolution of this 
genus because they directly take part in the courtship behavior, the 
difference in structure among species and the relationship between 
their morphology and speciation of the genus have not been 
discussed. In the present study, the morphological evolution of the 
androconial organs and the phylogenetic relationships in Tirumala 
were inferred based on morphological and molecular data. The result 
suggested that the microstructure of the hairpencils had a close 
correlation with the morphology of PTPs and the species having 
similar PTPs had also similar hairpencils. It is supposed that, in the 
wake of differentiation of PTPs’ morphology, the surface 

morphology of hairpencils might have specialized to be suited to 
convey PTPs. 
 
POSTER 
Comparing a native host plant to three common 
introduced host plants for a native swallowtail 
butterfly: Preferences and plant chemistry 
Heinz, C. 
Benedictine University (Lisle, IL, USA), Department of Biological 
Sciences 
cheinz@ben.edu 
 
Throughout much of its range in eastern North America, the eastern 
black swallowtail butterfly (Papilio polyxenes asterius) depends on 
introduced species of Apiaceae that thrive in disturbed areas, such as 
wild carrot, poison hemlock, and parsnip. Prior to the invasion of 
these plant species, this butterfly presumably made use of local 
species, such as golden alexanders (Zizia aurea), native to the 
grassland prairies of the Midwestern US. I am investigating how this 
native species compare to the much-studied introduced species in 
terms of preferences and chemical cues used by females to find and 
identify their host plants. Preliminary results suggest that the native 
host plant has at least as attractive contact chemistry as the most 
attractive introduced plant species. 
 
ORAL 
Egg drop soup: mardon skipper (Polites mardon) 
oviposition site selection in Puget Sound prairies 
Henry, E., Schultz, C.B.  
(1) Washington State University, Vancouver, Science Department 
erica_henry@wsu.edu 
 
Lack of basic biological information about at-risk species is a key 
limiting factor in butterfly conservation. The habitat requirements of 
the Washington state endangered mardon skipper (Polites mardon) 
have only been studied in the southern Washington Cascades. To 
examine oviposition selection in the Puget Sound prairies, we 
observed eighty-eight oviposition events during the 2009 flight 
season. We sampled vegetation at oviposition (n=74) and random 
locations (n=82), measuring 22 habitat variables with respect to the 
oviposition plant, vegetation structure, and the plant community. 
Eighty-six of the eighty-eight eggs were laid on Festuca roemeri, a 
native, perennial bunchgrass. Discriminant function analysis revealed 
selection of egg-laying sites based on habitat structure. Females laid 
eggs in small F. roemeri bunches in sparsely vegetated (low vertical 
vegetation structure, high moss cover) areas of the prairie. These 
results are contrary to those in the Cascades where mardon are 
generalists and females oviposit in densely vegetated areas 
suggesting that the species has geographically specific habitat 
requirements. In the south Puget Sound, mardon habitat is severely 
degraded and understanding the factors influencing oviposition 
selection is crucial to develop effective restoration strategies. Our 
results emphasize the importance of managing for appropriate habitat 
structure in addition to hostplant and nectar resources to maintain 
viable mardon populations. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Climate Change and Butterflies: Past responses and 
future conservation  
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Species’ range shifts in relation to climate warming 
and habitat availability 
Hill, J.K., Hodgson, J.A., Thomas, C.D. 
University of York, Department of Biology 
jkh6@york.ac.uk 
 
Many butterflies are shifting their ranges in association with recent 
climate warming. We will present evidence showing which species 
are shifting their ranges, and by how much, referring to both our 
tropical and temperate (UK) studies. For many butterflies, loss and 
fragmentation of breeding habitat is affecting their ability to expand 
their ranges polewards and to colonise newly-available climatically-
suitable areas. This loss of habitat is slowing or, in many cases, 
preventing range expansions. A number of adaptation options have 
been suggested for improving species’ ability to colonise new 
habitats and respond to climate warming. I will discuss these options 
for managing landscapes to promote colonisation success. In 
particular, I will present results from our computer models which 
examine the degree to which the current plans of policy makers to 
increase habitat connectivity will promote range expansion. Our 
results suggest that current targets for increasing natural habitats in 
the UK are likely to help only those highly-dispersive species that are 
already expanding their ranges. More sedentary butterflies of greater 
conservation concern are unlikely to benefit because there will still be 
insufficient habitat within the landscape for range expansion. We 
discuss whether or not habitat connectivity, as opposed to other 
adaptation options, is likely to be the answer to our problems. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
Phylogeography of Heliconius erato in Central 
America 
Hill, R.(1), Gilbert, L.E. (2), Kronforst, M.R. (1) 
(1) Harvard University, FAS Center for Systems Biology (2) University 
of Texas at Austin, Section of Integrative Biology 
rhill@cgr.harvard.edu 
 
Heliconius erato is an emblematic species of aposematism and 
mimicry in the Neotropics. The intra-specific color pattern diversity 
in H. erato across Central and South America has resulted in the 
naming nearly 30 subspecies or races. Several attempts have been 
made at identifying genetic differentiation among these races. 
Previous research using mitochondrial and nuclear genes has found 
little differentiation among races but has identified two major clades 
in H. erato, one east and one west of the Andes mountains. In testing 
for racial differentiation, however, it has been assumed that the 
‘postman’ races in northern Central America are genetically uniform. 
Here we demonstrate that H. erato from northern Costa Rica and 
northward comprise a completely new third mitochondrial lineage 
within H. erato. This lineage is as differentiated as the eastern and 
western Andes clades. We explore the location of the break in 
mitochondrial haplotype diversity in Costa Rica and investigate 
nuclear differentiation using two sex-linked genes and AFLP’s. We 
also report quantitative analyses to test whether wing color pattern is 
correlated with genetic diversity. Our results corroborate the 
hypothesis that H. melpomene has evolved to mimic H. erato and 
indicate 1) H. erato is older than previously thought, 2) H. erato may 

have originated in Central America, and 3) the H. erato ‘postman’ 
pattern may be ancestral. 
 
ORAL 
A chromosome wide selective sweep associated with 
parasite resistance 
Hornett, E.A.(1,2), Jiggins, C.J. (3), Hurst, G.D.D.(1) 
(1) University of Liverpool, School of Biological Sciences, UK (2) 
University of Helsinki, Department of Biosciences, Finland (3) 
University of Cambridge, Department of Zoology, UK 
emilyhornett@yahoo.co.uk 
 
Whilst being known that sex ratio distorting parasites, such as the 
male-killing bacteria Wolbachia, drive natural selection, the host 
systems in which these changes occur have been rather inaccessible 
models for genetic research. In this study, I relate our recent attempts 
to open the 'genetic black box' for the suppressor of male-killing in 
the butterfly Hypolimnas bolina. Having established an EST set for 
H. bolina by means of 454 sequencing, we used a targeted gene 
approach predicated on synteny with the Bombyx mori genome to 
establish a set of 20 variable markers which were inherited in the 
suppressor linkage group. A linkage map for this chromosome was 
then produced, locating the suppressor to a c. 2MB region on the 
equivalent of Bombyx chromosome 25. We then examined directly 
the impact of natural selection across the linkage group, comparing 
the haplotype frequency before and after spread of the suppressor. 
Large-scale changes were observed across the length of this 
chromosome. The breadth of this selective sweep confirms the theory 
that sex ratio distorting parasites impose strong selection on the host 
to resist their action. 
 
POSTER 
Examining the Genetic Basis of Migratory Behavior 
in Monarch Butterflies 
Hsu, J.L., Chamberlain, N.L., Kronforst, M.R.  
(1) Harvard University, Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FAS) Center for 
Systems Biology 
hsu2@fas.harvard.edu 
 
Monarch butterflies are widespread throughout the New World and 
show a divergence in migratory behavior. The North American 
subspecies (Danaus plexippus plexippus) migrates from Canada to 
northern Mexico and back, while the subspecies D. plexippus 
megalippe is nonmigratory and concentrated in Central and South 
America. Previous research has demonstrated that genes associated 
with the circadian clock, sun compass orientation, and juvenile 
hormone pathway are involved in migration in D. p. plexippus; 
however, these genes have never been studied in D. p. megalippe, 
with the genetic differences responsible for their disparate migratory 
behaviors remaining unclear. To elucidate specific genes that 
contribute to differences in migration, we designed primers for five 
candidate genes – Vrille, Takeout, Will die slowly, Allatotropin, and 
CAPA receptor - and several nuclear and mitochondrial control 
genes. Portions of these genes were amplified from 27 migratory 
monarch samples collected in Boston and Minnesota (D. p. 
plexippus) and 14 specimens from the non-migratory population in 
Ecuador (D. p. megalippe). Following amplification, the genes were 
sequenced and screened for polymorphisms. Allele frequencies were 
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compared between populations for both candidate and control genes, 
with the goal of identifying evidence of divergent selection between 
the two populations. We also screened amplified fragment length 
polymorphisms to detect genome-wide polymorphisms for 
comparison to the candidate genes screened. Our results indicate a 
greater difference between the subspecies in some candidate genes 
than in control genes, implicating their role in migratory behavior, 
although more work is needed to assess the impact of each gene. 
 
POSTER 
Bird predators do not select for polyphenism in the 
European map butterfly 
Ihalainen, E.(1), Lindstedt, C.(2) 
(1 & 2) University of Jyväskylä, Department of Biological and 
Environmental Science, Centre of Excellence in Evolutionary 
Research 
eira.h.ihalainen@jyu.fi 
 
The European map butterfly (Araschnia levana) is known for its 
striking seasonal polyphenism which is under photoperiodic control: 
the spring generation is orange with black patterning whereas the 
summer generation is black with white bands across the wings. 
Physiology of the map butterfly polyphenism is better known than its 
ecology and evolutionary basis. Since predation is one of the major 
selective forces for insect colouration, we studied whether avian 
predators attack the spring and summer forms at different rates. We 
first established in a laboratory experiment with blue tits (Cyanistes 
caeruleus) as predators that the map butterflies are palatable and their 
colouration has no warning function, and also that birds are not wary 
of either of the colour forms per se. We then pinned fake butterflies 
(paper wings with modelling clay body) of both colour forms onto 
vegetation during their peak flying seasons in the spring and summer. 
The pinning experiment was conducted outside the range of the map 
butterfly in Finland, so the local birds had no prior experience of the 
species. After two days we checked the specimens for beak marks to 
measure mortality from bird predation. There was no difference in 
survival of the colour forms in either spring or summer suggesting 
that avoiding predation e.g. by more efficient camouflage according 
to season does not explain polyphenism in the map butterfly. 
 
POSTER 
The contributions of topoclimate and land cover to 
butterfly species richness: fine-scale tests for a 
mountain region 
Illán, J.G.(1), Gutiérrez, D.*(1), Wilson, R.J.(2) 
(1) Área de Biodiversidad y Conservación, Universidad Rey Juan 
Carlos, Madrid, Spain (2) Centre for Ecology and Conservation, 
University of Exeter, Penryn, UK 
javier.illan@urjc.es 
 
Global patterns of species richness are now considered to depend 
primarily on climate. Here, we aimed to determine how topography 
and land cover affect species richness at finer scales. We sampled the 
butterfly fauna of 180 locations (89 in 2004, 91 in 2005) in the Sierra 
de Guadarrama, a region with a pronounced elevational gradient (600 
- 2400 m) in central Spain. We recorded environmental variables at 
100-m resolution using GIS, and derived generalized linear models 
for species density (number of species per unit area) based on 

variables of topoclimate (elevation and insolation) or land cover 
(vegetation type, geology and hydrology), or both (combined). The 
models were evaluated against independent data from the alternative 
study year. Our results indicate that topoclimatic and combined 
models outperformed models based on land cover variables, showing 
a humped elevational diversity gradient. We can conclude that 
topoclimatic factors may dominate species richness patterns in 
regions with pronounced elevational gradients, as long as large areas 
of natural habitat remain. Biodiversity conservation in mountainous 
regions therefore requires protection and management of natural 
habitats over a wide range of topoclimatic conditions, which may 
assist in facilitating range shifts and alleviating declines in species 
richness related to climate change. 
 
ORAL 
Differential patterns of Parnassius smintheus 
herbivory across an alpine meadow gradient: effects 
of treeline, ovipositon and snow-cover 
Illerbrun, K.(1), Roland, J.(2) 
(1) University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences 
kurt.illerbrun@ualberta.ca 
 
Rising treeline threatens the size and contiguity of alpine meadows 
worldwide. As trees encroach into previously open habitat, the 
movement and population dynamics of above-treeline alpine species 
may be disrupted. This process is well documented in studies of the 
Rocky Mountain apollo butterfly (Parnassius smintheus). However, 
the subtler effects of treeline remain poorly understood. In this study 
we examine variation in the feeding pattern of P. smintheus larvae in 
relation to distance from treeline, and explore female oviposition 
behaviour and spring snow-melt timing as factors altering the host-
herbivore interaction relative to treeline. Understanding differential 
larval exploitation of food resources in relation to treeline is an 
important step in predicting the consequences of continued treeline 
rise. Parnassius smintheus larvae feed more intensively on S. 
lanceolatum away from treeline, despite the relative paucity of hosts 
in these areas, and despite higher fitness penalties associated with the 
plant's herbivory-induced chemical defenses. Oviposition location 
appears insufficient to explain this pattern, but snow cover may help 
create an enemy free space for hosts growing near treeline. In sum, S. 
lanceolatum growing near treeline is less attractive, and therefore 
represents a less significant resource for P. smintheus larvae than its 
abundance might imply. If treeline continues to rise, we suggest that 
altered resource exploitation represents a mechanism by which larvae 
may be adversely affected even while adult movement among and 
within meadows appears sufficient for maintaining population health, 
and total host availability seems ample. 
 
POSTER 
Rising treeline, shrinking habitat: effects on an alpine 
plant-herbivore interaction 
Illerbrun, K.(1), Roland, J.(2) 
(1) University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences 
kurt.illerbrun@ualberta.ca 
 
Rising treeline reduces the size and contiguity of alpine meadows. As 
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trees encroach into previously open habitat, the movement and 
population dynamics of above-treeline alpine species may be 
disrupted--as has been documented in studies of the Rocky Mountain 
apollo butterfly (Parnassius smintheus). However, alpine treelines 
represent more than advancing physical barriers: moisture and 
nutrient gradients, microclimate and snow accumulation may vary 
across the treeline ecotone, altering the species richness, spatial 
pattern, and quality of near-treeline plant communities and, in turn, 
the performance of herbivores. In this study we examine whether 
proximity to treeline affects the feeding behaviour of P. smintheus 
larvae, by altering the habitat and thus affecting the distribution and 
availability of their host plant, lance-leaved stonecrop (Sedum 
lanceolatum). Understanding differential larval exploitation of food 
resources in relation to treeline is an important step in predicting the 
consequences of continued treeline rise. Parnassius smintheus larvae 
feed more intensively on S. lanceolatum away from treeline, despite 
the relative scarcity of hosts in these areas, and despite fitness 
penalties associated with the plant's herbivory-induced chemical 
defences. Sedum lanceolatum growing near treeline is less attractive, 
and therefore represents a less significant resource for P. smintheus 
larvae than its abundance might imply. If treeline continues to rise, 
we suggest that this pattern of altered resource exploitation may 
represent a mechanism by which larvae are adversely affected even 
while adult movement among and within meadows appears sufficient 
for maintaining population health, and total host availability seems 
ample. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
Progress on the Heliconius genome and its utility for 
Heliconius wing pattern population genetics 
Jiggins, C.J.  
University of Cambridge 
c.jiggins@zoo.cam.ac.uk 
 
The Heliconius Genome Consortium is currently sequencing the 
complete genome of Heliconius melpomene melpomene. I will 
outline the history and progress of this project. I will then describe 
our studies of the population genetics of genome regions controlling 
wing pattern variation in Heliconius melpomene, with particular 
reference to the divergence in sequence variation seen across hybrid 
zones at the HmB and HmYb loci. These results suggest that major 
mendelian loci controlling wing pattern are relatively ancient and 
genetically complex, potentially involving multiple functional sites. 
Finally, I will outline how we hope to use the genome sequence to 
facilitate future studies of Heliconius wing patterning and biology 
more generally 
 
POSTER 
Mimicry and adaptive ecological niche structure in 
diverse butterfly communities 
Elias, M.(1)Jiggins, C.J. (3), Gompert, Z.(2), Willmott, K.(4) 
(1) National Museum of Natural History/National Center for Scientific 
Research, Paris, France (2) University of Wyoming, Department of 
Botany, Laramie WY (3) University of Cambridge, Department of 
Zoology, UK (4) Florida Museum of Natural History, University of 
Florida, Gainesville FL 
melias2008@gmail.com 

 
Müllerian mimetic butterflies, where unpalatable species converge in 
wing colour patterns locally to advertise their toxicity to predators, 
provide one of the most spectacular examples of mutualism. While 
the adaptive value of mimicry has been clearly demonstrated, an 
outstanding puzzle remains: up to eight mimicry complexes, with 
distinct colour patterns, may occur in the same community. If 
selection is so strong, why do communities not converge on a single 
colour pattern? Here we apply a multifaceted approach considering 
ecological data from a highly diverse community of mimetic 
ithomiine butterflies (Nymphalidae: Danainae) in the upper Amazon 
from a phylogenetic perspective. Using microhabitat measurements 
and a phylogeny of local butterfly species we show that 1) mimicry 
complexes and their avian predators are segregated by microhabitat 
in a similar way, thus enabling mimicry complexes to co-exist at the 
community level; and 2) mimicry drives adaptive convergence in 
microhabitat use among butterflies that share the same colour pattern, 
overcoming the effects of both common ancestry (phylogeny) and 
competition. Our findings imply that communities are adaptively 
assembled to a much greater degree than commonly suspected. We 
also discuss the role of mimicry in diversification of groups of 
mimetic butterflies in light of these and recently published results. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
The molecular evolution of butterfly mimicry 
supergenes by chromosomal rearrangements 
Joron, M.(1), Frézal, L.(1), Jiggins, C.J. (2), ffrench-
Constant, R.(3) 
(1) Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Département Systématique 
et Evolution, Paris, France (2) Department of Zoology, University of 
Cambridge, Cambridge, UK (3) Biosciences, University of Exeter, 
Pernyn, Cornwall, UK 
joron@mnhn.fr 
 
Supergenes are regions of the genome that control several phenotypes 
previously encoded at distinct loci. Butterfly mimicry switch loci are 
classic examples of supergenes controlling multiple distinct mimetic 
phenotypes, and are known from diverse lineages such as Papilio and 
Heliconius butterflies. However, the processes involved in their 
formation are still unclear. I will describe the molecular evolution of 
a colour pattern supergene, termed P, controlling polymorphic 
mimicry in the Amazonian butterfly Heliconius numata. By 
comparing the fine mapping and genomic organisation of the 
supergene with the corresponding region in the related H. 
melpomene, I show that P has evolved by locking two distinct wing 
patterning loci, HmYb and HmSb, within polymorphic chromosomal 
rearrangements that suppress genetic recombination.  Striking 
patterns of long range linkage disequilibrium (LD) across P 
characterise distinct haplotype clades in perfect association with 
sympatric mimetic morphs in the wild, contrasting with the absence 
of any complete association at HmYb and HmSb in H. melpomene. 
Chromosomal rearrangements in the P supergene therefore allow H. 
numata to exploit multiple mimicry niches in a heterogeneous 
habitat, without producing maladaptive recombinant phenotypes. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
Flight and reproduction in butterflies 
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Karlsson, B. 
Department of Zoology, University of Stockholm, Sweden 
bengt.karlsson@zoologi.su.se 
 
Nectar-feeding butterflies derive nutrients used for reproduction 
primarily from the juvenile diet; these nutrients are stored in the 
abdominal reserves. Juvenile resources are also used to build the 
soma of the adult, and consequently somatic and reproductive 
investment will trade off and constrain the amount of resources 
available for egg and spermatophore production. Earlier 
investigations show that flight muscle mass decreases significantly 
over the adult lifespan and suggest that resources from flight muscle 
tissue can be reallocated to reproduction, thus alleviating the resource 
limitation upon reproduction. Flight is an essential part for fitness and 
breakdown of flight muscles is expected to reduce flight ability. 
However, in comparative studies, relative flight muscle mass (flight 
muscle mass/body mass) does not decrease with age in most of the 
species investigated, indicating that flight performance is not severely 
handicapped by smaller flight muscles. In this talk, I review the 
evidence for the prediction that the observed decrease in flight 
muscle mass is related to the expenditure of resources for 
spermatophore and egg production in butterflies and also how flight 
performance is affected by smaller flight muscles. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Understanding the population dynamics, migration 
and conservation of North American monarch populations 
Long-term climate trends in the monarch butterfly 
wintering area and implications for mortality events 
Kern, A., Peterson, A.T.*, Barve, N., Bonilla, A., 
Brandes, J., Brown, J.C., Brunsell, N., Cochran, F., 
Crosthwait, R., Gentry, J., Gerhart, L., Jackson, T., 
Owens, H., Reed, A., Soberon, J., Sundberg, A., 
Williams, L. 
C-CHANGE IGERT Program, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, 
Kansas, USA 
town@ku.edu 
 
Monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus) exhibit spectacular wintering 
concentrations that have been the focus of considerable attention both 
from the scientific community and from the general public. Recent 
monitoring, however, has detected severe, weather-related mortality 
events that may have substantial consequences for the overwintering 
populations. Using long-term weather station data from across central 
Mexico, we developed quantitative tests of the hypothesis that these 
weather-related events may be increasing with frequency and 
seriousness over the past several decades, possibly as a consequence 
of changing climates globally. Results are interpreted in terms of 
impacts, both on the butterflies and on local human communities in 
the region. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and prospects 
Where’s the cliff? Prediction of butterfly species 
responses to climate change. 
Kerr, J.T. 
University of Ottawa, Department of Biology, Canadian Facility for 
Ecoinformatics Research 
jkerr@uottawa.ca 

 
The distributions and abundances of butterfly species are changing in 
response to climate change, sometimes assisted and sometimes 
hindered by human land uses. These responses include butterfly 
population expansions upward along mountain slopes at the leading 
edges of species distributions, or population losses from areas at their 
trailing edges. We know that generalist and specialist butterflies may 
be responding differently to the dangerous combination of land use 
and climatic change. The essential understanding gained through 
intensive, often long term, study of specific biological interactions, 
such as between host plants and their butterflies, can be indispensable 
in building better predictions for how species will respond to the even 
greater changes that may well be coming. There are numerous, urgent 
challenges to address, such as the advisability and feasibility of 
species’ translocation or to measure the extent to which the advent of 
non-analog climates may precipitate nonlinear biotic responses. I 
briefly discuss efforts underway to address this last challenge in the 
context of the Canada Global Change Transect in Canada, and 
discuss the potential to use historically calibrated species responses to 
observed, recent warming to inform predictions of butterflies’ 
geographical responses to rapid environmental change. 
 
ORAL 
The regal fritillary butterfly: Genetic analysis of 
museum specimens reveals the conservation status of 
populations in a declining species. 
Keyghobadi, N.(1), Weintraub, J.D.(2), Koscinski, D.(1), 
Fonseca, D.M.(3) 
(1) University of Western Ontario, Dept. of Biology (2) Academy of 
Natural Sciences Philadelphia, Dept. of Entomology (3) Rutgers 
University, Dept. of Entomology 
nkeyghob@uwo.ca 
 
Identifying distinct populations, or groups of populations, within 
species is a critical step in conservation planning. Regardless of the 
criteria used to define subspecific units for conservation, good 
decisions are critically dependent on sufficient and appropriate 
sampling across the range of the species being considered. Where 
populations within a species range have recently become extinct, our 
ability to accurately infer the relationships among remaining extant 
populations may be impeded. This, in turn, can hinder the designation 
of taxonomic and/or management units. In such situations, analysis of 
historical specimens from extinct populations may be critical. We 
have used genetic data from museum specimens representing extinct 
populations, in addition to data from extant populations, to infer the 
historical relationships among, and conservation status of, 
populations of a declining butterfly, the regal fritillary, Speyeria 
idalia. This species provides a case study of how data from 
populations that have very recently become extinct may be necessary 
to inform the definition of taxonomic and management units, and 
thereby conservation strategies for remaining populations. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and propects 
The sensitivity of butterfly phenology to climate 
change over the past century across Canada 
Kharouba, H.M.(1), Kerr, J.T.(2), Vellend, M.(3) 
(1) University of British Columbia, Department of Zoology (2) 
University of Ottawa, Department of Biology (3) University of British 
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Columbia, Departments of Zoology and Botany 
kharouba@zoology.ubc.ca 
 
Climate warming has already been linked to phenological advances 
in many taxonomic groups in several regions, yet little is known 
about how species’ phenologies are changing in Canada. Butterflies 
are especially likely to be affected by environmental changes both 
directly, given their physiological and behavioral requirements, and 
also indirectly, through interactions with their host plants. Here, we 
use georeferenced butterfly collection records from across Canada 
over the past 130 years to determine whether mean collection dates 
(an estimate of peak flight date) for butterfly species have changed. 
For each species, we determined whether its phenology is sensitive to 
temperature, whether temperature has changed across its range, and 
whether its phenology has changed through time. We compiled 
weather station data from across Canada and used winter and spring 
mean daily maximum temperatures from the year the record was 
collected. For most species, mean collection date occurred earlier in 
the year with warmer temperatures and over the past 130 years. 
Winter and spring mean daily maximum temperatures have also 
increased across these weather stations for most species. These 
results suggest that butterfly species’ phenologies are responding 
directly to temperature changes and that we may be able to detect 
these changes through time. While there are limitations to collection 
records, these records may be useful at revealing relationships of 
phenology to climate in many species across broad geographic areas. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
Color and lightness perception in foraging Papilio 
butterflies 
Kinoshita, M. 
The Graduate University for Advanced Studies (SOKENDAI-
Hayama), Department of Evolutionary Studies of Biosystems 
kinoshita_michiyo@soken.ac.jp 
 
Wavelength and intensity of light provide important information 
upon target detection. Color contrast and lightness contrast are the 
phenomena that change our target perception depending on the 
background properties. Here I show similar phenomena in foraging 
Papilio butterflies. We first trained Papilio to take nectar on a green 
(G) patch on black background. We then presented the G patch with 
several other patches of similar colors including yellow green (YG) 
and blue green (BG) on gray (achromatic) background: the G-trained 
butterflies selected G. But on yellow and blue background, the G-
trained butterflies respectively selected YG and BG. The selected 
colors must have appeared more similar to G on colored 
backgrounds, indicating that Papilio has color contrast. Papilio 
butterflies have robust innate preference to brighter stimulus: 
modifying this preference is difficult by training. When we presented 
two identical patches of certain color, one on light gray background 
and another on dark gray, the butterflies significantly selected the one 
on darker background. This indicates that Papilio has lightness 
contrast as well. We recently found that foraging Papilio innately 
prefers vertical polarization (V-pol) to horizontal polarization (H-
pol). Although this preference could not be changed by training 
either, they selected H-pol if it was presented on darker background 
than that of the simultaneously presented V-pol. The similarities 
between lightness and polarization discrimination indicates that 

Papilio discriminates different polarization as different lightness. 
Polarization vision may therefore contribute to enhance lightness 
contrast in Papilio. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
Clinal variation in reproductive effort in butterflies – 
a theoretical perspective 
Kivelä, S.M.(1), Välimäki, P.(1), Oksanen, J.(1), Kaitala, 
A.(1), Kaitala, V.(2) 
(1) University of Oulu, Department of Biology (2) University of 
Helsinki, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
sami.kivela@oulu.fi 
 
For ectotherms, growth and reproduction are possible only during a 
limited period of the year in seasonal environments. In insects, fitness 
is generally maximized by producing as many generations as possible 
within a season, and the number of generations produced (voltinism) 
increases with increasing season length in many species. In this 
study, we analyzed variation in adult life histories in insects along a 
climatic gradient. The analyzed trait is reproductive effort (resource 
allocation to reproduction). We begin by formalizing the trade-off 
between current reproduction and subsequent survival generated by 
reproductive effort. It appeared that reproductive effort is correlated 
positively with early fecundity and negatively with lifetime fecundity 
and lifespan. Then, deriving from that trade-off, we analyze the 
evolutionary stability of different schedules of age-specific fecundity 
that are generated by divergent reproductive effort. The analysis was 
carried out in season lengths that promote either univoltine or 
bivoltine phenology. The evolutionarily stable reproductive effort 
decreases with increasing season length in both phenologies with a 
sudden increase when a change from univoltine to partially bivoltine 
phenology takes place. Reproductive effort responds strongly to 
changing phenology when density-dependent mortality occurs during 
diapause and weakly when juvenile mortality is density-dependent. 
Based on the results, we expect to find saw-tooth clines in 
reproductive effort in butterflies with changing phenology. Within a 
particular phenology, we expect that adult lifespan and lifetime 
fecundity increase with increasing season length, which should be 
associated with simultaneous decrease in early fecundity. 
 
POSTER 
New atlas of Czech Republic macromoths 
Konvicka, M.(1,2), Benes, J.(1), Kepka, P.(1) 
(1)Institute of Entomology, Czech Academy of Science, Ceske 
Budejovice, Czech Republic (2)Faculty of Science, University 
Southern Bohemia, Ceske Budějovice, Czech Republic 
konva333@gmail.com 
 
Following the publication of Czech Republic butterfly atlas (Benes et 
al., 2002), the butterfly recording has continued, with annual 
increment of ca 15 000 records. In addition, recording of selected 
families of macro-moths (traditional macrolepidoptera less the 
megadiverse Geometridae and Noctuidae) has been launched, with 
the intention to publish a preliminary atlas later this year. The focal 
families comprise 179 species, compared to 161 butterfly species, 
and the amount of collected records is approximately identical to that 
available for 2002 butterfly atlas. Besides of records by over 500 
recorders, we databased almost all existing literature and public 
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collection records. Although the country coverage is far from even, 
there are some clearly visible patterns, such as taxonomic bias in 
declining species (declining: Arctiidae and Lasiocampidae, safe: 
Notodontidae). Understanding the distribution changes of the covered 
moth families offers a rare opportunity to compare the patterns well 
established for butterflies with another sample of lepidopteran 
diversity. 
 
ORAL 
Military training sites as butterfly refuges: a 
shocking discovery or expectable pattern? 
Konvicka, M.(1), Cizek, O.(1,2), Hrazsky, Z.(3), Koptik, 
J.(3), Marhoul, P.(3), Reif, J.(3), Vrba, P.(1), Zamecnik, J.(2) 
(1)Faculty of Science, University Southern Bohemia, Ceske 
Budejovice, Czech Republic (2)Hutur, Hradec Kralove, Czech 
Republic (3)Daphne CR Institute for Applied Ecology, Ceske 
Budejovice, Czech Republic 
konva333@gmail.com 
 
Across Europe, military training areas (MTAs) represent excellent 
biodiversity refuges. This richness was for long viewed as existing 
despite of military use, owing to the absence of modern farming 
impacts. We will argue that this view was misguided MTAs 
biodiversity depends on military disturbances. Survey of butterflies in 
42 Czech MTAs showed that MTAs hosted significantly more 
species and equal numbers of threatened species compared to the best 
reserves in the country, and the same patterns applies for vascular 
plants, orthopterans, and birds. Typical for MTAs fauna is a co-
occurrence of species of diverse successional stages Army activities 
provide the required disturbances, similarly to actions of 
megaherbivores in past “savannah” landscapes of mainland Europe. 
With changing military doctrine, natural riches of MTAs are 
threatened by both succession and development. Apart of 
establishment of reserves, conserving this diversity will require 
cooperation with such groups as motocross, four-wheels and horse-
riding fans, who can replace the army as disturbance agents. 
 
POSTER 
Thermal ecology of mountain and lowland butterflies 
Konvicka, M.(1,2), Vrba, P.(1,2), Nedved, O.(1,2) 
(1) Faculty of Science, University of South Bohemia, Ceske 
Budejovice, Czech Republic (2) Institute of Entomology, Academy of 
Sciences of the Czech Republic, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic 
konva333@gmail.com 
 
Global climate change represents potential threat to mountain fauna. 
For temperate butterflies, strong evidence is available for shifting the 
range boundaries by many species to higher altitudes and latitudes. 
Nevertheless, information on ecophysiological limits of individual 
species is lacking. We studied lower thermal limits of a few species 
of two genera of temperate butterflies: Colias and Erebia. These 
groups contain both lowland and mountain representatives in Central 
Europe. We measured cold tolerance of hibernating larvae, namely 
supercooling point (SCP) and lower lethal temperature (LLT). Mean 
SCP was lower in species inhabiting colder areas. Most investigated 
species were freeze-avoiding, with very low SCP, and LLT close to 
SCP. The only exception was Erebia medusa, whose caterpillars 
were freeze-tolerant with moderate SCP. In Colias palaeno, 

inhabitant of cold peat bogs, we found strong cold tolerance. It 
exhibited LLT slightly above SCP ( 26°C). Survival decreased only 
weakly with prolonged time of exposure. In comparison, lower-
altitude species Erebia medusa exhibited LLT ( 21°C) below its SCP 
( 17°C) and the survival decreased rapidly with prolonged exposure 
time. Potential implications of these thermal limits in the context of 
changing climate and inhabited habitats are discussed. Our further 
ecophysiological measurements will include survival of cold-exposed 
larvae to subsequent developmental stages, reactions to alternating 
and to high temperatures. 
 
ORAL 
Effects of non-lethal tissue sampling on flight 
behaviour and survival in two butterfly species 
Koscinski, D., Crawford, L.A., Keller, H.A., 
Keyghobadi, N. 
University of Western Ontario, Department of Biology 
Daria.Koscinski@uwo.ca 
 
Genetic data are increasingly used to inform conservation and 
management plans for wildlife species. For smaller invertebrate 
animals, tissue material for genetic analyses is typically sampled by 
collecting whole individuals (i.e. lethally). Increasingly, researchers 
around the world are using non-lethal means of tissue collection (e.g. 
leg, wing clips) within the context of genetic studies on threatened 
butterflies, although few studies have examined the impact of such 
sampling. We investigated the effects of non-lethal tissue sampling 
on flight behaviour and long term survival of two butterflies, the 
cabbage white (Pieris rapae) and the inornate ringlet (Coenonympha 
tullia inornata), in the wild in Southwestern Ontario. We applied 
three treatments: handling and release (control), wing clipping and 
leg removal. We followed each butterfly immediately after release 
and measured a variety of flight behaviours. All butterflies were also 
individually marked for mark-recapture analyses. We found no 
differences in the number of movements, flight speed, the time spent 
flying and sitting across treatments in either species. We also found 
no differences in survival across treatments in either species. Our 
study suggests that both types of non-lethal sampling have little 
impact on the flight behaviour and survival of wild butterflies. 
 
POSTER 
Mechanism of pollen processing behavior in 
Heliconius butterflies 
Krenn, H.W., Eberhard, S.H., Hikl, A.-L. 
(1) University of Vienna, Department of Evolutionary Biology 
harald.krenn@univie.ac.at 
 
Pollen feeding behavior of Heliconius (Nymphalidae) represents a 
key innovation in the life-history of neotropical butterflies since this 
behavior expands their life time and their reproductive success. 
Although all flower visiting Lepidoptera regularly come in contact 
with pollen, only Heliconius butterflies actively collect pollen with 
their proboscis and take up amino acids without ingesting the pollen 
grains. We studied (1) the behavior of pollen processing using video 
analyses, (2) the effect of pollen processing behavior on the condition 
of the pollen grains and (3) we could experimentally demonstrate that 
sailva is used for extraction of pollen. The results indicate that the 
stereotypical proboscis movements during the pollen processing 
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behavior evolved from grooming behavior. Pollen grains are 
destroyed within a short peroid of time by agitation in the released 
saliva on the outside of the proboscis.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
The genetics of mimicry and mate choice in 
Heliconius butterflies 
Kronforst, M.R. 
Harvard University, FAS Center for Systems Biology 
mkronforst@cgr.harvard.edu 
 
Neotropical Heliconius butterflies display a diversity of conspicuous 
wing patterns that play a role in both mimicry and mate choice. 
Previously we have shown that the closely-related species H. cydno 
galanthus and H. pachinus, which diverged in color pattern as a 
consequence of natural selection to match different co-mimics, mate 
assortatively due to preference for conspecific wing color (white vs. 
yellow). Furthermore, genetic control of color preference is tightly 
linked to the Mendelian locus controlling wing color itself. Here I 
present data showing that color and color preference are also 
associated in H. cydno alithea, a subspecies that is locally 
polymorphic for white vs. yellow wing color. This result suggests 
that a mechanism such as an inversion or pleiotropy may be 
preventing recombination between the traits. In order to identify the 
gene and functional variation responsible for color and preference we 
have characterized fine-scale patterns of genetic linkage and linkage 
disequilibrium throughout the genomic interval housing the color 
locus. These results reveal a small cluster of candidate genes and 
evidence of localized genetic differentiation associated with at least 
one of them. Additional association and expression data will, in the 
near future, allow us to unlock the genetic basis of both adaptation 
and speciation in this classic example of adaptive radiation. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
Stabilizing and directional selection on wing color 
patterns in the evolution of mimicry and sexual 
dimorphism 
Kunte, K. 
FAS Center for Systems Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, 
MA, USA 
KKunte@cgr.harvard.edu 
 
Many Batesian mimetic butterfly species show female-limited 
expression of mimicry and multiple female mimetic female forms. 
Two opposing selective pressures on wing color patterns have been 
proposed to explain sex-limitation and polymorphism of mimicry: (a) 
sexual selection exerting stabilizing selection on male and non-
mimetic female wing patterns, and (b) natural selection exerting 
directional selection on mimetic female wing patterns. However, it is 
not known whether sexual selection indeed produces strong 
stabilizing selection on female wing patterns in mimetic species. It is 
also unknown whether innate coloration-based male mate preferences 
can be modified by frequent encounters with females that do not 
match the male’s preferred wing pattern. I tested for coloration-based 
innate male mate preference and the role of learning in a female-
limited polymorphic butterfly, Papilio polytes alphenor. Males 

showed limited coloration-based mate preference. They also switched 
to courting females with novel wing patterns, indicating learning. 
These results contrast with some previous studies showing strong 
sexual selection on wing patterns. The contrast in strength of male 
mate preference may be due to within-population female 
polymorphism in these mimetic species because males may miss 
valuable mating opportunities if they have a strict, coloration-based 
mate preference. This suggests that the strength of stabilizing 
selection on wing patterns may be weak in these butterflies. This may 
help explain not only the evolution of multiple female forms in 
polymorphic mimics, but also the evolutionary lability and incredible 
diversity of wing color patterns in Batesian mimetic butterflies. 
 
POSTER 
Sex chromosome mosaicism and hybrid speciation 
among tiger swallowtail butterflies 
Kunte, K.(1,2), Shea, C.(3), Aardema, M.L.(4), Scriber, 
J.M.(4), Andolfatto, P.(5), Juenger, T.(1), Gilbert, L.E.(1), 
Kronforst, M.R. (2) 
(1) Section of Integrative Biology, University of Texas, Austin, TX, 
USA. (2) FAS Center for Systems Biology, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MA, USA. (3) Department of Chemistry, Stanford 
University, Stanford, CA (4) Department of Entomology, Michigan 
State University, East Lansing, MI, USA. (5) Department of Ecology 
and Evolutionary Biology, and Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative 
Genomics, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA. 
KKunte@cgr.harvard.edu 
 
Hybridization between two species may result in a daughter species 
that is a genomic and ecological mixture of the parental species. The 
North American Papilio appalachiensis butterfly has been 
hypothesized to be such a hybrid species between P. glaucus and P. 
canadensis. To test this hypothesis, we used hundreds of AFLP 
markers, and sequence data from six Z-linked genes and one 
mitochondrial gene. The sequence data show a very strong signature 
of admixed genome in P. appalachiensis. It has the mitochondrial 
genome of P. glaucus but largely P. canadensis-like Z-linkged genes, 
although admixture from both the parental species was evident. A 
structure analysis of the AFLP data confirmed the genome-wide 
admixture in P. appalachiensis, assigning it almost equally among 
the glaucus and canadensis clusters at K=2 but assigning it to its own 
cluster at K=3 and K=4. The same Structure analysis also showed P. 
appalachiensis to be distinct from laboratory-generated hybrids, 
suggesting that it is genomically distinct from the recent hybrids and 
a product of ancient hybridization between the putative parental 
species. We further resolved the phylogeny of the entire tiger 
swallowtail group with amplified fragment length polymorphism 
(AFLP) dataset. The Mexican garcia and alexiares formed 
monophyletic, strongly supported sister groups; hence, they are 
proposed as distinct species. Finally, we mapped the evolution of 
sexual dimorphism and female-limited mimicry on this phylogeny, 
which show possible independent origins of mimicry in P. garcia and 
P. glaucus, or a loss of mimicry in P. alexiares. 
 
POSTER 
Ecology of the diurnal butterflies (Lepidoptera: 
Papilionoidea, Hesperioidea) of Sierra de La Gran 
Piedra mountain range and the Siboney-Juticí 
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Ecological Reserve 
Lauranzón, B., Garcés, G., Fagilde, M.C., Melián, L.O., 
Reyes, J.L. 
Centro Oriental de Ecosistemas y Biodiversidad (Bioeco), Santiago 
de Cuba, Cuba 
beatriz@bieco.ciges.inf.cu 
 
The Neotropical Region has the highest lepidoptera diversity in the 
world. From Cuba, 1,556 species of butterflies have been recorded, of 
which 187 are Papilionoidea (44%) and 60 are Hesperioidea (14%). 
This study was developed in four vegetation types: Montane 
Rainforest at 1,100 m elevation, Pine Forest (Pinus caribaea 
Morelet) at 850 m, Secondary Forest on Semi-Caducifolious Forest 
Ecotope at 550 m and Coastal to Subcoastal Xeromorphic Scrub at 
10-100 m; the first three are located in the Sierra de la Gran Piedra 
range and the fourth in the Siboney-Juticí Ecological Reserve. For 
two years, every month two transects of 1 km during 09:00-11:00 and 
13:00-15:00 were sampled, recording its butterfly diversity according 
to an altitudinal gradient. The Coastal to Subcoastal Xeromorphic 
Scrub showed higher species richness (75) and the Pine Forest 
showed higher endemism (31%). Butterflies were more abundant 
from June to August. The highest biological similarity was found in 
the Montane Rainforest - Pine Forest pair (78%). Last, species 
richness was inversely correlated to altitude. 
 
POSTER 
Proboscis features of butterflies – an additional set of 
characters for the phylogeny of Nymphalidae 
(Lepidoptera) 
Lieskonig, N.(1), Krenn, H.W.(2) 
(1) University of Vienna, Department of Evolutionary Biology (2) 
University of Vienna, Department of Evolutionary Biology 
nora.lieskonig@gmx.at 
 
Proboscis morphology of 54 representatives of all lineages within the 
Nymphalidae was studied using light-microscopy. The aim of this 
study is to find additional morphological characters that extend 
existing data matrices for subsequent phylogenetic analyses. Eight 
proboscis characters have been selected. They include structures of 
proboscis wall such as the surface structure of the outer galea wall, 
shape of cuticular spines on the proboscis and the existence of 
cuticular spines in the food canal. Another set of features is related to 
the sensilla of the proboscis tip, i.e. length, shape, sculpture, the 
existence of apical shoulder spines of the stylus and the position of 
the sensory cone. Character states are presented in a data matrix, in 
comparison to these of the outgroup species Riodinidae, Lycaenidae, 
Pieridae, Papilionidae and Hesperidae. The plesiomorphic character 
state of the Nymphalidae is represented by ribbed sensilla 
styloconica, with a prominent stylus and a centric sensory cone. The 
outer galea wall is build up by continuous cuticular ridges on the 
lateral side. These ridges are fragmented into several cuticular 
elements at the dorsal and ventral side. Cuticular spines are slender 
and narrow on their base. No cuticular spines exist in the food canal. 
Some apomorphic features include, for example sensilla styloconica 
with a reduced stylus length in Danainae and Ithomiinae, cuticular 
spines with a broad base and cuticular spines in the food canal in 
Biblidinae. A complete smooth proboscis surface characterizes 

Calinaginae, Charaxinae, Brassolinae, Morphinae and Satyrinae. Key 
words: Nymphalidae, proboscis morphology, sensilla, phylogeny. 
 
ORAL 
“Magic traits” may facilitate Homoploid hybrid 
speciation in Heliconius butterflies 
Linares, M. 
Universidad de los Andes, Santafé de Bogotá D.C. Colombia 
mlinares@uniandes.edu.co 
 
Speciation is generally regarded to result from the splitting of a single 
lineage. An alternative is hybrid speciation, considered to be 
extremely rare, in which two distinct lineages contribute genes to a 
daughter species. Here we compare three cases in which 
hybridization may have contributed to speciation and wing colour 
pattern diversification from the eastern Andes of Colombia: 
Heliconius heurippa, Heliconius tristero and Heliconius timareta 
florencia. We propose that ¨magic trais¨, traits that control adaptive 
novelty (like aposematic/mimetic colorations) and reproductive 
isolation, can facilitate speciation through hybridization. We present 
evidence from several sources: geographic distribution, adult and 
larval morphology, DNA markers, genetic and behavioural 
experiments. Although the role of homoploid hybrid speciation has 
only been profoundly studied in the case of H. heurippa from 
Villavicencio, it is likely that hybridization, with H. melpomene, has 
also provided major colour pattern genes involved in both 
aposematic/mimetic colorations and reproductive isolation, in all 
three taxa. It is especially puzzling how Heliconius tristero and 
Heliconius timareta florencia may have evolved close Müllerian 
mimicry with the closely related H. melpomene in Mocoa and 
Florencia, respectively, given that wing colour pattern appears to be 
very important for mate recognition in these butterflies.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
Maintenance of variation in warning signals under 
opposing selection pressures 
Lindstedt, C.(1), Lindström, L.(2), Mappes, J.(3) 
(1) University of Cambridge, Department of Zoology (1,2,3) 
University of Jyväskylä, Department of Biology and Environmental 
Sciences 
cl479@cam.ac.uk 
 
Evolution of effective signals can be constrained if the animal 
coloration has multiple functions that conflict or if the signal is 
expensive to produce. Therefore, it is crucial to study the prey’s 
selective environment as a whole, beyond the predator-prey 
interactions, to elucidate the selective forces maintaining the diversity 
in warning signal expression. In aposematic moth (Parasemia 
plantaginis, Arctiidae) larvae and adults show wide genetic and 
phenotypic variation in their colouration. Predators learn to avoid 
larvae with more conspicuous colouration (i.e. large orange patch 
expressed on a black body) faster than larvae with a smaller, less 
conspicuous signal. Therefore, selection by predators should favour 
larger signals and consequently decrease the variation in warning 
colouration of moth larvae. However, effective large warning signal 
size of P. plantaginis larvae is constrained by thermoregulation and 
efficient defence against pathogenic bacteria by giving the benefit for 
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individuals with smaller orange signal and larger black melanin based 
patterns. In addition, dealing with defence chemicals of the host plant 
trades off with the number of offspring and decreases the warning 
signal efficiency of an adult moth via defence chemical excretion 
costs. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
Phylogeographic patterns of widespread butterflies 
in the Old World Tropics 
Lohman, D.J. 
(1)The City College of New York - CUNY, Department of Biology 
dlohman@ccny.cuny.edu 
 
Wallace’s Line demarcates what is perhaps the planet’s best-known 
biogeographic transition between areas typified by species from 
predominantly “Oriental” taxa on the west and species from 
“Australian” taxa on the east. However, a number of species are 
found throughout Southeast Asia on both sides of Wallace’s Line, 
presumably through relatively recent dispersal. To ascertain whether 
patterns of genetic differentiation were congruent within and among 
taxa and to assess the extent to which morphological uniformity 
masks substantial genetic differentiation, I examined 
phylogeographic patterns in six species of widespread butterflies 
distributed across the Indo-Australian Archipelago, and—in three 
cases—across Africa, Asia, and Oceania. In none of the three 
butterflies distributed across the Old World (Danaus chrysippus, 
Lampides boeticus, and Melanitis leda) were African or Malagasy 
populations genetically distinct from Asian populations. However, 
Melanitis leda and Graphium sarpedon showed a distinct genetic 
discontinuity between Sumatra and Java, which are thought to have 
been connected by a land bridge within the past 11,000 years. In 
these species, Sumatran populations are more closely related to 
Philippine populations than to Javan populations. In contrast, 
Wallace’s line seemed to be a significant dispersal barrier for only 
one species. Consistent with geological reconstructions, Palawan 
populations were always more closely related to Bornean 
conspecifics than to mainland Philippine populations, which were 
closely related to samples from Taiwan and China. Most species were 
variably infected with the bacterial endosymbiont Wolbachia, and 
specimens of Melanitis leda from Australia and Fiji were all infected 
with multiple Wolbachia strains. 
 
POSTER 
Acclimation affects hsp70 expression following heat 
exposure in the Glanville fritillary butterfly (Melitaea 
cinxia) 
Luo, S.(1,2), Lehtonen, R.(1), Hanski, I.(1) 
(1) Metapopulation Research Group, Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland (2) 
School of Life Sciences, Peking University, Beijing, China 
sluo@mappi.helsinki.fi, sqluo@pku.edu.cn 
 
Temperature is a key environmental factor in the adaptation and 
evolution of all organisms but especially in ectotherms. The 
molecular mechanisms involved in thermal adaptation remain poorly 
known. One common mechanism to deal with extreme temperatures 
is the induction of heat shock proteins, particularly hsp70. We study 

the impact of thermal adaptation in different butterfly populations. In 
the present experiment, we acclimated Glanville fritillary butterflies 
from Åland Islands in Finland under two conditions: standard rearing 
conditions and conditions with more extreme temperatures, similar to 
climate in Xinjiang, China, where the studied Chinese population of 
the Glanville fritillary occurs. After acclimation the butterflies were 
exposed to different high temperatures. Expression of hsp70 
following heat exposure was measured at RNA level with real-time 
PCR. Our preliminary results show that expression of hsp70 
following heat exposure is affected by acclimation, but the effect also 
depends on the sex of the butterfly and experimental temperature. 
Among all the treatment groups, male butterflies had the highest 
hsp70 expression at 42� under moderate rearing conditions, while in 
female butterflies the peak of hsp70 expression appeared at 44� 
under extreme acclimated condition. Acclimation in extreme 
conditions does not always decrease the expression of hsp70 in the 
Glanville fritillary butterfly. There is much variation among 
individuals, which may be related to their different genetic 
background. 
 
POSTER 
Butterflies of dry upland sites in the Great Basin 
Macke, E.J.(1), McIver, J.D.(2) 
(1) Oregon State University, Eastern Oregon Agriculture Research 
Center (2)SageSTEP (Sagebrush Steppe Treatment Evaluation Project 
(3)Joint Fire Sciences Program 
euell.macke@gmail.com 
 
This study characterizes the butterfly communities at eighteen 
sagebrush steppe sites in the Great Basin and evaluates their response 
to restoration treatments. Sites are distributed across a 1,500 
kilometer gradient. All sites have a 8-14 inch annual precipitation 
range. Lower elevation sites are characterized by Wyoming big-
sagebrush and higher elevation sites are characterized by Mountain 
big-sagebrush. Each site has a control plot and two or three active 
treatment plots including prescribed burns, mechanical (mowing or 
cutting), and herbicide. Butterflies were surveyed between May and 
July at every plot of all sites using a 1,000 meter line-transect. In the 
243 surveys conducted from May 2006 to July 2009, 3,115 individual 
butterflies were observed, comprising 48 species. Marked regional 
patterns of species composition were observed and are presented 
here. No significant response to treatments was observed within the 
initial 3 years of post-treatment monitoring. 
 
ORAL 
The choice of climate domain affects species diversity 
projections under climate change 
Maes, D.(1), Titeux, N.(2), Onkelinx, T.(1), Heikkinen, 
R.K.(3), Benito, H.R.(4), Garcia-Barros, E.(4), Munguira, 
M.L.(4), Thuiller, W.(5), van Swaay, C.(6), Schweiger, 
O.(7), Settele, J.(7), Kudrna, O.(8), Brotons, L.(9), Luoto, 
M.(10)  
(1) Research Institute for Nature and Forest (INBO), Belgium (2) 
Public Research Centre – Gabriel Lippmann, Luxembourg (3) Finnish 
Environment Institute, Finland (4) Departamento de Biologia, 
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain (5) Laboratoire d'Ecologie 
Alpine, Université J. Fourier, France (6) Dutch Butterfly 
Conservation, the Netherlands (7) Department of Community 
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Ecology, UFZ - Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research, 
Germany (8) Naturmuseum Südtirol, Italy (9) Área de Biodiversitat, 
Grup d’Ecologia del Paisatge, Centre Tecnològic Forestal de 
Catalunya, Spain (10) Department of Geosciences and Geography, 
University of Helsinki, Finland 
dirk.maes@inbo.be 
 
We tested if the projections of future species distributions and species 
richness patterns differ between predictive models based on regional 
vs. European-wide climate data and whether these differences are 
consistent between three biogeographical areas in Europe (boreal, 
atlantic-continental Mediterranean). To do so, we used Generalised 
Additive Models to predict the occurrences of individual butterfly 
species based separately on regional and European climate data. 
From this, we calculated the butterfly diversity per 10x10 km grid 
cell in the three biogeographical areas for the present-day climate and 
for three climate scenarios in the periods 2021-2050 and 2051-2080. 
On average, butterfly diversity was predicted to increase strongly in 
Finland based on regional species-climate models. However, when 
European-wide climate data were used, butterfly diversity was 
predicted to undergo only a moderate increase, or even a decrease 
under the A1FI scenario. In Belgium/Netherlands, butterfly diversity 
was predicted to decrease by both the regional and European species-
climate models, but the projected decrease was more notable when 
regional climate data were used. In Spain, the local and the European 
climate envelopes predicted comparable decreases in butterfly 
diversity. The use of regional vs. European climate envelopes had a 
clear effect on the outcome of butterfly diversity projections. 
Regional climate envelopes based on a narrow climatic domain 
tended to produce projections with more pronounced changes in 
species diversity under climate change than Europe-driven climate 
envelopes. Our findings suggest that the use of regional climate 
envelopes may cause a significant source of error in broad-scale 
bioclimatic modelling. 
 
ORAL 
DNA sequence variation in the wingless gene product 
in buckeye butterflies (genus Junonia) 
Marcus, J. (2), McCullagh, B.*(1) 
(1) Western Kentucky University, Department of Biology (2) 
University of Manitoba, Department of Biological Sciences 
marcus@cc.umanitoba.ca 
 
The secreted gene product wingless is expressed during the 
development of eyespots in butterflies. This gene product is encoded 
by a nuclear gene and is secreted by cells at the center of the eyespot. 
Individuals of the buckeye butterflies, Junonia coenia, J. genoveva, 
and J. evarete, can differ dramatically even within a species in 
eyespot size and color. If wingless is functional during eyespot 
development, non-synonymous sequence variation in the wingless 
gene product might be expected to have a strong effect on eyespot 
phenotype. We determined the extent of synonymous and non-
synonymous DNA sequence variation in the buckeye butterfly 
wingless gene in 69 butterflies collected in Florida and Texas that 
show dramatic variation in eyespot phenotype. Thus far, we have 
identified 52 sequence positions that show synonymous DNA 
variation, and 2 additional positions that show non-synonymous 
variation. One non-synonymous position (115) has a serine-threonine 
polymorphism with 137 sampled alleles encoding threonine and 1 

encoding serine. The other non-synonymous position (148) has a 
valine-isoleucine polymorphism with 136 sampled alleles encoding 
valine and 2 alleles encoding isoleucine. Both of these non-
synonymous polymorphisms are conservative substitutions that are 
unlikely to produce drastic changes in the behavior of the wingless 
protein. Variation in eyespot size or color in Junonia is therefore 
unlikely to be due to changes in wingless amino acid sequence, but 
rather may be due to the regulation of wingless expression or to 
variation in other components of the eyespot development pathway. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
Computational models for butterfly eyespot 
development and evolution  
Marcus, J. 
University of Manitoba, Department of Biological Sciences 
marcus@cc.umanitoba.ca 
 
The color patterns on the wings of butterflies have been an important 
model system in evolutionary developmental biology. I have been 
using computational approaches that incorporate elements of 
threshold response models and cellular automata models to simulate 
the behavior of genes expressed during eyespot development. This 
computational approach to eyespot development can be used to 
effectively model dynamic patterns of gene expression in the 
development of eyespots and can be used to test proposed hypotheses 
of genetic regulatory interactions. By comparing the behavior of the 
simulations with patterns of gene expression in vivo, it is possible to 
eliminate hypotheses of genetic interaction. Further, these 
computational models can be used to make predictions about patterns 
of gene expression under novel experimental circumstances, allowing 
researchers to target experimental efforts to make rigorous tests of the 
predictions of the model. This computational approach, in 
combination with experimental work examining eyespot formation in 
the buckeye butterfly, Junonia coenia, has allowed substantial 
progress in understanding how butterfly eyespots develop and evolve. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Developmental genetics of butterfly wing stripes 
Martin, A., Reed, R.D. 
University of California, Irvine, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
Department 
arnaudm@uci.edu 
 
Little is known so far about the developmental genetics of other 
butterfly wing patterns than eyespots. Here we emphasize that the 
wingless morphogen seems to be major determinant of several 
elements of the so-called Nymphalid Ground Plan, the organization 
plan of nymphalid butterflies. In addition to a peripheral expression 
that could be involved in the delineation of wing shape by defining 
apoptotic territories, wingless is also expressed in nymphalid 
butterflies in the presumptive Basal (B), Discalis II (DII) and Discalis 
I (DI) stripes in last larval instar wing disks. Consistently with a 
morphogenetic role, the size of these elements can be modulated by 
injection of heparin, a molecule known to enhance wingless activity. 
A comparative analysis shows that wingless also pre-patterns the 
Discalis stripes of noctuid and pyralid moths, providing the first 
developmental support for a validity of the Nymphalid Ground Plan 
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at the Lepidoptera level. Also, matching recent observation in 
Drosophila wings, wingless appears to be a morphogen involved in 
the patterning of color patches, and apparition of a new color element 
seems to be dependent on existing pre-patterns. For instance, the DI 
element develops on the discal crossvein, and the DII element 
develops on a narrow striped domain that is characterized by the 
early expression of the aristaless2 gene, a Lepidoptera-specific 
transcription factor that appeared by duplication. We propose a model 
where evolution of new wing pattern elements rely primarily on the 
recruitment of morphogens by pre-existing regulatory landscapes. 
 
POSTER 
Butterfly assemblages in Imperata grassland, Acacia 
plantation and burnt and unburnt forests in East 
Kalimantan, Indonesia 
Matsumoto, K.(1), Noerdjito, W.A.(2), Takahashi, M.(1), 
Fukuyama, K.(1) 
(1) Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute (2) Indonesian 
Institute of Sciences, Research Center for Biology 
kazuma@ffpri.affrc.go.jp 
 
Natural forests in the tropics have been extensively degraded due to 
human activity and fire. We compared assemblages of butterflies in 
artificial plantations of Acacia mangium, ex-forest grasslands and 
natural forests in East Kalimantan, Indonesia. More species were 
found in the plantation area than in the grassland, indicating that 
artificial plantations can enrich butterfly species, and it was also 
confirmed that the enrichment was mainly due to increase of forest 
species. Still more species were found in unburnt natural forest, and 
the butterflies found in the natural forest included interior forest 
species, which were not found in the plantation. We also examined 
butterfly assemblages along a transect route crossing burnt forests 
between a large remnant patch of unburnt and lightly burnt forests 
and Acacia plantation. More forest species were found in the burnt 
forest than in the plantation, suggesting that the burnt forests may 
serve as a corridor or source of forest species colonizing the 
plantation. Number of butterfly species recorded at each 100 m 
section along transect decreased with distance from the large remnant 
as a general trend, but slightly increased at small patches of remnant 
vegetation that survived the fire. Generalized linear model analysis 
revealed significant negative correlation between the number of 
species per section and the distance, but no significant effect of 
vegetation on the butterfly species richness was detected.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory  
Effects of experimental population extinction for the 
spatial population dynamics of Parnassius smintheus  
Matter, S.F.(1), Roland, J.(2) 
(1) University of Cincinnati, Department of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences 
mattersf@uc.edu 
 
While many studies have examined factors potentially impacting the 
rate of local population extinction, few experimental studies have 
examined the consequences of extinction for spatial population 
dynamics. Here we report results from a large-scale, long-term 
experiment examining the effects of local population extinction for 

the dynamics of surrounding populations. From 2001-2008 we 
removed all adult butterflies from 2 large, neighboring populations 
within a system of 17 subpopulations of the Rocky Mountain Apollo 
butterfly, Parnassius smintheus. Surrounding populations were 
monitored using individual, mark-recapture methods. We found that 
population removal decreased immigration to surrounding 
populations in proportion to their connectivity to the removed 
populations. Correspondingly, within-generation population 
abundance declined. Despite these effects, we saw little consistent 
impact between-generations. The extinction rates of surrounding 
populations were unaffected and local population growth was not 
consistently reduced by the lack of immigration. The broader results 
show that immigration affects local abundance within generations, 
but dynamics are mediated by density-dependence within populations 
and by broader density-independent factors acting between 
generations. The loss of immigrants resulting from extinction has 
little impact on the persistence of local populations in this system. 
 
POSTER 
Flight metabolic rate and its heritability in the 
Glanville fritillary butterfly 
Mattila, A.L.K.(1), Hanski, I.(2) 
(1) University of Helsinki, Department of Biosciences (2) University of 
Helsinki, Department of Biosciences 
anniina.mattila@helsinki.fi 
 
Research on the Glanville fritillary butterfly (Melitaea cinxia) as a 
model species for metapopulation biology has been extended to 
identify genetic, phenotypic and environmental effects on life-history 
traits such as dispersal. Dispersal is a key life-history trait, especially 
in species inhabiting fragmented landscapes. In the Glanville 
fritillary, a large part of the observed variation in dispersal rate has 
been shown to be related to variation in flight metabolic rate and to a 
genotype X temperature interaction involving the gene 
phosphoglucose isomerase (Pgi). To develop a mechanistic 
understanding of the evolutionary processes affecting dispersal, it is 
necessary to evaluate the heritability of dispersal related traits. We 
have estimated the broad-sense heritability of flight metabolic rate 
using full-sib regression, and by estimating a genetic variance 
component in a linear mixed effects model (animal model) using the 
restricted maximum likelihood method. The heritability estimate for 
the peak flight metabolic rate, which is a measure of the maximal 
flight capacity of an individual, was significant (full-sib regression: 
H2=0.502, SE=0.186, p=0.005; REML: H2=0.449, SE=0.096, 
p<0.05). In contrast, total production of CO2 during a 10 min flight 
bout and resting metabolic rate did not exhibit significant heritability. 
The few previous studies of heritability of metabolic rate in insects 
suggest low heritability of the resting metabolic rate, and, contrary to 
the present results, lower heritability of exercise metabolic rate than 
total CO2 production. 
 
ORAL 
Mating behaviour in a bivoltine butterfly; Is 
polyandry a result of selection under time stress? 
Larsdotter-Mellström, H., Wiklund, C. 
Stockholm University, Zoology Department 
helena.mellstrom@zoologi.su.se 
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In temperate bivoltine butterfly species, the directly developing 
generation has significantly shorter time for pupal development than 
the diapausing generation. This has been shown to affect, for 
example, sexual maturity at eclosion. Whether the different time 
constraints for the two generations also affect mating behaviour, such 
as mating propensity or polyandry level, is less well known. In the 
bivoltine butterfly Pieris napi females gain from mating multiply. In 
spite of this, 10-12% of females remain monandrous throughout life. 
This study has focused on whether the developmental pathway per se 
and/or the environmental factors encountered by the two generations 
affect polyandry and mating propensity. Results show that even 
though the individuals of the directly developing generation are more 
immature at eclosion, females mate sooner after eclosion than 
diapausing females, indicating substantial adult time stress in this 
generation and possibly an adaptive value of shortening the pre-
reproductive period. Directly developing females are also more 
polyandrous than diapausing females - possibly as a result of having 
higher mating propensity. Environmental factors per se did not affect 
mating behaviour. Our study highlights how time-stress can be 
predictably different between generations, affecting both life history 
and behaviour. The results are discussed in terms of how time 
constraints and mating propensity can shape mating frequency and 
how this differs between generations.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory  
Movements of moths in agricultural landscapes – 
Agri-Environment Scheme implications 
Merckx, T.(1), Slade, E.(1), Bourn, N.(2), Feber, R.(1), 
Parsons, M.(2), Riordan, P.(1), Townsend, M.(1), 
Macdonald, D.(1) 
(1) University of Oxford, Department of Zoology, Wildlife 
Conservation Research Unit (UK) (2) Butterfly Conservation (UK) 
thomas.merckx@zoo.ox.ac.uk 
 
Moths are species-rich and provide significant ecosystem services. 
Observed declines of both localized and widespread species are 
worrying. Agri-Environment Schemes (AES) intend to combat such 
declines across agricultural landscapes, but their efficiency must 
improve. I present results from three Mark-Release-Recapture 
experiments, using light traps within UK lowland agricultural 
landscapes. At a farm-scale, grass/herb-feeding species abundance 
was higher at field margins than within-field, and higher at wide than 
narrow margins. Shrub/tree-feeders were observed in higher numbers 
near hedgerow trees. However, these effects were less strong or even 
absent for more mobile species. This species-specific mobility effect 
indicates that landscape-scale rather than farm-scale implementation 
of these landscape features would increase the biodiversity reward 
from AES. Our landscape-scale experiment – its setting being 
differently sized woodland fragments within agricultural land – 
looked at effects of fragment size and hedgerow connectivity on 
abundance and species composition for a set of 87 species. Key 
results are that hedgerow trees performed better than isolated trees 
and that moved distance was linked to forewing length/shape rather 
than to woodland affinity. Movements of the 657 recaptured 
individuals show that many species, even ones with a strong 
woodland affinity, cover landscape-scale distances. The experiments 
suggest that adult moth numbers are higher near hedgerow trees 
because they are shelter-providing resources in typically exposed 

agricultural landscapes, linked to other habitat resources via 
hedgerows. Only larger woodland fragments cater for mobile species 
with a strong woodland affinity. Retention and establishment options 
for hedgerow trees and woodlands could be included into efficient 
landscape-scale AES. 
 
POSTER 
The genetic architecture of mate choice in Heliconius 
butterflies 
Merrill, R.M.(1), Jiggins, C.J.(2) 
Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK 
r.merrill@zoo.cam.ac.uk 
 
Heliconius butterflies are well known for bright mimetic warning 
patterns. These colour patterns are also used in mate recognition, and 
can therefore cause both pre- and post-mating isolation. Here we use 
genetic crosses to investigate the genetic basis of i) divergent mates 
preferences in Heliconius cydno and H. melpomene and ii) enhanced 
mate discrimination when these two species are sympatric. We 
demonstrate genetic associations between Mendelian colour pattern 
loci and traits contributing to reproductive isolation. Linkage such as 
this can inhibit recombination and therefore the disassociation of 
traits that characterise emerging species. In particular, male 
preference for red patterns is associated with the genetic locus 
responsible for red forewing colouration. Although alleles for the 
preference and colour pattern must be closely linked, successive 
backcrosses reveal they are not under common genetic control. We 
next compare H. melpomene males collected in French Guiana, 
where H. cydno is absent, with males from Panama, where both 
species exist. As expected allopatric males were far more likely to 
court H. cydno females than sympatric males. Interestingly, males 
from the reciprocal F1 crosses differed in their degree of mate 
discrimination. Ongoing molecular work will further our 
understanding of the genetic basis of these traits and ultimately how 
speciation may proceed in the face of gene flow. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
The evo-devo of the wild-type wing pattern in 
Bicyclus anynana 
Monteiro, A., Chen, B., Oliver, J. 
Yale University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
antonia.monteiro@yale.edu 
 
Bicyclus anynana is decorated with a series of eyespots on both fore 
and hindwings. Two eyespots are present on the forewing whereas 
seven eyespots are present on the hindwing ventral surface. How did 
this pattern evolve? We performed a series of protein localizations 
using antibodies against four proteins from the eyespot gene network 
to show that all four proteins are expressed in at least four wing 
compartments on the forewing during early 5th instar larval discs, but 
then all four proteins disappear in most of the wing compartments, 
apart from two, by the end of larval disc development. In the 
spontaneous mutant Spotty, containing four eyespots on the forewing, 
two additional forewing compartments continue to express the four 
proteins that disappear in homologous compartments in wildtype 
wings. Over-expression of one of the eyespot network proteins, 
Distal-less, by means of a heat-shock in a Distal-less transgenic line 
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with a wild-type wing pattern, is sufficient to over-come the 
repression of the network in two forewing compartments and a 
Spotty-like phenotype emerges. This work suggests that the ancestral 
wing pattern for forewings contained at least four eyespots, that 
repression of the eyespot gene network is responsible for the current 
wild type pattern, and that increasing Distal-less expression levels is 
sufficient to over-come this repression and differentiate additional 
eyespots on the forewing. 
 
POSTER 
Butterflies from Central Depression of Rio Grande 
do Sul State, South Brazil 
Morais, A.B.B.(1), Paz, A.L.G.(2), Dessuy, M.B.(3), Ritter, 
C.D.(4), Lemes, R.(5), Ribiero, T.C.(6), Piovesan, G.(7), 
Carvalho, A.P.S.(8) 
(1)Universidade Federal de Santa Maria, Depto Biologia and PPG 
Biodiversidade Animal (2)Instituto Federal Farroupilha, Campus Sao 
Vicente (3,5,6)Universidade Federal de Santa Maria, PPG 
Biodiversidade Animal (4)Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas 
Amazônicas, PPG Ecologia (7,8)Universidade Federal de Santa 
Maria, Curso Ciências Biológicas 
amorais@ccne.ufsm.br 
 
Aiming to increase the lepidopteran fauna knowledge from south 
Brazil, we studied diversity and abundance of butterflies from Central 
Depression of Rio Grande do Sul State, located in the geographic 
transition between Atlantic Forest and Pampa Biomes, and threatened 
by fragmentation and habitat destruction. The climate is subtropical 
humid and original vegetation composed mostly of grasslands and 
Deciduous Seasonal Forest remnants. From 2004 to 2010, six sites 
were sampled by entomological net active search following Pollard 
walk method. After 477 field hours, we registered a richness of 209 
species and abundance of 4,347 individuals. The five most abundant 
species were the nymphalids Dryas iulia, Hermeuptychia hermes, 
Heliconius erato phyllis and Yphthimoides celmis and the hesperid 
Pyrgus orcus, all relatively common in open or disturbed habitats. 
Many of the hesperiid, lycaenid and riodinid species were rare and or 
exclusive from either one of the sites. We also registered a grasslands 
endemic papilionid, Euryades corethrus, and a preserved Atlantic 
Forest indicator, the lycaenid Arcas ducalis. Preliminary samplings 
on the frugivorous guild and literature registers increased richness to 
238 species corresponding to almost 25 percent of the estimated 
butterfly richness for the whole State. The family’s richness patterns 
are closer to values obtained for Austral South American butterfly 
communities than for the tropical Brazilian ones. Considering the 
relative uniqueness of the studied butterfly fauna, the threats they are 
exposed by habitat conversion, and the scarcity of natural reserves, 
especially in the Pampa Biome, it is urgent to propose a conservation 
agenda. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
Limiting nutrients, bright colors and male genetic 
quality: Why female Pieris rapae prefer colorful 
mates 
Morehouse, N.I. (1,2), Rutowski, R.L.(1) 
(1) School of Life Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 
(2) Institut de Recherche sur la Biologie de l'Insecte, Université de 

Tours, Tours, France 
nathan.morehouse@univ-tours.fr 
 
The role of direct vs. indirect selection in shaping female choice 
remains a controversial topic. However, while much effort has 
focused on species where males only contribute indirect benefits, 
direct and indirect benefits may often be functionally linked via 
common reliance on genetic variance in condition (i.e. due to "genic 
capture"). Here, we present work on the co-evolution of exaggerated 
male coloration and associated female choice in the sexually 
dichromatic Cabbage White butterfly, Pieris rapae. Females in this 
species preferentially mate with more colorful males, exhibiting this 
preference in experimental micro-populations where male coloration 
varied either naturally or due to commensurate color manipulations. 
To understand the evolution of this female preference, we evaluated 
the information content of male coloration, and thus the potential 
benefits available to choosy females. Pairing quantitative genetics 
with a nutritionally-explicit approach to relevant nutrient dynamics, 
we find that male coloration in P. rapae advertises both direct and 
indirect benefits to prospective female mates, and that these benefits 
are both related to genetic variance underlying male ability to acquire 
a limiting nutrient from diet. Higher quality males are able to acquire 
larger quantities of nitrogen from diet, investing this limiting resource 
in both their wing coloration and their reproductive reserves. Choosy 
females thus stand to benefit both directly from larger and/or higher 
quality nuptial gifts, and indirectly from offspring better able to cope 
with a pervasive nutrient limitation.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
A detailed genetic linkage map reveals unexpected 
diversity underlying wing pattern variation in 
mimetic butterflies 
Mullen, S.P.(1), Imhoff, V.E.(1), Savage, W.K.(2) 
Lehigh University, Department of Biological Sciences 
sem307@lehigh.edu 
 
In spite of intense interest, our understanding of wing pattern 
development in butterflies is still in its infancy. However, emerging 
genetic, genomic, and developmental data from several heavily 
investigated Lepidopteran models systems (e.g. - Bombyx, Bicyclus, 
& Heliconius) strongly suggest that all moths and butterflies use a 
conserved developmental pathway to produce their dramatic wing 
pattern diversity. To test this hypothesis, we have recently mapped 
the color-patterning locus responsible for mimetic wing pattern 
variation within the polytypic Limenitis arthemis-astyanax complex. 
Surprisingly, we found that the genetic variation underlying mimicry 
in Limenitis does not map to the known genomic locations of any the 
major color patterning loci previously identified in mapping studies 
of Heliconius. This result suggests that independent protein-coding or 
cis-regulatory mutations underlie the seemingly homologous 
phenotypic variation observed across these two butterfly systems, and 
highlights the value of comparative mapping studies to elucidate 
previously unrecognized genetic diversity influencing wing pattern 
development more generally. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of pattern variation 
An Expression Screen of the HmYb Butterfly 
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Mimicry Locus reveals Multiple Associations 
Inherited with Colour Pattern 
Nadeau, N. (1), Wu, G.C.(1), Maroja, L.S.(1), Tetley, R.(1), 
Ferguson, L.(1), Pardo-Diaz, C.(1), Surridge, A.K.(1), 
Merrill, R.M.(1), Jiggins, C.J. (1) 
(1) University of Cambridge, Department of Zoology 
njn27@cam.ac.uk 
 
The Heliconius butterfly radiation provides striking examples of 
mimicry, as well as divergence and speciation, offering an 
opportunity to study the genetic basis of both convergence and 
divergence. Alleles at the HmYb locus control presence/absence of 
the yellow hindwing bar, one of the major colour pattern elements of 
H. melpomene. A gene expression tiling array of the 300Kb region 
containing this locus, combined with analysis of transcriptome 
sequences, highlighted three genes with expression differences 
between wing pattern races. Analysis of developing wing tissue from 
a family segregating for HmYb confirmed that control of expression 
at all three genes was inherited with the HmYb locus. Two genes, 
Hm-treh-1a and Hm-recQ, are expressed at higher levels in 
developing hindwings of individuals with a yellow bar and one gene, 
Hm-fzl, has two splice forms only found in individuals with a yellow 
bar, Hm-fzl also shows expression localised to the bar region in in-
situ hybridisations. Hm-fzl codes for a protein in the Fizzy family and 
may be involved in the control wing pattern formation through 
regulation of cell cycling. These findings point to previously 
undescribed mechanisms of colour pattern specification in butterflies.  
 
POSTER 
Genomic hotspots for adaptation: The population 
genetics of Müllerian mimicry in Heliconius 
melpomene 
Nadeau, N.(1), Baxter, S.W.(1), Chamberlain, N.L. (3), 
Dawson, A.(1), Ferguson, L.(1), Beltran, M.(1), Perez-
Espona, S.(2), Kronforst, M.R. (3), Jiggins, C.J. (1) 
(1) Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK 
(2) University of Bristol, School of Biological Sciences, Bristol UK (3) 
Harvard FAS Center for Systems Biology, MA USA 
njn27@cam.ac.uk 
 
The Heliconius butterflies are a textbook example of an adaptive 
radiation. H. melpomene occurs as different geographic “races” 
across South America. Hybridisation between races with different 
colour pattern is common but narrow clines are maintained by strong 
predation pressure and mate preference for local warning colour 
pattern forms. Colour pattern diversity is largely controlled by a 
small number of Mendelian loci. Two of these, HmYb and HmB, 
which control yellow and red colour pattern elements respectively, 
have been mapped to regions of a few hundred Kbp on different 
chromosomes. Here we investigate the population genetics of these 
genomic regions across three replicate hybrid zones. Colour pattern 
regions show higher population differentiation than other regions of 
the genome, and a long-range haplotype structure, indicating a strong 
influence of selection on these regions. At a fine-scale however, the 
long history of selection and gene-flow at these loci has lead to a 
relatively weak and diffuse pattern of association with no sites yet 

found in complete association with phenotype, and no evidence of a 
recent selective sweep. 
 
POSTER 
Spatial distribution of a non-native, lethal host plant 
in a fine-grained scale changes the population 
dynamics of a native butterfly 
Nakajima, M., Boggs, C.L. 
(1) Stanford University, Department of Biology 
mifuyu@stanford.edu 
 
Both plant distributions and animal movement vary over small spatial 
scales. However, the effect of variation in such fine-grained 
distributions and movements on interactions between a resource plant 
and its consumer is far from understood. Here we examine the role of 
plant distribution on the outcome of an interaction between a non-
native host plant, Thlaspi arvense and a native butterfly, Pieris 
macdunnoughii in Colorado, USA. Thlaspi arvense has a non-
negligible negative impact on the fitness of P. macdunnoughii. Our 
field survey found 22 % of P. macdunnoughii’s eggs on T. arvense, 
on which no larvae survived to the 2nd instar. With this background, 
we quantitatively evaluated the effect of spatial attributes of T. 
arvense on the butterfly population growth. We developed a 
spatially-explicit, individual-based model that incorporated the 
butterfly’s movement and host plant distribution using 25 × 25 cm 
grids. Model results indicated that the current butterfly population 
size is slightly decreasing. Combinations of T. arvense’s spatial 
attributes of abundance, patch size and distance to native hosts 
affected the population dynamics of the butterfly. Intriguingly, the 
population size of P. macdunnoughii either increases or decreases, 
depending on the spatial distribution of T. arvense on a fine-grained, 
local scale. For example, increased abundance of T. arvense generally 
had a negative impact on the butterfly population dynamics. However 
the impact was reduced when T. arvense was scattered randomly, 
rather than present in aggregated patches. This effect of plant 
distribution at small scales has general relevance to land management 
for butterfly conservation. 
 
ORAL 
Repeated Hybrid Speciation in Mountain Top 
Butterflies 
Nice, C.C.(1), Gompert, Z.(2), Forister, M.L.(3), Fordyce, 
J.A.(4), Buerkle, A.(5) 
(1) Department of Biology, Population and Conservation Biology 
Program, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX USA (2) 
Department of Botany, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY USA 
(3) Department of Biology, University of Nevada, Reno, NV USA (4) 
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN USA (5) Department of Botany, University 
of Wyoming, Laramie, WY USA 
ccnice@txstate.edu 
 
The role of hybridization as an important mechanism for generating 
evolutionary novelty and facilitating the emergence of ecologically 
and evolutionarily distinct lineages has a history of neglect, 
particularly among zoologists. Recent evidence, however, suggests 
that the importance of hybridization in animal evolution has been 
prematurely dismissed. Here, we examine replicated cases of 
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hybridization in a butterfly model system where potentially new 
species of hybrid origin have arisen. We combine manipulative field 
experiments with genomic-level molecular genetic data to test the 
hypothesis of hybrid speciation and address fundamental questions 
about the process of speciation in replicated putative hybrid species 
in four western mountain ranges. Specifically, we pose these 
questions: 1) Do independent hybrid events between the same two 
species result in different outcomes under different ecological 
settings? 2) How do hybrid traits contribute to reproductive isolation? 
3) Do novel, adaptive traits arise directly from hybridization? The 
answers to these questions will generate novel insights into the 
processes that create and maintain geographic variation within and 
between species and characterize the extent to which gene exchange 
via hybridization contributes to the creation of new species. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Pheromones and secondary male characteristics 
Evidence of sexual selection on olfactive 
communication by means of male sex pheromone 
production in Bicyclus anynana 
Nieberding, C.M.(1,2), Fischer K.(3), Saastamoinen, M.(2), 
Hedenström, E.(4), Löfstedt, C.(5), Brakefield, P.M.(2) 
(1) Evolutionary Ecology and Genetics Group, Biodiversity Research 
Centre (BDIV), University of Louvain, 1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Belgium (2) Evolutionary Biology Group, Institute of Biology, Leiden 
University, 2300 RA Leiden,the Netherlands (3) Zoological Institute 
& Museum, Greifswald University, D-17489 Greifswald, Germany (4) 
Chemistry laboratory, Department of Natural Sciences, Mid Sweden 
University, 85170 Sundsvall, Sweden (5) Chemical Ecology and 
Ecotoxicology, Department of Ecology, Lund University, 22362 
Lund, Sweden. 
caroline.nieberding@uclouvain.be 
 
The role of olfactive communication in reproductive success and 
isolation by sexual selection remains largely unknown. Based on the 
African species-rich butterfly genus Bicyclus Kirby 1871 (88 spp), 
we aim at assessing here experimentally the importance of male sex 
pheromones in sexual selection by females. The Bicyclus genus is 
relevant to address these questions because differences in the position 
and number of androconia, the male wing structures producing the 
pheromones, are the morphological character used to discriminate 
among species. Here we identified the composition of the male sex 
pheromone in Bicyclus anynana by GC-EAD, GC-MS and 
behavioural experiments (1). We then quantified the level of 
pheromone variability and estimated the heritability level of the 
pheromone blend and of the androconial size using a parent-offspring 
regression. Variation of pheromone titres and ratios was correlated to 
age and to inbreeding levels, a fitness-related trait for long-living 
Bicyclus butterflies, and it was shown that B. anynana pheromone is 
used by the female as an indicator of its age. Results together suggest 
that olfactive communication between sexes in B. anynana is under 
sexual selection. It also suggests that the same selective pressure on 
male sex pheromones may have contributed to past and present 
diversification in the Bicyclus genus. (1) Nieberding et al  (2008) 
PLoS ONE 3(7):e2751  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an adaptive 
molecular marker 
Effects of Pgi polymorphism on flight metabolic rate 

and dispersal in the Glanville fritillary butterfly 
Niitepõld, K.(1,2), Hanski, I.(1) 
(1) University of Helsinki, Department of Biosciences (2) Stanford 
University, Department of Biology 
niitepold@stanford.edu 
 
Dispersal in fragmented landscapes is a trait that may be under strong 
selective pressure and serves as a powerful setup for studying the 
mechanistic basis of natural selection. The locus Pgi encodes the 
glycolytic enzyme phosphoglucose isomerase and shows a high level 
of polymorphism in a number of taxa. Several examples have 
demonstrated that molecular variation does affect organismal 
performance and potentially fitness. We studied how variation at Pgi 
is connected to flight ability and whether these effects translate into 
variation in dispersal rate in the field. To quantify flight ability we 
measured the flight metabolic rate of Glanville fritillary (Melitaea 
cinxia) butterflies in laboratory conditions. Recordings of flight 
metabolism represent the energetic output of individuals performing 
heavy exercise. We then equipped butterflies with small transponders 
and released them in the field to be followed using harmonic radar. 
The butterflies were tracked over prolonged periods under varying 
environmental conditions. We found a strong positive correlation 
between flight metabolic rate and dispersal rate in the field. 
Interestingly, flight metabolic rate is affected by Pgi genotype. 
Heterozygous individuals at the single nucleotide polymorphism 
AA111 had higher flight metabolic rate than the homozygotes. This 
effect is temperature-specific and notably clear in low ambient 
temperatures. The same pattern was seen in the field; heterozygotes 
moved the longest distances in lower temperatures than 
homozygotes. The results establish mechanistic connections from the 
molecular level to physiology and performance under field 
conditions. The findings highlight the importance of gene by 
environment interactions in adaptation to environmental variation. 
 
ORAL 
Density-dependent emigration in two sympatric 
Maculinea species 
Nowicki, P.(1), Vrabec, V.(2) 
(1) Institute of Environmental Sciences, Jagiellonian University, 
Kraków, Poland (2) Czech University of Agriculture, Prague, Czech 
republic 
piotr.nowicki@uj.edu.pl 
 
Positive density-dependent dispersal has been postulated as a 
mechanism of population regulation by many theoretical models. 
However, the evidence for its existence in butterflies has so far been 
scarce and unconvincing. In fact, more studies recorded increased 
emigration, undertaken in search of mating partners, at low 
population densities. We investigated density-dependence of 
dispersal patterns in metapopulations of Maculinea teleius and M. 
nausithous occurring sympatrically near Prelouc, Czech Republic. 
Both species have been surveyed with mark-release-recapture 
methods continuously since 2004, and over this period their seasonal 
numbers, estimated with Cormack-Jolly-Seber models, experienced 
strong fluctuations of almost one order of magnitude. Dispersal 
parameters for the investigated metapopulations were derived, 
separately for each sex, with help of the Virtual Migration model. 
Emigration rate in both species was significantly positively correlated 
with adult densities, and it grew sharply at densities exceeding 
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carrying capacity. The above trend was much more pronounced in 
females. Most other parameters analysed, i.e. mortality in habitat 
patch, scaling of emigration and immigration with patch area, and 
dispersal distance showed little pattern. Mortality during dispersal 
always close to zero, although there was a slight tendency of slightly 
higher values at adult densities above carrying capacity, which may 
suggest that emigration is then undertaken by individuals less adapted 
to dispersal. Our results provide good evidence for sex-biased 
positive density-dependence of emigration and indicate its lack in 
other dispersal parameters. 
 
POSTER 
Gene expression in comma butterfly larvae follows 
predictions from insect-plant theory 
Nylin, S.(2), Fischer, H.(1), Freitak, D.(1), Janz, N.(2), 
Söderlind, L.(2), Vogel, H.(1) 
(1) Max Planck Inst Chemical Ecology Jena, Dept of Entomology (2) 
Stockholm University, Dept of Zoology 
soren.nylin@zoologi.su.se 
 
Chemical mediation is one of the major structuring forces behind 
large-scale patterns of insect host plant use, i.e. phytophagous insects 
more readily colonize chemically similar plants. However, chemical 
similarity can be due to shared ancestry or evolutionary convergence. 
Theory suggests that apparent plants such as trees should tend to 
converge on a relatively small number of "quantitative" feeding 
deterrents. Phylogenetic investigations on butterflies indeed suggest 
that colonizations happen between taxonomically related plants, but 
also among more distantly related trees and bushes. We used the 
polyphagous butterfly Polygonia c-album to test predictions from 
these results, regarding gene expression in larvae that had been fed on 
foliage of the herb Urtica dioica (the preferred host), the closely 
related tree Ulmus glabra or the distantly related tree Salix caprea. 
We expected similarities in gene expression between the two 
phylogenetically related hosts and between the two trees, but not 
between U. dioica and S. caprea. This prediction was met both 
qualitatively and quantitatively, when GeneFishing (a differential 
display technique) was used to analyze gene expression in the 
midguts of larvae. We also found fewer genes to be expressed 
uniquely on U. glabra than on the other two hosts, in accordance with 
our predictions from phylogenetic patterns suggesting that this plant 
is a host for P. c-album more as a result of chemical similarities to U. 
dioica than because of specific adaptations to the use of it as a host. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Understanding the population dynamics, migration 
and conservation of North American monarch populations 
The Story of 100 Volunteers, 6515 Monarch 
Caterpillars, and over 1000 Tachinid Flies 
Oberhauser, K. 
University of Minnesota, Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and 
Conservation Biology 
oberh001@umn.edu 
 
Lespesia archippivora is a widespread generalist parasitoid whose 
hosts include monarch butterflies. I report parasitism rates by this 
tachinid fly, using data collected over 11 y by 100 volunteers in the 
Monarch Larva Monitoring Project, a North American Citizen 
Science Program. Volunteers in 21 U.S. states and one Canadian 

province collected over 6500 larvae from the wild, and reported 
whether they developed in healthy adults, produced parasitoids, or 
died from other causes. Overall, approximately 10% of monarch 
larvae produced tachinid flies. The number of flies per parasitized 
monarch ranged from one to 12, and comparison to a Poisson 
distribution indicated that flies were more aggregated within hosts 
than expected by chance. Larvae collected during later stadia were 
both more likely to be parasitized and contained more flies per larva. 
Whereas the first pattern is likely to be the result of longer exposure 
to parasitoids, the latter suggests that females either respond to larger 
hosts by laying more eggs, or that superparasitism (parasitism by 
more than one individual) occurs. There were six cases of 
hyperparasitism by a wasp in the family Perilampidae. When three 
milkweed species occurred in one area, monarchs found on a species 
with low cardenolide levels (Asclepias syriaca) were most likely to 
be parasitized, but those found on a species with very high levels of 
cardenolides (A. curassavica) showed higher levels of parasitism than 
those on found on the less toxic A. incarnata. Potential impacts of L. 
archippivora on monarch butterflies are discussed in light of these 
findings. 
 
ORAL 
Life-history traits predict species responses to habitat 
fragmentation – A cross-continental synthesis for 
Lepidoptera 
Öckinger, E. (1), Schweiger, O.(2), Crist, T.O.(3), Debinski, 
D.M.(4), Krauss, J.(5), Kuussaari, M.(6), Peterson, J.D.(7), 
Pöyry, J.(6), Settele, J.(2), Summerville, K.S.(8), 
Bommarco, R.(1) 
(1) Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Department of 
Ecology, Uppsala, Sweden (2) UFZ, Helmholtz Centre for 
Environmental Research, Department of Community Ecology, Halle, 
Germany (3) Miami University, Department of Zoology, Oxford, 
Ohio, USA. (4) Iowa State University, Department of Ecology, 
Evolution, and Organismal Biology, Ames, Iowa, USA. (5) University 
of Bayreuth, Population Ecology Group, Department of Animal 
Ecology I, Bayreuth, Germany. (6) Finnish Environment Institute, 
Research Programme for Biodiversity, Helsinki, Finland. (7) Iowa 
State University, Department of Entomology, Ames, Iowa, USA. (8) 
Drake University, Department of Environmental Science and Policy, 
Des Moines, Iowa, USA. 
erik.ockinger@ekol.slu.se 
 
There is a lack of quantitative syntheses of habitat fragmentation 
effects across species and biogeographic regions, especially with 
respect to species life-history traits. We used data from 24 
independent studies of butterflies and moths from a wide range of 
habitats and landscapes in Europe and North America to test whether 
traits associated with dispersal capacity, niche breadth and 
reproductive rate modify the effect of habitat fragmentation on 
species richness. Overall, species richness increased with habitat 
patch area and connectivity. Life-history traits improved the 
explanatory power of the statistical models considerably and 
modified the butterfly species-area relationship. Species with low 
mobility, a narrow feeding niche and low reproduction were most 
strongly affected by habitat loss. This demonstrates the importance of 
considering life-history traits in fragmentation studies and implies 
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that both species richness and composition change in a predictable 
manner with habitat loss and fragmentation. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy II. 
Above the species level 
Butterfly in the ointment: what phylogenetic 
estimates can and cannot tell us about butterfly 
character evolution  
Oliver, J. 
Yale University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
jeffrey.oliver@yale.edu 
 
The processes governing the origin and maintenance of butterfly 
phenotypes can only be understood in a phylogenetic framework. 
Phylogenetic estimates of evolutionary relationships can provide a 
context for analyses of character evolution; however, when 
phylogenetic trees conflict, rigorous analyses of alternative 
evolutionary histories are necessary to determine the likelihood of a 
specific history giving rise to the observed pattern of diversity. By 
using model-based explicit hypothesis tests, studies of butterfly 
character evolution can move beyond reliance on single-tree 
estimates of phylogenetic relationships. Providing a worked example, 
I demonstrate how to compare different evolutionary trees which may 
give rise to identical patterns of contemporary diversity. Future work 
on butterfly character evolution should provide quantitative 
assessments of the relative support of alternative evolutionary trees. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
Accommodating natural and sexual selection in 
butterfly wing pattern evolution 
Oliver, J., Monteiro, A. 
Yale University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
jeffrey.oliver@yale.edu 
 
Visual patterns in animals may serve different functions, such as 
attracting mates and deceiving predators. If a signal is used for 
multiple functions, the opportunity arises for conflict among the 
different functions, preventing optimization for any one visual signal. 
Here we investigate the hypothesis that spatial separation of different 
visual signal functions has occurred in Bicyclus butterflies. Using 
phylogenetic reconstructions of character evolution and comparisons 
of evolutionary rates, we found dorsal surface characters to evolve at 
higher rates than ventral characters. Dorsal characters also displayed 
sex-based differences in evolutionary rates more often than did 
ventral characters. Thus, dorsal characters corresponded to our 
predictions of mate signaling while ventral characters appear to play 
an important role in predator avoidance. Forewing characters also fit 
a model of mate signaling, and displayed higher rates of evolution 
than hindwing characters. Our results, as well as the behavioral and 
developmental data from previous studies of Bicyclus species, 
support the hypothesis that spatial separation of visual signal 
functions has occurred in Bicyclus butterflies. This study is the first to 
demonstrate, in a phylogenetic framework, that spatial separation of 
signals used for mate signaling and those used for predator avoidance 
is a viable strategy to accommodate multiple signal functions. This 
signaling strategy has important ramifications on the developmental 

evolution of wing pattern elements and diversification of butterfly 
species. 
 
ORAL 
Heterogenous landscapes promote butterfly 
population stability 
Oliver, T.H.(1), Thomas, J.K.(2), Hill, J.K.(1), Brereton, 
T.(3), Roy, D.B.(1) 
(1)NERC Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Crowmarsh Gifford, 
Oxfordshire (2)Department of Biology, University of York (3) 
Butterfly Conservation, Manor Yard, East Lulworth, Wareham, 
Dorset 
toliver@ceh.ac.uk 
 
Landscape heterogeneity is often suggested as being important for the 
stability of populations, and promoted as a means to aid the 
conservation of species. However, multi-species analyses supporting 
the notion that increased habitat diversity buffers population 
dynamics are lacking, and there is no information on which types of 
species might benefit from increased habitat heterogeneity. We 
analyse transect data for 35 British butterfly species from 166 sites 
and show that population dynamics generally are more stable at sites 
within landscapes that are characterised by high diversity of habitats 
and varied topography. The responses to landscape heterogeneity 
differed among species; for more mobile ‘wider countryside’ species, 
habitat heterogeneity at larger landscape scales had the strongest 
effect on population dynamics. We suggest that heterogeneous 
landscapes offer a greater range of resources and microclimates, 
which can buffer populations against climatic variation and thus 
generate more stable population dynamics. 
 
ORAL 
Multimodal anti-predator defence in the peacock 
butterfly (Inachis io) – with focus on the auditory 
defence against mice 
Olofsson, M., Vallin, A., Jakobsson, S., Wiklund, C. 
Stockholm University, Department of Zoology 
martin.olofsson@zoologi.su.se 
 
Morphological and behavioral traits can serve as anti-predator 
defence either by reducing detection- or recognition risk, or by 
thwarting attacks upon detection. The latter defence is secondary and 
often involves so called ‘startle displays’ and typically comprise a 
sudden release of signals targeting more than one sensory modality. 
A multimodal defended candidate among butterflies is the peacock 
(Inachis io) which upon disturbance abandons crypsis and flicks its 
wings showing two pair of eyespots. Concurrently, two sounds are 
produced; broad-frequency hissing and ultrasonic clicks. The 
eyespots make small birds recede and the ultrasonic clicks impinge 
on bats so that they are startled and withdraw. It has been suggested 
that the sound production also targets rodent predators and since 
peacocks overwinter as adults in dark crevices and hollow trees, as 
well as in unheated human habitations, they are likely to encounter 
rodents rather frequently. In this study we provide evidence from 
video monitored hibernating peacocks that they are attacked by 
rodents during winter, and furthermore often thwart attacks in 
complete darkness by adopting wing-flicking. We also staged 
encounters in complete darkness in the laboratory between wild mice 
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(Apodemus flavicollis and A. sylvaticus) and peacocks which had 
their sound production intact or disabled. Results show that mice 
were more likely to recede from sound producing butterflies than 
from butterflies which had their sound production disabled. In 
conclusion, peacocks truly adopt a multimodal defence with different 
signals targeting different predators; the eyespots target birds and the 
sound production targets bats and small rodents. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
Adaptation to seasonal environments: alternate life 
history strategies and their hormonal regulation. 
Oostra, V.(1), de Jong, M.A.(1), Invergo, B.M.(2), 
Kesbeke, F.(1), Wende, F.(3), Brakefield, P.M.(1), Zwaan, 
B.J.(1) 
(1) Institute of Biology, Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands 
(2) Institut de Biologia Evolutiva, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 
Barcelona, Spain (3) Department of Animal Ecology I, University of 
Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany 
v.oostra@biology.leidenuniv.nl 
 
Polyphenisms – the expression of discrete phenotypic morphs in 
response to environmental variation – are a key adaptation to 
predictable environmental heterogeneity. Despite their evolutionary 
significance, the developmental and hormonal mechanisms 
underlying polyphenisms poorly understood. In the butterfly Bicyclus 
anynana, we examine the hormonal regulation of phenotypic 
plasticity that involves divergent developmental trajectories into 
distinct adult morphs for a suite of traits as an adaptation to 
contrasting seasonal environments. Butterflies of the favorable wet 
season reproduce fast and are short-lived, whereas those of the harsh 
dry season show delayed reproduction and are long-lived. The 
polyphenism is induced by temperature during development and 
mediated by ecdysteroid hormones. We reared larvae at five separate 
temperatures spanning the natural range of seasonal environments 
and measured reaction norms for ecdysteroids, juvenile hormones 
(JH) and adult traits relevant to the seasonal adaptation, such as size 
at maturity, body allocation, metabolic rate, fat reserves and wing 
pattern. Timing of peak ecdysteroid, but not JH titers showed a 
binary response to the linear environmental gradient. Several 
phenotypic traits (e.g. body allocation, female size at maturity), 
responded in a similar, dimorphic manner, while others (e.g. wing 
pattern) showed a linear response. This study demonstrates that 
hormone dynamics can translate a linear environmental gradient into 
a discrete signal and thus that polyphenic differences between 
morphs can already be present at the hormone level during 
development. The range of phenotypic responses within the suite of 
traits indicates both integrated regulation and independent, trait-
specific sensitivity to the hormone signal. 
 
ORAL 
Biennialism in Macoun's Arctic (Oeneis macounii) 
Otis, G.W. 
University of Guelph, School of Environmental Sciences 
gotis@uoguelph.ca 
 
Macoun’s Arctic (Oeneis macounii) is frequently reported to have a 
biennial life cycle, with adults emerging in even-numbered years in 
eastern Canada and in odd-numbered years in western Canada. I 

reassessed this pattern by collecting data on year-of-flight from 
~1200 specimens housed in collections in the USA and Canada, two 
M.Sc. theses conducted in southeastern Manitoba, and personal 
observations throughout the range of the species. Of ~600 specimens 
from SE Manitoba to Algonquin Park, Ontario, only four individuals 
were confirmed from an odd-numbered year (1979). The site in 
Manitoba in which they were collected has been surveyed extensively 
since then; adults have been common there in 4 even-numbered years 
and absent in 4 odd-numbered years. These data suggest that (a) 
biennialism in this species is nearly obligatory and (b) mistakes (1- or 
3-year life cycles) are rare. In western Canada, the situation is more 
complex. From Duck Mountain, Manitoba, to central Alberta, 
Macoun’s Arctic has only been encountered in odd-numbered years. 
In Riding Mountain National Park, Manitoba, and the eastern 
foothills of the Rockies, it has been collected in both even-and odd-
numbered years but there are more records from in odd-numbered 
years. The even-year population in the Riding Mountain region was 
not observed in personal surveys (2006, 2008). Finally, in eastern 
BC, this pattern is reversed, with it being regular from even-
numbered years and occasional and/or geographically restricted from 
odd-numbered years. The opportunity for population differentiation 
through allochrony will be discussed.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
The role of hue and luminance in a coevolved 
interaction between swallowtail and host plant 
Papaj, D. 
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
papaj@email.arizona.edu 
 
Red leaf coloration has recently been implicated as a means by which 
plants escape attack by herbivorous insects. Several explanations for 
red coloration in the context of herbivory have been proposed. One 
hypothesis states that red coloration acts as a warning, signaling the 
unsuitability of low-nutrient foliage for consumption. Another 
hypothesis states that red coloration renders a plant difficult to detect 
in the visual domain. Here these two hypotheses are evaluated with 
respect to a leaf color polymorphism in Aristolochia watsonii, the 
southern Arizona host plant species of the pipevine swallowtail, 
Battus philenor. Field and laboratory data suggest that a dark red 
morph is less preferred for oviposition by females than is a green 
morph. The difference in preference, which is due in part to a 
difference in luminance of the two morphs, is accompanied by a 
difference in larval performance on the two morphs. Data also 
suggest that females respond innately to the color of the green morph, 
but are able to learn both the hue and brightness of red foliage in 
association with oviposition 'rewards'. The possibility that the dark 
red morph has evolved as a means of reducing attack by its specialist 
herbivore is discussed. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and prospects 
Butterflies in the context of global biological 
responses to anthropogenic climate change 
Parmesan, C. 
University of Texas at Austin, Section of Integrative Biology 
parmesan@uts.cc.utexas.edu 
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Butterflies have emerged as one of the most responsive groups to 
anthropogenic climate change. With detailed observational records on 
distributions, abundances, life histories and phenologies going back 
as far as 250 years, butterflies are also one of the best documented 
groups of wild species. In 2001, IPCC predicted that species 
restricted to extreme environments, such as mountaintops, the Arctic 
and Antarctic, would be most sensitive to small levels of warming 
and, indeed, these areas are showing the first signs of species declines 
and extinctions. Across all taxonomic groups, range-restricted 
species, particularly polar and mountaintop species, are showing 
severe range contractions in response to recent climate change. The 
next IPCC report will emphasize adaptation – meaning how society 
might proactively alter its behaviour, policies, growth and 
development to minimize potential negative impacts of climate 
change. In this symposium, we explore the varied responses of 
butterflies to recent, anthropogenic climate change in different 
geographic regions, as well as exploring projections of future impacts 
through different modeling approaches. Large-scale responses 
already documented have major ramifications for conservation 
policy. To reduce future loss of species, scientists and practitioners in 
conservation and resource management may benefit by adopting a 
more proactive, interventionist stance to aid butterflies in adapting to 
on-going anthropogenic climate change. Human-assisted 
translocations may be necessary to ensure colonization of new 
geographic regions as parts, or all, of the historical species’ range 
becomes climatically unsuitable. 
 
POSTER 
Compartment Boundaries in Lepidopteran Wings 
Patel, N.H.(1,2), Dinwiddie, A.J.*(1), Rosello-Diez, A.(1), 
Kwan, E.(2), Hochstetler, L.(2), Zhang, Y(2), Parchem, 
R.(2), Perry, M.(2), Patel, N.H.(1,2) 
(1) Woods Hole Embryology Course, Woods Hole, MA (2) University 
of California, Berkeley, CA 
nipam@uclink.berkeley.edu 
 
The existence of an anterior-posterior compartment boundary has 
been well documented within the wing of the model insect 
Drosophila melanogaster. This compartment boundary is believed to 
play an important role in maintaining the Decapentapalegic signaling 
center, which in turn is required for proper patterning along the 
anterior-posterior axis of the wing. By analyzing the patterns of 
approximately three thousand gynandromorph Lepidoptera, we 
present evidence that the wings of butterflies and moths have three 
compartments. The posterior compartment of the Drosophila wing is 
equivalent to the most posterior of the three lepidopteran wing 
compartments, but the single anterior compartment of the Drosophila 
wing is subdivided into two compartments (A1 and A2) in 
lepidopteran wings. We hypothesize that this three compartment 
subdivision is established during embryonic development and 
maintained up through adult wing development. In addition, we show 
that the three compartment subdivision of the wing (or at least a 
remnant of this subdivision) is actually present in Drosophila. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Generating Stochastic Scale Patterns 
Patel, N.H., Hochstetler, L., Kwan, E., Zhang, Y. 

University of California, Berkeley 
nipam@uclink.berkeley.edu 
 
Gradual transitions between different color domains are frequently 
seen on butterfly and moth wings, but scales in the transition zones 
are often not of intermediate color. Rather, what appears to be a 
smooth shift in color is really a mosaic pattern of scales in which the 
frequency of scales of the two colors is gradually changing. Nijhout 
(2004) provided a theoretical framework to account for these 
patterns. We set out to experimentally create these same patterns on 
the wings of Drosophila melanogaster and succeeded through a Gal4-
mediated stochastic interpretation of the Spalt protein gradient. Using 
a bistable readout of the Spalt gradient, we can create patterns of GFP 
and RFP expression that mimic certain patterns seen on butterfly 
wings. Furthermore, we present preliminary evidence that Spalt may 
play this very role of creating stochastic scale patterns during 
butterfly wing development. 
 
ORAL 
Iridescent blue patch and orange spots both function 
in the recognition of a warning signal in the Pipevine 
Swallowtail butterfly 
Pegram, K.V., Rutowski, R.L.  
Arizona State University, School of Life Sciences 
kpegram@asu.edu 
 
Warning colors are often characterized as long-wavelength and 
diffusely reflecting. The ventral wing surface of the Pipevine 
Swallowtail butterfly functions to warn predators of their 
distastefulness and displays orange spots but also a surrounding patch 
of blue iridescence. To determine the role of these colors in 
recognition of the warning signal, we trained Curve-billed Thrashers 
() to avoid unaltered wings of , to attack blackened wings from and 
then we presented four wings in random order: blackened, unaltered, 
wings displaying only the blue iridescence and wings displaying only 
the orange spots. We recorded whether or not the birds attacked these 
wings. The presence of the blue iridescent patch and the orange spots, 
presented alone, both significantly reduced the probability of attack 
by trained birds, but attack rates were lowest when both patches were 
presented together. We conclude that both the orange spots and the 
blue iridescence are used by predators to recognize, and when the 
colors are presented together make a more effective and easily 
recognized warning signal. This provides insight into a well-known 
mimicry system and is the first experimental evidence of blue or 
iridescent warning coloration. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy II. 
Above the species level 
Higher-level and species-level studies of brassolines 
go hand in hand 
Penz, C. 
University of New Orleans, Department of Biological Sciences 
cpenz@uno.edu 
 
A key element in higher-level systematic analysis is to assemble 
characters that provide support for deep branches of a phylogeny. 
Nonetheless, previously existing patterns of shared similarities are 
often masked by the accumulation of character changes between and 
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within lineages. Studies of Neotropical Brassolini butterflies 
demonstrate that moderately saturated taxon sampling can produce a 
well-supported tribal phylogeny, depending on the type of data used. 
Species-level studies are a natural follow-up that will allow for the 
improvement of the higher-level phylogeny, and also to studies of 
character evolution within Brassolini. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Pheromones and secondary male characteristics 
Sexual selection as an engine for diversification in the 
hyper-diverse tribe of butterflies, the Eumaeini 
(Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae) 
Pierce, N.E., Quentel, T., Pattern, M., Robbins, R.K. 
Museum of Comparative Zoology Labs, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
USA 
npierce@oeb.harvard.edu 
 
Sexual selection can act as an important agent of evolutionary 
change. To investigate the role of sexual selection in diversification, 
we have focused on the lycaenid tribe Eumaeini, a hyperdiverse 
group whose species exhibit an extraordinary diversity of male 
secondary sexual characters.  Using an analytical model, we 
investigated whether sexual selection could drive host-plant 
specialization. The model suggests that female mate-choice for 
certain diet-derived male pheromones can be exploited by maternal 
effect genes that preferentially place offspring on a specific host-
plant, resulting in specialization. By reconstructing the phylogeny of 
the Eumaeini, we showed that this well-supported monophyletic 
clade underwent an explosive diversification, and that differences in 
the diversification rates between the two main lineages relate to their 
respective geographical distributions. An analysis of two secondary 
sexual characters within the Eumaeini, scent pads and brush organs, 
showed that the rate of loss is significantly higher that the rate of 
gain, and that re-gains are extremely rare. The extremely labile nature 
of these secondary sexual characters may have been played a key role 
in promoting diversification in this group. 
 
POSTER 
Butterfly assemblages in the north eastern 
Colombian Amazon region 
Pinzón, J. 
Department of Renewable Resources, University of Alberta 
jpinzon@ualberta.ca 
 
Diurnal butterflies have been widely studied in the Amazon Region; 
however, studies in the Colombian Amazon are very scarce, limiting 
the understanding of the diversity and distribution patterns in this 
region of Colombia. The main objective of this study was to 
inventory the butterfly fauna in a little known area of the Colombian 
Amazon and assess the effects of different forest types and 
disturbance degrees on butterfly assemblages. Collections were 
carried out at the Caparú Biological Station (CBS), located in a 
remote area of the Northeastern Colombian Amazon Region between 
2001 and 2005. Butterflies were collected from baited traps and with 
sweeping nets in four distinct forest types: (i) Flooded, (ii) Terrace, 
(iii) Rolling hills, and (iv) Gaps. Additional samples were collected 
from six different localities within the region, corresponding to areas 
subject to different degrees of disturbance. A total of 522 species and 
9396 individuals were recorded in the study area, with 397 species 

and over half of the individuals collected at CBS. Overall, 
Nymphalidae and Riodinidae showed the highest richness values 
(212 and 135 spp., respectively) followed by Hesperiidae, 
Lycaenidae, Papilionidae and Papilionidae that showed lower species 
richness (98, 36, 24 and 17, respectively). Richness estimates suggest 
that at least 600 species are expected to be found in the study area. 
Clear differences in species composition were observed among forest 
types in CBS, especially in flooded and gap areas. Similarly, large 
differences were observed among localities, suggesting and important 
effect of disturbances on butterfly assemblages.  
 
POSTER 
Cause of phenotypic variation in life-history traits 
between latitudinal populations of a lichen-feeding 
moth Eilema depressum 
Pöykkö, H., Tammaru, T. 
Department of Biology, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland  
heikki.poykko@oulu.fi 
 
Most important life-history traits determining fitness in insects are 
age and size at maturity which may vary between latitudinal 
populations or developmental pathways. Separating genetic and 
environmental causes of the latitudinal differences among 
populations is crucial when evaluating the adaptive responses to 
current latitudinal environments. We studied among-population and 
environmental components of variation in several life-history traits of 
a lichen-feeding moth Eilema depressum when offspring of replicate 
Swiss (46º N) and Finnish (60º N) females were reared in a common-
garden factorial experiment manipulating temperature, photoperiod 
and host quality. A partial second generation was produced only 
among Swiss larvae, more likely so under higher temperature regime 
and higher host quality, and more frequently among the offspring of 
particular females. Growth rates of larvae that chose the diapause 
development were higher in northern individuals. Southern larvae 
also suffered higher overwintering mortality than northern ones. No 
differences in body size between developmental pathways among 
Swiss larvae (direct vs. diapause development) or latitudinal 
populations were found. Our results thus reveal adaptive differences 
between latitudinal populations in several studied life-history traits. 
In contrast, invariable responses of the growth rates of the larvae to 
temperature and host quality support the idea that some basic 
parameters of insect growth show a high degree of evolutionary 
conservatism. 
 
ORAL 
Taxonomic status of the endangered butterfly 
Apodemia mormo langei (Lepidoptera: Riodinidae): 
one among many  
Proshek, B.(1), Engberg, A.(2), Powell, J.(2), Opler, P.(3), 
Henderson, A.(4), Crawford, L.A. (5), Desjardins, S.(6), 
Sperling, F.A.H.(1) 
(1)University of Alberta (2) University of California, Berkeley (3) 
Colorado State University (4) Grasslands National Park (5) 
University of Western Ontario (6) University of British Columbia 
Okanagan 
proshek@ualberta.ca 
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Lange’s Metalmark (Apodemia mormo langei) is a highly endangered 
and charismatic butterfly confined to a few hectares of habitat along 
the San Joaquin-Sacramento River Delta northeast of San Francisco, 
California.  It has been the focus of extensive conservation efforts for 
decades.  Our study is the first to reexamine its taxonomic status 
using DNA data.  Lange’s Metalmark possesses a unique phenotype, 
but belongs to a species complex notorious for phenotypic variability.  
Using 1498 basepairs of the COI gene, six novel microsatellite loci 
(the first microsatellite loci developed for Riodinidae), and 11 dorsal 
wing characters, we evaluate the taxonomic position of Apodemia 
mormo langei in the context of Apodemia mormo’s genetic and 
phenotypic variation across western North America, using other 
closely related taxa in the Apodemia mormo species group as 
outgroups.  We ask three questions: 1) how diagnosable is A. m. 
langei; 2) what other populations and subspecies is it related to; and 
3) how does its level of genetic distinctness compare to the diversity 
seen elsewhere in the species complex.  Our results are examined in 
relation to their consequences for conservation management of this 
federally protected species. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Spot on: signaling function of wing eyespot patterns 
in Bicyclus anynana 
Prudic, K.L., Monteiro, A. 
Yale University, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
kathleen.prudic@yale.edu 
 
Butterfly wing patterns are wonderfully diverse. How did this group 
of insects acquire such a spectacular array of designs? What is the 
utility of such designs? A common wing pattern in nymphalid 
butterflies are marginal eyespots. We tested the various signaling 
functions of the marginal eyespots in Bicyclus anynana, the bush 
brown butterfly, across seasonal forms. We found certain eyespots do 
not vary seasonally and are used for sexual signaling. Both males and 
females court and choose mates based on the same forewing dorsal 
eyespots. However, this mating behavior is developmentally plastic 
as males and females reciprocally change their sexual roles 
depending on their larval rearing temperatures. Conversely, other 
eyespots on B. anynana vary in size based on larval rearing 
temperatures and are useful for insect predator avoidance. When 
these ventral eyespots are larger, mantid predators attack the wing 
margins at a higher rate than when these ventral eyespots are smaller. 
Butterflies with larger eyespots have a higher probability of escape 
from predators and a greater relative fitness. Although these eyespots 
appear to be developmentally homologous traits they are undergoing 
different types of selection pressure both within and between species 
across seasonal forms. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Differential expression of engrailed-family members 
in Bicyclus anynana: implications for evolution of a 
morphological novel 
Ramos, D.M.(1), Monteiro, A.(2) 
1. Daemen College, Department of Natural Sciences 2. Yale 
University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
dramos@daemen.edu 

 
Gene duplications can persist in a genome through either 
subfunctionalization or neofunctionalization of the duplicates. Here, 
we show that the genome of the butterfly, Bicyclus anynana, contains 
three paralogs of the engrailed/invected gene family. We examine the 
spatial domains of expression of each gene using whole mount in situ 
hybridization and show that two of the paralogs are associated with a 
characteristic morphological novelty, the eyespot wing pattern. We 
present two models that attempt to place this data in the framework of 
the evolution of gene duplicates and the evolution of novel cis-
regulatory domains. 
 
POSTER 
Taxonomic status of Clayton’s copper butterfly 
(Lycaena dorcas claytoni): subspecies or clinal 
variation? 
Rhymer, J.M.(1), Knurek, E.S.(1), Drummond, F.A.(2) 
(1) University of Maine, Department of Wildlife Ecology (2) 
University of Maine, School of Biology and Ecology 
judith.rhymer@umit.maine.edu 
 
One of the goals of conservation genetics is to assess whether current 
taxonomy adequately reflects patterns of diversity in nature. In 
particular, subspecies boundaries have often been erected based on 
scant evidence, with important repercussions if the named taxon is 
rare and conservation efforts are involved. Clayton’s copper butterfly 
(Lycaena dorcas claytoni) was described as a subspecies of Dorcas 
copper (L. dorcas) in 1940, however its status is controversial 
because presumed morphological differences from the nominate 
Dorcas copper were not quantified in the original description. Despite 
skepticism surrounding its subspecific status, Clayton’s copper was 
listed as endangered in Maine in 1997. Our objective was to clarify 
the taxonomic status of Clayton’s copper using morphological and 
genetic data, by comparing it to Dorcas copper, other named L. 
dorcas subspecies, and the closely related purplish copper (L. 
helloides). Multivariate analysis based on traditional morphological 
characters (upon which the original subspecies description was 
based), supplemented with geometric characters derived from a size-
free analysis of wing shape, indicate a gradual change in size/shape 
across the continent. Comparisons support some taxonomic 
boundaries, however, including the subspecific status of Clayton’s 
copper. On the other hand, there appears to be little or no variation 
among all L. dorcas subspecies and many purplish copper specimens 
based on COI and EF1alpha sequences. At the same time, some 
geographic differences not elucidated by morphological comparisons 
emerged. Incongruence between morphological and molecular data 
suggests that taxonomy of the group likely needs revision, which 
could affect conservation efforts. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and prospects 
Increased climate variability reduces population 
growth: alpine Parnassius smintheus butterflies and 
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation 
Roland, J.(1), Matter, S.F.(2) 
(1) University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of Cincinnati, Department of Biological Sciences 
jroland@ualberta.ca 
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We examined the effects of short term ‘climate’ variability in the 
form of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation on the rate of population 
change for 21 sub-populations of the alpine butterfly Parnassius 
smintheus from 1995 through 2009. Populations showed positive 
growth at intermediate values of PDO, but declined at both extreme 
positive and negative values of PDO. Rate of population change was 
most strongly affected during the winter compared with any other 
season, suggesting a very strong effect of ‘climate’ on egg survival. 
Results indicate that egg survival is poor in both cold wet (snowy) 
winters and warm dry (no snow) winters, and also suggest a limited 
opportunity for adaptation to variable climate. 
 
POSTER 
Butterflies of Austral South America 
Romanowski, H.P.(1), Morais, A.B.B.(2), Isehard, C.A.(1), 
Marchiori, M.O.O.(1), Seguí, R.(3) 
(1)Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil PPG Biologia 
Animal / Departamento de Zoologia (2) Universidade Federal de 
Santa Maria, Brazil PPG Biodiversidade Animal / Departamento de 
Biologia (3) Universidad de la Republica, Uruguay PEDECIBA / 
Zoologia - Facultad de Ciencias 
hpromano@ufrgs.br 
 
Knowledge on Austral South American butterflies is still too scanty 
to form a representative picture of the existing fauna, not to mention 
patterns or processes affecting them. This study focused on a 
particular part of Austral South America: the Biogeographic 
Provinces of the Pampa and the southern parts of the Atlantic and 
Parana Forests - Rio Grande do Sul State (Brazil), Uruguay, the 
Provinces of Misiones and Buenos Aires (Argentina) and Paraguay –, 
tried to synthesize the data available on its butterfly fauna and to 
unveil some patterns from these data. Data up to 2007 (excluding 
Paraguay), revealed high species richness: at least 1102 species were 
registered in the literature. Further records published in the last two 
years, raised figures about 20-30%, suggesting how much these 
numbers would grow if these communities were properly 
investigated. Many habitat types of the region concerned have not yet 
been studied at all and many are still not represented in Conservation 
Units. Just as important, structure and composition – both at family 
and species level - of these communities are distinct from those at the 
northern parts of the Neotropical Region, which are frequently 
referred to as if representing the whole of South America. Patterns 
and underlying factors are suggested. Results emphasize the urgency 
to properly study this fauna and set conservation priorities for the 
Pampa, the Atlantic and Parana Forests and their faunas, seriously 
threatened due to habitat fragmentation and destruction; increasingly 
so due to the huge expansion of exotic trees plantations. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
The geography of speciation in Heliconius butterflies 
Rosser, N.(1), Huertas, B.(1,2), Phillimore, A.(3), Mallet, 
J.(1,2) 
(1) University College London, Department of Genetics, Evolution 
and Environment (2) The Natural History Museum, London (3) 
Imperial College London, Centre for Population Biology. 
neil.rosser@ucl.ac.uk 

 
The geography of speciation is a contentious area of research in 
evolutionary biology, with the plausibility of sympatric speciation 
subject to particular scrutiny. Recent mathematical models and well 
supported case studies suggest that sympatric speciation probably 
does happen. In light of this, biologists are attempting to establish the 
frequency at which it occurs. We used a recently developed 
comparative method to investigate the relative frequencies of 
allopatric and sympatric speciation in Heliconius butterflies. 
Specifically, we mapped the distributions of the 72 species in the 
subtribe Heliconiina using museum specimens, and then compared 
the observed patterns of range overlap between sister species (22 
pairs) with those generated from spatial simulations of species ranges 
during speciation. We found that Heliconius sister species exhibit 
remarkably high levels of overlap, with 45% overlapping almost 
entirely. These high levels of overlap are consistent with simulations 
where sympatric speciation does play a role, although other 
explanations for such high overlap are possible. Our results clearly 
show that Heliconius do not conform to Jordan’s Rule (that closely 
related taxa tend to have allopatric distributions). 
 
ORAL 
Evolutionary implications of spatial variation in 
sexual traits in the Satyrium fuliginosa/semiluna 
complex (Lycaenidae) 
Runquist, E. 
University of California, Davis, Section of Evolution and Ecology 
ebrunquist@ucdavis.edu 
 
Strong sexual selection on male traits by choosy females creates 
inter-sexual conflict by increasing the variance in mate success across 
individual males, and should promote speciation, especially in 
allopatry. However, secondary contact between diversifying lineages 
can result in reinforcement of emerging reproductive barriers or in re-
integration of the two lineages. Unlike many other hairstreaks, the 
Satyrium fuliginosa/semiluna species complex (Lycaenidae) is drab 
gray or brown with little known sexual dimorphism except for the 
presence of the male “stigma.” These forewing androconial scales 
purportedly produce pheromones and are present in S. semiluna, but 
are absent in S. fuliginosa. I studied the population histories of S. 
fuliginosa/semiluna throughout its range using phylogeographic and 
phylogenetic methods. Haplotype networks from the mtDNA COII 
gene (402 individuals from 35 populations) largely predict the 
presence or absence of the stigma and other wing characters. 
However, several adjacent Sierra Nevada populations contain 
“mismatched” individuals of stigma state and COII haplotype, 
suggesting recent secondary contact and/or incomplete lineage 
sorting between the two “species”. The rRNA ITS-2 locus shows 
similar patterns as COII, but there is no significant divergence at the 
nuclear EF1a. While field experiments indicate positive assortative 
courtship by males, divergent populations will mate in captivity, 
which suggests that the stigma is not a definitive pre-zygotic barrier. 
A preliminary global phylogeny indicates that the stigma is a 
symplesiomorphy of Satyrium and allied genera, and has been lost 
between three and five times globally. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Color signals and cues in the lives of butterflies: 
Perception, learning and function 
A bird’s eye view of mimicry: the case of geographic 
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variation in Viceroy coloration 
Rutowski, R.L.(1), Rajyaguru, P.(1), Morehouse, N.I.(2) 
(1) School of Life Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 
USA (2) Institut de Recherche sur la Biologie de l'Insecte, Université 
de Tours, Tours, FRANCE 
r.rutowski@asu.edu 
 
Because the adaptive advantage of aposematic coloration relies on 
deterring visually-hunting predators, these colors should be 
influenced strongly by the visual capabilities of those predators. This 
should be true for both Batesian and Müllerian mimics whose 
survival depends on convincing resemblance to distasteful species. 
Models of avian color vision now permit inferences about the ability 
of insectivorous birds to discriminate the coloration of the 
participants in mimicry systems. We have used these models to 
explore the adaptive value of geographic variation in the Viceroy 
(Limenitis archippus), a nymphalid butterfly that is a well known 
mimic of the Monarch (Danaus plexippus) and the Queen (D. 
gilippus). Specifically, we have tested the long-standing hypothesis 
that the color of the orange patches of the Viceroy covaries across its 
range with that of the locally predominant models, thus minimizing 
the ability of avian predators to tell them apart. We have 
quantitatively compared the color characteristics of the orange 
patches of Viceroys and their prevailing models or co-mimics from 
various areas including the northeastern United States (L. a. 
archippus and D. plexippus), Arizona (L. a. obsoleta and D. g. 
strigosus), and Florida (L. a. floridensis and D. g. berenice). Our 
results reveal that orange color differences between models and 
mimics are smallest for sympatric pairs. This finding holds for 
standard color parameters (hue, chroma, and brightness) and for 
contrasts drawn from models of avian color vision. We discuss our 
results relative to published behavioral work on avian responses to 
these models and mimics. 
 
POSTER 
Predictive adaptive responses: Condition-dependent 
impact of stress in the tropical butterfly, Bicyclus 
anynana 
Saastamoinen, M.(1,2), Zwaan, B.J. (2), Brakefield, P.M.(2) 
(1) University of Helsinki, Department of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of leiden, Institute of Biology 
marjo.saastamoinen@helsinki.fi 
 
The experience of environmental stress, such as food limitation, 
during juvenile development can have a substantial impact on the life 
history of an organism. The effects are likely to be negative but a 
growing number of studies suggest that under certain environmental 
conditions early experience of such stress may yield individuals 
which are less sensitive to environmental stress later on in life. Set of 
experiments with the butterfly Bicyclus anynana were conducted to 
study this predictive adaptive response hypothesis. Larvae exposed to 
food stress showed longer development but were not able to fully 
compensate for the developmental food deprivation thus producing 
smaller adults. Females that experienced food stress during 
development did not increase their tolerance for adult food stress. 
However, females exposed to food stress during larval development 
coped better with the flight stress compared with those from the 
control group. The apparent absence of costs of flight in poor quality 

females may be a by-product of an altered body allocation, as females 
experiencing both food stress treatments had an increased thorax ratio 
compared with the control group, and an increased flight 
performance. Plasticity component to variation in adult flight 
performance suggests that the cost of flight is likely to depend on an 
individual’s internal condition. Additionally, stress responses seem to 
differ between the two season morphs as predicted, and be affected 
by G x E interactions. The latter suggests genetic differences in the 
ability of individuals to respond to environmental change. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an adaptive 
molecular marker 
Significant effects of Pgi genotype on flight activity, 
oviposition, and lifespan in the Glanville fritillary 
butterfly 
Saastamoinen, M., Hanski, I. 
University of Helsinki, Department of Biological Sciences 
marjo.saastamoinen@helsinki.fi 
 
Individuals with a particular variant of the gene phosphoglucose 
isomerase (Pgi) have been shown to have superior dispersal capacity 
in the Glanville fritillary butterfly (Melitaea cinxia). Numerous 
experiments have been conducted to understand the mechanisms that 
maintain polymorphism in this gene in the field. In the first example I 
show how single nucleotide polymorphism at Pgi is also associated 
with thoracic temperature at low ambient temperatures, which in turn 
has consequences for reproduction. Using a thermal image camera, 
we showed that females that are able to fly at lower ambient 
temperatures generally initiate oviposition earlier in the afternoon, 
when the environmental conditions are most favorable. This results in 
average clutch sizes also being larger for these females. In another 
experiment we have investigated how variation in the Pgi genotype 
affects female and male lifespan and body reserves under controlled 
conditions. The most striking and yet surprising effect is the longer 
lifespan of Pgi genotype with high dispersal capacity, especially in 
non-reproducing females. Butterflies use body reserves for somatic 
maintenance and reproduction, but different resources (in thorax 
versus abdomen) are used under dissimilar conditions, with some 
interactions with the Pgi genotype. These results indicate life-history 
trade-offs that involve resource allocation and genotype-environment 
interactions. These trade-offs are likely to contribute to the 
maintenance of Pgi polymorphism in the natural populations. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
Hunting the industrial melanism gene in the 
peppered moth 
Saccheri, I.(1), van't Hof, A.(2) 
University of Liverpool, School of Biological Sciences 
saccheri@liv.ac.uk 
 
The rise and fall of the melanic morph of adult peppered moths 
(Biston betularia) is the best documented case of the spread of a 
visible mutation in natural populations, but the molecular genetics 
and developmental mechanism underlying this classic polymorphism 
are unknown. Our research programme is aimed at elucidating the 
developmental pathway as a means to resolving outstanding 
questions about the evolutionary origins of this widespread 
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polymorphism and characterising the selective sweep predicted to be 
associated with industrial melanism. Here, I describe our efforts to 
isolate the carbonaria locus, which have included the candidate gene 
approach and construction of a linkage map for B. betularia. The 
pattern of linkage disequilibrium within the carbonaria region will 
also be presented as molecular evidence of strong recent selection. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an adaptive 
molecular marker 
Eco-evolutionary dynamics of Pgi in the Glanville 
fritillary 
Saccheri, I.(1), Hanski, I.(2) 
(1) University of Liverpool, School of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of Helsinki, Department of Biological and Environmental 
Sciences 
saccheri@liv.ac.uk 
 
The traditional view is that genetic variation among individuals rarely 
influences population dynamics due to density dependence, but very 
few studies have collected the data required to test this prediction. 
Conversely, the interaction of selection and population dynamics may 
result in the maintenance of genetic polymorphisms. We examine 
both of these phenomena in a metapopulation of the Glanville 
fritillary (Melitaea cinxia) with respect to the glycolytic enzyme 
phosphoglucose isomerase (Pgi). 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Evo-devo of butterfly eyespots: fine mapping of 
Bicyclus anynana “eyespot size/colour” locus 
Saenko, S.V.(1), Long, A.D.(2), Brakefield, P.M.(1,3), 
Beldade, P.(1,4) 
(1) Institute of Biology, Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands 
(2) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of 
California Irvine, Irvine, California, USA (3) Department of Animal 
and Plant Sciences, University of Sheffield, Western Bank, Sheffield, 
UK (4) Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência, Rua da Quinta Grande, 
Oeiras, Portugal 
s.v.saenko@biology.leidenuniv.nl 
 
Butterfly eyespots provide an attractive system for studying 
interactions between the evolutionary and developmental processes 
underlying morphological diversification. The nymphalid Bicyclus 
anynana with its conspicuous eyespots has become an evo-devo 
model for studies of wing pattern formation and variation. Laboratory 
populations of B. anynana harbor different types of genetic variation, 
including pleiotropic alleles that affect both eyespot formation and 
embryonic development. Homozygotes for these mutations die as 
embryos; heterozygotes develop normally but have disturbed eyespot 
patterns. One such embryonic lethal mutation, the Bigeye, was 
previously mapped to chromosome 17. Here, we report on the 
analysis of this and two other mutations that affect eyespot size and 
colour composition. Complementation tests revealed that these are 
alleles of the same locus. Analysis of embryo morphology and of 
expression patterns of segment polarity genes engrailed and wingless 
suggested that this locus encodes a negative regulator of the Wingless 
signaling pathway. Fine mapping of the locus, however, excluded all 
candidate genes from this pathway, and implicated a 30-kb genomic 

region in controlling eyespot size and colour composition in B. 
anynana. This region does not contain genes related to the Wingless 
signaling or any pigment biosynthesis pathways. Instead, it includes 
several predicted open reading frames which show no homology to 
any known gene in other organisms. These results suggest that a 
novel, butterfly-specific locus might contribute to variation in 
eyespot phenotype in laboratory populations of B. anynana. 
 
ORAL 
The role of hybridization in wing color-pattern 
diversification in Heliconius butterflies 
Salazar, P.A., Jiggins, C.J.  
Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK 
pas73@cam.ac.uk 
 
Hybridization between closely related but already divergent 
populations has traditionally been considered a constraint to 
speciation and diversification. However, it is now clear that 
hybridization does not necessarily stop population divergence. By 
producing new genetic combinations, hybridization constitutes a 
source of variation that can promote phenotypic diversification when 
natural selection favors hybrid traits. In a natural hybrid zone 
between races of the butterfly Heliconius erato in eastern Ecuador, 
the two dramatically differing wing pattern races are controlled by 
two major loci, termed D and Sd. Specimens of H. erato were 
collected across the hybrid zone and scored for these two unlinked 
loci that control color-pattern. The clines for the two loci are 
geographically displaced relative to one another, with the upland Sd 
allele penetrating further into the lowlands as compared to the 
corresponding D allele. Some populations therefore have a high 
frequency of a hybrid genotype which is a homozygote for the Sd 
allele from the upland race and for the D allele from the lowland race. 
As a result, this hybrid genotype is potentially a stable form that has 
reached high frequency in the hybrid zone. Moreover, it is the only 
hybrid phenotype for which there is a mimetic hybrid form in the co-
mimic species Heliconius melpomene. We therefore propose that this 
may be an incipient example of the stabilisation of a novel hybrid 
lineage. 
 
ORAL 
Host-plant related larval polyphenism in Ematurga 
atomaria (Lepidoptera: Geometridae): the cues are 
not visual 
Sandre, S., Kaasik, A., Tammaru, T. 
University of Tartu, Institute of Ecology and Earth Scienses 
siiri-lii.sandre@ut.ee 
 
Camouflage is a widely used defence strategy in animals. Some 
species can stay cryptic with the same appearance in all individuals, 
e.g. monophagous insect herbivores, others must cope with multiple 
backgrounds and thus many species are able to adjust their coloration 
according to their environment. Larval polyphenism which has 
evolved to provide camouflage on different host plants has yielded 
some of the most marked examples of adaptive plasticity, e.g. the 
case of Nemoria arizonaria. The factors which trigger the 
development of different colour morphs differ among species, and 
mechanisms found in one species might not apply in others. To 
understand the generality of the mechanisms more polyphenic species 
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have to be studied in more detail. We examined larval colour 
polyphenism in Ematurga atomaria, a polyphagous geometrid moth 
with a variable pattern and colouration. First, the amount of genetic 
versus environmental determination was weighed in a half sib 
experiment. Second, it was tested whether the variation in pattern is 
triggered by visual cues or some other traits of the host plant by 
rearing larvae on different hosts in normal light regime or total 
darkness. We found that genes are responsible for some of the colour 
variation, however most of the variation can still be ascribed to the 
effect of host plant. Intriguingly, the variation in the host-specific 
colour pattern is not determined by visual cues as it was induced in 
darkness as well. 
 
ORAL 
Dragonflies induce high mortality in butterflies 
Sang, A.(1), Teder, T.(2) 
(1) University of Tartu, Department of Zoology, Institute of Ecology 
and Earth Sciences. (2) University of Tartu, Department of Zoology, 
Institute of Ecology and Earth Sciences. 
anu.sang@ut.ee 
 
Identifying mortality sources and rates in natural populations is 
critical to understanding drivers of species population dynamics and 
life-history evolution. In organisms with complex life-cycles, 
however, the population dynamic and life-history consequences of 
mortality also depend on its timing. In particular, mortality in 
juvenile stages carries a uniform cost to the individuals: realized 
fecundity of an individual dying before adulthood is always zero. By 
contrast, once an individual reaches adulthood, realized fecundity of 
an individual starts to depend on timing of mortality as the adult 
lifespan is directly related to fitness. For butterflies, mortality sources 
and rates in juvenile life stages have extensively been examined, 
while quantitative data on adult mortality, most importantly predation 
rates, are extremely scarce. Here we report the results of an extensive 
field study aimed to quantify dragonfly predation on adult butterflies 
in natural populations in calcareous grasslands. Butterfly predation 
rates were estimated at different dragonfly densities, by directly 
recording actual predation events during standardized transect walks. 
Dragonflies were found to induce high mortality in butterflies: across 
the 29 grasslands studied, a butterfly was attacked about twice per 
hour on average. As about every seventh dragonfly attack was 
successful, the average life expectancy during the butterfly’s daily 
activity period was approximately 3.5 hours. Predation rate was 
proportional to dragonfly density, the latter greatly varying across 
different sites and time periods of the season. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory  
Metapopulation dynamics of the bog fritillary 
butterfly: experimental changes in habitat quality 
induced negative density-dependent dispersal 
Schtickzelle, N.(3), Baguette, M.(1,2), Clobert, J.(2) 
(1) CNRS UMR 7179, Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, France 
(2) CNRS USR 2936, Station d’Ecologie Expérimentale du CNRS à 
Moulis, France (3) Earth and Life Institute & Biodiversity Research 
Centre, Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium  
nicolas.schtickzelle@uclouvain.be 

 
Habitat quality and habitat geometry are two crucial factors driving 
metapopulation dynamics. However, their intricacy has prevented so 
far a reliable test of their relative impact on local population 
dynamics and persistence. Here we report on a long-term study in 
which we manipulated habitat quality within a butterfly 
metapopulation, whereas habitat geometry was kept constant. The 
treatment consisted in lowering the quality of certain habitat patches 
while others were kept untreated, using the same spatial design over 
years. The effect of the treatment on metapopulation dynamics was 
assessed by comparing residence probability and dispersal rates 
within the same habitat network on 11 and 6 independent butterfly 
generations before and after treatment, respectively. Results showed 
that the experimental decrease in habitat quality generated 
significantly higher emigration rates from treated patches. This 
increase was associated with a significant decrease in dispersal rates 
out of untreated patches, and a significant higher residence 
probability in these patches. The direct relation between lower habitat 
quality and higher dispersal propensity in treated patches was 
expected. However, the lower dispersal from untreated patches after 
treatment was opposite to the expectation of positive density 
dependent dispersal generally observed in butterflies. Such negative 
density-dependent dispersal would allow a rapid fine-tuning of 
dispersal rates to changes in habitat quality, particularly when the 
spatial autocorrelation of the environmental is low. Accordingly, 
dispersal would promote an ideal free distribution of individuals in 
the landscape according to their fitness expectation. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory  
What defines a habitat patch? Influence of structural 
and resource boundaries on movement of a prairie 
butterfly 
Schultz, C.B.(1), Franco, A.(2), Crone, E.E.(3) 
(1) Washington State University, School of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of East Anglia, School of Environmental Sciences (3) 
University of Montana, Wildlife Biology Program 
schultzc@vancouver.wsu.edu 
 
Two aspects of landscape composition are critical to behavioral 
response by animals: physical habitat structure and presence or 
density of key resources. These responses are rarely delineated 
clearly in the literature and their interaction is not considered. We 
investigate dispersal behavior for Fender’s blue (Icaricia icarioides 
fenderi), an endangered butterfly in Willamette Valley, Oregon, 
USA. We conducted a large-scale experiment to investigate butterfly 
response to physical structure (prairie, open woods and dense woods) 
and to resources (lupine (larval hostplants) vs non-lupine habitats). 
The experiment included 9 ecotones, 657 observations of butterfly 
flight paths, and 5982 flight moves. Contrary to our expectations, 
woods are not an absolute barrier to butterfly movement, but rather 
butterflies have a detectable per move probability of crossing this 
boundary (0.02 – 0.17 depending on sex and ecotone). Once 
butterflies have crossed the boundary, habitat-specific diffusion rates 
based on a correlated random walk are comparable in prairies and 
opens woods and depend on presence of lupine habitat (0.9 – 5.6 
m2/sec depending on sex and habitat) which suggests that open forest 
structure does not impede movement once butterflies are in the 
woods. Findings are significant for understanding the mechanisms of 
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animal dispersal in complex landscapes as well as predictions for 
large-scale movement in the context of novel landscapes due to 
fragmentation, habitat restoration and climate change. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
How processes as well as patterns are revealed by life 
history analyses: geographic and genomic porosity in 
species borders 
Scriber, J.M., Aardema, M.L. 
Michigan State University, Department of Entomology, East Lansing, 
MI, USA 
scriber@msu.edu 
 
A description of ecologically significant and evolutionarily dynamic 
processes and patterns revealed by life history patterns in the 
Papilionidae will be described. Previous studies with latitudinal 
gradients, feeding specialization, chemical constraints on coevolution 
and host use, costs of generalization, and the voltinism-suitablity 
hypothesis for host plant selection will be reviewed. Recent ancient 
angiosperm assays from Australia show that specialization is not 
necessarily an evolutionary dead end. New studies on the porosity of 
species borders (taxonomic & geographic) including evolutionary 
divergence and putative recombinant hybrid speciation in Papilio will 
be described. Climate-driven introgression, operating on certain traits 
but not others, has created strong divergent selection in a thermally-
defined hybrid zone, creating new genotypes that are temporally 
isolated from parental types. These results show that hybridization is 
also not an evolutionary dead end. 
 
ORAL 
Dispersal in butterflies: the effect of morphological, 
life history and ecological traits 
Sekar, S. 
Center for Ecological Sciences, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 
sandysek@gmail.com 
 
Dispersal ability in butterflies is affected by a number of species level 
factors – morphological (body size), ecological (larval host plant 
specificity and adult habitat specificity) and life history traits (mate 
location strategy, voltinism and the number of months in flight). This 
study is an attempt to test the potential of these traits to explain 
dispersal ability in butterflies, using four datasets from literature. 
Dataset 1 is a compilation of 42 different capture-mark-recapture 
studies. The other three datasets (Datasets 2 to 4) have been adapted 
from published studies and represent relative dispersal ability of 
species as an average ‘mobility index’ ranked by butterfly ecologists. 
Mean distance dispersed (Dataset 1) or the mobility index (other 
datasets) was used as the response variable. For each dataset, the 
effects of each of the above traits were tested using linear regression 
for wingspan (a continuous predictor) and ANOVAs for the other 
(categorical) predictors. To account for interactions between traits, a 
minimal adequate model was formulated using ANCOVA. In order to 
incorporate phylogenetic information into the analysis, the method of 
phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) was implemented. 
The Ornstein‐Uhlenbeck model for stabilizing selection was used, as 
it was the best fit model for all datasets. Wingspan emerged as a 
consistent, highly significant predictor across all datasets, both as an 
individual predictor and as a factor retained in the minimal adequate 

models; this is a significant relationship that has been contentious for 
some time in literature. Duration of flight also seems to have an 
important effect. 
 
POSTER 
Parrhasius polibetes (Stoll, 1781) (Lycaenidae: 
Theclinae) and its host plants in the central Brazilian 
cerrado 
Silva, N.A.P.(1), Duarte, M.(2), Morais, H.C.(3) 
(1) Programa de Pós-Graduação em Ecologia, Universidade de 
Brasília (2) Universidade de São Paulo, Museu de Zoologia (3) 
Universidade de Brasília, Departamento de Ecologia 
neuzaaparecida@yahoo.com.br 
 
The genus Parrhasius is widely distributed in the Neotropical region, 
occupying a variety of habitats, and Parrhasius polibetes is 
considered common within the lycenid. Their larvae present a 
symbiotic relationship with ants, and most of them were recorded on 
inflorescences. The cerrado, a savanna like vegetation, presents 
several phytophysiognomies, and a sharp seasonal dry season of five 
months (May to September). Such trait seems to be favorable to the 
establishment of different species of lycenid. However, very little is 
known concerning the biology and host plants of this group in the 
cerrado region. This study provides information about P. polibetes 
host plants in the cerrado (Federal District, Brazil). This study was 
carried out at the Agua Limpa experimental farm (15°55’ S, 47°55’ 
W) of the University of Brasilia, at 1,040 m asl. Inflorescences of 90 
plant species were examined and collected, during more than a year, 
and caterpillars were reared in the laboratory. We obtained 35 
individuals of P. polibetes on 10 plant species belonging to eight 
families. Our results showed that P. polibetes is a local polyphagous 
species, occurring all year round, presents the abundance peak 
between June and September (dry season), which coincides with the 
flowering time of Schefflera macrocarpa (Araliaceae) (14 
individuals), followed by species of Miconia (Melastomataceae) (11 
individuals). The caterpillars also occurred on inflorescences of 
Proteaceae, Malpighiaceae, Lythraceae, Vochysiaceae, Styracaceae, 
and Bignoniaceae. The highest frequency of the caterpillars on some 
host species may be related to morphological characteristics, and 
presence of ants on the inflorescences. 
 
POSTER 
Caterpillars of Lycaenidae (Theclinae, Eumaeini) on 
inflorescences: the huge sampling effort to know 
them in the Cerrado of central Brazil 
Silva, N.A.P.(1), Duarte, M.(2), Diniz, I.R.(3), Morais, 
H.C.(4) 
(1) Universidade de Brasília, Programa de Pós-Graduação em 
Ecologia (2) Universidade de São Paulo, Museu de Zoologia (3) 
Universidade de Brasília, Departamento de Zoologia (4) Universidade 
de Brasília, Departamento de Ecologia 
neuzaaparecida@yahoo.com.br 
 
Our focus in this work was to provide information on the host plants 
of the Theclinae species, represented until now by 108 species in the 
Cerrado of the Federal District in central Brazil. Inventories of 
caterpillars were carried out on inflorescences of the savanna like 
vegetation at Agua Limpa experimental farm (15° 55’ S - 47° 55’ W) 
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of the University of Brasilia. We made 11,445 censuses on 89 plant 
species belonging to 31 families. All caterpillars found were reared in 
the laboratory. We obtained 202 adults of 33 species raised on 42 
plant species, and most of these species present widely geographical 
distribution. Six lycenid species constituted the first register for the 
Federal District, and nine species were not identified at the species 
level until now. We yield a low proportion of inflorescences with 
caterpillars, with an average 1.8 adult per group of 100 
inflorescences. In the laboratory the mortality of immature is a 
common fact, but even considering our proportion of mortality (50%) 
the frequency of caterpillars still low relative to their food (only 2.8% 
of the inflorescences had caterpillars). This extremely low capture 
proportion is remarkably similar to those obtained for small 
mammals in the cerrado (3%). The taxonomic problems together with 
the low frequency of caterpillars found on cerrado plants contribute 
for the low knowledge of these butterflies in this region. Our findings 
showed that lycenid species are polyphagous or oligophagous, with 
prominence of Araliaceae, Proteaceae, and Vochysiaceae families as 
host plants. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
Exploring the Northern Hemisphere: phylogeny, 
classification and evolution of Boloria (Lepidoptera: 
Nymphalidae) 
Simonsen, T.J.(1), Wahlberg, N.(2), Warren, A.D.(3), 
Sperling, F.A.H.(4) 
(1) The Natural History Museum, Department of Entomology, UK, 
and University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences (2) 
University of Turku, Department of Biology, Finland (3) University of 
Florida, Florida Museum of Natural History, McGuire Center for 
Lepidoptera and Biodiversity, United States (4) University of Alberta, 
Department of Biological Sciences 
t.simonsen@nhm.ac.uk 
 
The nymphalid genus Boloria is a moderately species rich butterfly 
genus restricted to the Holarctic region. Many species are adapted to 
alpine and/or arctic environments, and the genus is very well suited 
for exploring recent evolutionary, diversity and biogeographical 
patterns in Holarctic butterflies. Here we infer the phylogeny of 37 
potential Boloria species (81 specimens) based on characters from 
adult morphology and three genes. The results are used to address 
key questions about the genus’ evolution (larval foodplant 
associations) and zoogeography. We also revise the overall 
classification of the genus and propose informal species groups 
where appropriate. Based on the molecular results we address the 
taxonomic status of the problematic titania/chariclea, 
improba/acrocnema, and freija/natazhati species complexes. 
 
ORAL 
Anthropogenic evolution of butterfly diet: two steps 
back, two steps forward and you're DEAD. 
Singer, M. (the elder) 
university of Texas, Section of Integrative Biology 
sing@mail.utexas.edu 
 
Anthropogenic evolution of diet occurred in two populations of 
Edith's checkerspot butterfly in the 1980's. One of these episodes has 

now proceeded to completion and caused the extinction of the 
butterfly population. The second has reversed its direction and the 
novel host has been abandoned. At Schneider's Meadow, Carson 
City, the exotic Plantago lanceolata was colonized by the butterflies 
before 1952. The baseline condition, estimated from populations 
where the weed had not arrived, was that no insects preferred 
Plantago over their traditional host, Collinsia, but about 10% had no 
preference between the two plants. At Schneider, the proportion of 
butterflies preferring Plantago rose from less than 10% in 1982 
through 30% in 1986 and 50% in 1990 to 100% in the mid-2000’s. 
Butterfly density on the novel host was high. The traditional host was 
abandoned. In 2007 the meadow was sold, grazing was halted and 
Plantago became overgrown with grasses. No butterflies were found 
in 2008-2009, even though the traditional host was still present, 
abundant and apparently suitable. At Rabbit Meadow, California, the 
butterflies colonized Collinsia in the 1970’s following logging. 
Population growth on Collinsia was ten times that on the traditional 
host, Pedicularis. Cleared habitat patches became sources in the 
metapopulation, driving maladaptive evolution in uncleared patches. 
Butterflies using Collinsia failed to respond adaptively to increasing 
variation in its quality and were wiped out by a series of catastrophes. 
Afterwards, experimental transplants showed that detailed adaptation 
to Collinsia would still have constituted the highest adaptive peak in 
the site.  
 
ORAL 
Phylogenetic analysis of the latitude-niche breadth 
hypothesis in butterfly subfamily Nymphalinae 
Slove, J.D., Janz, N. 
(1) Stockholm University, Department of Zoology 
jessica.slove@zoologi.su.se 
 
The latitude-niche breadth hypothesis suggests that tropical species 
are generally more specialised than temperate species. The evidence 
for such a gradient however is ambiguous, and the results have varied 
as much as the methods. Studies have for example used different 
measures of niche breadth and different geographic and taxonomic 
scopes. Several studies have considered the non-independence of 
species but few have performed explicit phylogenetic analyses. We 
tested for a correlation between latitude and host range in 
Nymphalinae butterflies accounting for phylogenetic independence 
using generalised estimating equations (GEE). Using a simple model 
with only latitude as a predictor variable revealed a significant 
positive relationship with host range. Previous studies, however, have 
shown that host range is correlated with geographic distribution, and 
that distribution in turn may be correlated with latitude. Including 
geographic distribution in the model turned out to have a profound 
effect on the results - to the extent that the effect of latitude on host 
range was effectively reversed. We conclude that, at least for this 
group of butterflies there is no evidence for a positive correlation 
when controlling for distribution size, and that the effect may actually 
even be reversed. 
 
POSTER 
Wolbachia infection in the endangered marsh 
fritillary butterfly Euphydryas aurinia – another 
hurdle for conservation efforts? 
Smee, M., Pauchet, Y., ffrench-Constant, R., Hodgson, 
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D.J. 
(1) Centre for Ecology and Conservation, University of Exeter, 
Cornwall Campus. 
m.r.smee@ex.ac.uk 
 
Extremely widespread amongst arthropods, the endosymbiotic 
bacteria Wolbachia enhances its own transmission by reproductively 
parasitizing its host, causing a wide range of effects from killing 
males through to feminising them. Until recently, the conservation 
implications of such infections have not been wholly appreciated. We 
examine the extent of Wolbachia infection in populations of the 
endangered marsh fritillary butterfly, Euphydryas aurinia, across its 
range in South-West England. E. aurinia is the only British butterfly 
to be protected in both the UK and Europe, with many recent 
landscape-scale projects dedicated to improving habitat quality and 
connectivity around existing extant metapopulations. The spread of a 
male-killing bacterium such as Wolbachia could have severe effects 
on the survival of such metapopulations – and the spread may even 
be facilitated by the habitat ‘improvements’ being made. Using a 
simple PCR-based diagnostic test for the Wolbachia surface protein, 
we determine levels of infection across fifteen populations of varying 
isolation and varyingly sized populations of E. aurinia, and discuss 
the implications for conservation of this declining species. 
 
ORAL 
Effects of sequential diets in the comma butterfly: 
testing predictions from gene expression 
Söderlind, L., Almeflo, S., Janz, N., Nylin, S. 
(1) Stockholm University, Department of Zoology 
lina.soderlind@zoologi.su.se 
 
Phenotypic plasticity is advantageous in variable environments since 
only gene products necessary for specific conditions are produced 
and phenotypes match environmental demands. We have previously 
found differences in gene expression in the midgut of larvae of the 
comma butterfly (Polygonia c-album) among host plant diets. These 
results suggested that there might be special patterns of gene 
expression used for feeding on Urticalean Rosids (nettle, elm) and 
others for utilization of trees (elm, sallow). From this we predicted 
that diet switches between nettle and sallow would be more difficult 
in terms of larval performance than switches between nettle-elm and 
elm-sallow, since similarities in gene expression are smaller. The 
consequences of sequential diets on larval life history performance 
were investigated by three experiments: (1) larvae were transferred to 
another host after moulting into the second larval instar, (2) diet was 
switched between two of the hosts on a daily basis, (3) diet was 
changed once during the fourth larval stage. In the first experiment 
there were few significant differences in performance between larvae 
that changed diet compared to controls and the differences were 
probably due to host intrinsic quality rather than to the diet change 
per se. This suggests rapid adaptation of gene expression after a diet 
change. Results from the more stressful second experiment showed 
that the nettle/sallow treatment performed poorer, in accordance with 
our theory. Results from the third experiment were forthcoming at the 
time of writing. Ecological and evolutionary implications of the 
results are discussed. 
 
ORAL 

Phylogeographic signal variation in mtDNA among 
geographically isolated grassland butterfly species 
Sperling, F.A.H., Bromilow, S.* 
University of Alberta 
felix.sperling@ualberta.ca 
 
The Peace River grasslands of northern Alberta and British 
Columbia, Canada, are isolated by 300+ km from similar 
communities to the south. We surveyed mitochondrial DNA (1420 bp 
COI) in ten grassland-associated butterfly species to determine: 1) the 
utility of phylogeographic comparisons among multiple species for 
assessing recent evolutionary patterns, and 2) the respective roles of 
isolation due to range disjunction versus isolation due solely to 
geographic distance in establishing divergence patterns. Five of the 
species had geographically disjunct populations, while five had more 
continuous distributions across the same regions. Using AMOVA, 
Mantel tests, and haplotype networks, we assessed the validity of 
single-species phylogeographic characterizations.  We then 
contrasted variance components between disjunct or continuously 
distributed species to assess whether divergences were correlated 
more with disjunction or with geographic distance. Single-species 
analyses varied substantially within both the disjunct or continuous 
groups. One species in each of these groups had mtDNA with 
unusually deep intraspecific mitochondrial lineage divergences. On 
the whole, however, the five species with disjunct ranges exhibited 
greater divergence between geographically distant populations than 
did the five species with continuous distributions.  Comparison of 
variance components indicated that isolation due only to geographic 
distance was responsible for up to half of the total sequence variation 
between disjunct populations of grassland butterflies. Our findings 
show that single-species phylogeographic analyses of post-
Pleistocene butterfly distributions are inadequate for characterizing 
regional biogeographic divergence histories.  
 
ORAL 
El Niño and dry season rainfall influence hostplant 
phenology and an annual butterfly migration from 
Neotropical wet to dry fore 
Srygley, R.(1,2), Dudley, R.(2,3), Oliveira, E.(4) 
(1) USDA-Agricultural Research Service (2) Smithsonian Tropical 
Research Institute (3) University of California - Berkeley, Department 
of Integrative Biology (4) Centro Universitário UNA, Faculdade de 
Ciências Biológicas e Saúde 
robert.srygley@ars.usda.gov 
 
We censused butterflies flying across the Panama Canal at Barro 
Colorado Island for 16 years and butterfly hostplants for eight years 
to address the question: What environmental factors influence the 
timing and magnitude of migrating Aphrissa statira butterflies? The 
peak migration date was earlier when the wet season began earlier 
and when soil moisture content in the dry season preceding the 
migration was higher. The peak migration date was also positively 
associated with peak leaf flushing of one hostplant (Callichlamys 
latifolia) but not another (Xylophragma seemannianum). The quantity 
of migrants was correlated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation, 
which influenced April soil moisture on Barro Colorado Island and 
total rainfall in the dry season. Both hostplant species responded to El 
Niño with greater leaf flushing, and the number of adults deriving 
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from or laying eggs on those new leaves was greatest during El Niño 
years. The year 1993 was exceptional in that the number of butterflies 
migrating was lower than predicted by the El Niño event, yet the dry 
season was unusually wet for an El Niño year as well. Thus dry 
season rainfall appears to be a primary driver of larval food 
production and population outbreaks for A. statira. Understanding 
how global climate cycles and local weather influence tropical insect 
migrations improves the predictability of ecological effects of climate 
change. 
 
POSTER 
Morphometric differentiation in the burnet moths 
species Zygaena transalpina / hippocrepidis / angelicae 
(Lepidoptera: Zygaenidae) 
Struwe, J., Misof, B. 
Zoologisches Forschungsmuseum A. Koenig, Bonn, Germany 
JanStruwe@msn.com 
 
The Pleistocene refugia hypothesis assumes that allopatric 
fragmentation during ice ages is largely responsible for present 
genetic differentiation. Recent studies propose that genetic 
differentiation among populations is accumulated in sheltered 
climatically stable microrefugia despite large climatic oscillations, 
thus creating long term stable environments. Burnet moths of the 
Zygaena transalpina-complex comprise the closely related species Z. 
transalpina and Z. hippocrepidis, and Z. angelicae. Most authors 
assume that their present differentiation is the result of a habitat 
fragmentation with potential refugia in Spain, Italy and Greece 
followed by a recolonization of Central Europe. Recent molecular 
data suggests that the observed genetic differentiation has 
predominantly originated (or was conserved) by micro-allopatric 
differentiation in smaller refugia. To identify possible morphological 
differentiation in Zygaena populations, and to be able to correlate 
morphological with genetic differentiation, a morphometric approach 
was conducted based on extensive sampling from all over Europe. 
Landmark-based geometric morphometrics were applied to analyse 
potential shape differences between groups of zygaenids. This was 
done based on 15 landmarks representing wing shape variation. 
Preliminary data suggest that e.g. differentiation between the French 
Zygaenids is rather high compared to Spanish populations, which 
could give a hint to a more scattered distribution during ice ages in 
France than in Spain. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Life history strategies 
Optimality analysis of body size of a lymantriid moth 
Tammaru, T., Esperk, T., Remmel,T. 
University of Tartu, Estonia; Institute of Ecology and Earth Sciences 
toomas.tammaru@ut.ee 
 
Body size of an organism is a trait of crucial importance for most 
aspects of a species' ecology. Nevertheless, the conventional 
optimality framework of the theory of life history evolution has 
frequently been found to be insufficient to explain actual body sizes 
in various insects. Given the numerous benefits provided by large 
bodies, it is hard to see why insects do not evolve towards larger 
sizes. We have determined the parameters which are essential for 
construction of an optimality model for adult body size in Orgyia 
antiqua (Lepidoptera: Lymantriidae). As the females of this species 

are flightless, the dependence of realized fecundity on body size 
could be reliably quantified. In laboratory experiments, we have 
produced records of larval growth curves which are sufficiently 
detailed to allow us to estimate the increase in final body size which 
would result from 1) prolonging growth periods within one larval 
instar, and 2) adding an extra instar to the larval growth schedule. 
Complementarily, we have performed series of field experiments to 
measure size dependence of larval mortality rates. Having merged 
these lines of evidence in a quantitative model, we conclude that the 
number of larval instars can be considered optimal within the 
conventional explanatory framework of life history theory. In 
contrast, explaining within-instar growth patterns of insect larvae 
may require invoking the concept of constraint: there is no 
'ecological' explanation for why not to grow little more. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Butterfly wing patterns as evolutionary records 
Terzin, T., Snyman, G., Ellert, B.D., Stone, K.E. 
University of Alberta, Augustana Faculty, Department of Science 
terzin@ualberta.ca 
 
Butterfly speciation is highly correlated with a diversification of wing 
patterns. Therefore, it can be deduced that the evolution of wing 
patterns is a process in which the older patterns were modified or 
overwritten by newer pattern elements. The butterflies’ actual wing 
pattern is then a blend of ancient and more recent evolutionary 
designs; a sort of a two-dimensional evolutionary record which, in a 
sense, is similar to fossil, yet considerably more reliable and 
abundant. Currently, the study of speciation in butterflies focuses on 
population genetics and molecular phylogeny rather than wing 
pattern analysis. However, comparative analyses of wing patterns 
among related species reveal both direction and the trend in butterfly 
evolution. Wing pattern analysis is less applicable for general 
estimations of phylogenetic distances. On the other hand, while 
molecular markers reveal distances between taxa, they give no 
information about the direction and the trends of actual 
morphological divergences. We conducted the pattern based 
evolutionary analyses of certain genera of Pierinae and Nymphalinae, 
using already known molecular phylogenies. Our results show that 
colour patterns contain strong phylogenetic signals. In addition, use 
of both molecular markers and wing colour patterns appears to be 
complementary, revealing more details of actual evolutionary events, 
than a single use of molecular markers could reveal. 
 
POSTER 
Orange tip of Pierinae wings as a pattern element 
with a strong phylogenetic meaning 
Terzin, T., Killoran, C.B., Gawad Gad, S.S., Biswas, 
A.A. 
University of Alberta, Augustana Faculty, Department of Science 
terzin@ualberta.ca 
 
The use of patterns as a source of phylogenetic information in 
butterflies is discouraged by the high extent of sexual dimorphism, 
mimicry complexes, overall intraspecific variability and 
environmental influences such as seasonal polyphenism. However, it 
is generally recognized that wing patterns evolve and as the products 
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of evolution contain phylogenetic information. Our goal is to 
determine to what extent particular pattern elements are reliable as a 
tool for phylogenetic analysis. We compared the molecular 
phylogeny of all of the Pierinae genera with the Pierinae taxa in 
which an orange tip of the front wing is a distinct pattern element. 
The distribution of genera with orange tip among all Pierinae genera 
suggests the common origin of this pattern element in Pierinae. 
Despite the fact that this element is highly variable within and 
between species and despite the fact that exactly this element is a 
subject of sexual dimorphism in many Pierinae species (females often 
lack it), the phylogenetic distribution suggests that the orange tip is 
reliable phylogenetic signal. It is certain that mentioned obstacles add 
some noise to the pattern based evolutionary information. However, 
the qualitative presence of orange tip in males correlates strongly 
with molecular phylogeny. Molecular markers reveal distances and 
relations between the taxa, but they tell little about the direction and 
the trend of actual morphological divergences. Colour pattern 
analysis in butterflies should be considered an important source of 
evolutionary information complementary to molecular data. 
 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies in a changing climate: perils and prospects 
Restoration as a means of mitigating climate change 
impacts 
Thomas, J.A. 
University of Oxford, Department of Zoology 
jeremy.thomas@zoo.ox.ac.uk 
 
The population ecology of very few butterfly species is sufficiently 
well understood for conservationists to manipulate their sites to 
increase numbers in predictable and repeatable ways. One example, 
successfully tested on >30 UK sites over 28 years, is Maculinea 
arion, whose larvae are social parasites of Myrmica ants. Early 
experiments involved restoring degraded habitats to the predicted 
optimum for the butterfly, while more rigorous recent tests have seen 
the large-scale creation of source habitat on fundamentally changed 
land, starting with intensive arable farmland or the raw bedrock and 
ballast of new railway cuttings and embankments. This enhances the 
species’ prospects of surviving future climate warming in two ways: 
(i) New sites were created at strategic locations in landscapes, to 
encourage selection for phenotypes with increased dispersal that will 
be better able to track future poleward shifts in their habitats. (ii) 
Using earth-moving plant, we deliberately created sites with sub-
optimal habitat under current UK climates, which models predict will 
become optimal in future decades. This was achieved by creating 
heterogeneous (including north-facing) topographies, which, in 
combination with altering sward structure to increase shade, cooled 
relative soil micro-temperatures by up to 4oC. The aim is prolong 
population persistence, buying time for individuals to migrate north 
and/or evolve races possessing physiologies adapted to warmer 
environments. Although tested only on one assemblage of butterflies, 
I argue that only minor modification to European farming subsidies 
could mitigate (or slow) the impact of climate change on ground-
dwelling insects at a continental scale. 
 
ORAL 
Nectar availability and phenology for an endangered 
Oregon butterfly 

Thomas, R., Schultz, C.B.  
Washington State University, Department of Biological Sciences 
rcthomas@wsu.edu 
 
During their short flight period, Fender’s blue butterflies nectar on 
many plant species, including their larval host, Kincaid’s lupine. 
During spring, flower abundance and composition changes rapidly. 
Many species, particularly native perennials favored by Fender’s 
blue, have short flowering periods. Because of this, environmental 
variation between sites and years results in variation in overlap 
between butterflies and nectar species. With this study I will answer 
the following questions: How does nectar availability and nectar 
species composition vary in space and time? How does butterfly 
flight period overlap nectar species phenology? To answer these 
questions, I documented flowering phenology at five Fender’s blue 
butterfly sites from Eugene to Salem, Oregon. In May and June of 
2009, I repeatedly counted open flowers in transects. Results show 
high species turnover in open flower composition and abundance 
from week to week with the 2009 butterfly peak flight overlapping 
with peak flowering of Kincaid’s lupine and Calochortus, two 
important nectar sources. Fender’s blue butterfly population recovery 
is a high priority in the Willamette Valley. With less than 0.5% of 
historic Willamette Valley prairie habitat remaining, much of which 
is degraded, intensive management is required for butterfly recovery. 
Detailed knowledge of flowering phenology and nectar preferences 
will guide managers towards creation of a robust nectar resource 
base. This will improve Fender’s blue butterfly resilience to climatic 
variation, including El Nino events and potentially long term climate 
change. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning I. The genetic basis 
of variation 
Engrailed and invected: Papilio dardanus enigmatic 
mimicry locus? 
Timmermans, M.J.T.N. 

Imperial College London, Department of Life Sciences 
m.timmermans@imperial.ac.uk 
 
Selection on Batesian mimics is a strong evolutionary force that has 
driven a striking level of polymorphism in the African Mocker 
Swallowtail, Papilio dardanus. Females of this species exhibit 
numerous colour forms, mimicking various inedible models. 
Classical crossing experiments in the 1950s established that this 
striking colour variation is generated by a single locus, named H. 
AFLP mapping and candidate gene approaches have previously 
pinpointed H to a genomic region surrounding invected. Here we 
focus on identifying the genes that make up this 'mimicry locus' by 
screening a BAC library with an invected probe to characterize the H 
region. Four clones were sequenced to form a tiling path of ~300kb. 
Molecular markers designed from this tiling path were genetically 
mapped in a previously published hippocoon-cenea brood, and a 
recombination breakpoint was identified ~15kb upstream of invected. 
However, recombination mapping was unable to exclude the 
downstream genomic region, containing additional candidate genes 
including engrailed and orange. To further refine the location 
responsible, a natural population was surveyed for genetic association 
of variation in ten gene fragments with four phenotypes (hippocoon, 
cenea, lamborni and poultoni). Strong associations between SNPs in 
invected and engrailed with the lamborni and poultoni morphs, 
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respectively, were observed. Our data supports the hypothesised role 
of the engrailed/invected locus in pattern determination. Strong LD 
and a genetically depauperate genome region furthermore indicates 
that lamborni is of recent origin and might have been subjected to a 
selective sweep, suggesting a mechanism for the establishment of 
novel mimicry forms. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
Phylogeography in the Parnassius phoebus complex. 
Todisco, V.(1), Zakharov, E.V. (2), Wheat, C.(3), Gratton, 
P.(4), Sbordoni, V.(5), Sperling, F.A.H.(6) 
(1)University of Rome "Tor Vergata", Department of Biology 
(2)Biodiversity Institute of Ontario, University of Guelph (3)University 
of Helsinki,Department of Biosciences (4)University of Rome "Tor 
Vergata", Department of Biology/Fondazione E. Mach, CRI 
(5)University of Rome "Tor Vergata", Department of Biology 
(6)University of Alberta, Department of Biological Sciences 
valentina.todisco@libero.it 
 
The Parnassius phoebus complex is composed of five species that are 
all geographically isolated. P. phoebus occupies the eastern end of 
the Eurasian continent and the extreme north-west of North America, 
P. rueckbeili is limited to northern China, and P. smintheus lives in 
western North America. P. behrii is localised in the Sierra Nevadas 
of California and P. sacerdos is endemic to the Alps. In addition, P. 
phoebus is occasionally sympatric with P. bremeri, which could be 
integrated into P. phoebus as it also has practically identical genitalia. 
For the first time, we analyzed all species included in the complex 
and about 70% of its subspecies, using the COI mitochondrial gene. 
The species complex forms a well supported monophyletic group, 
with 180 observed haplotypes structured into two major groups. One 
group (P. phoebus, P. sacerdos and P. bremeri) are all very 
genetically similar, while the other forms a distinct monophyletic 
group with high support, and includes P. smintheus and P. behrii. 
Preliminary analysis of the main biogeographic events is presented in 
the light of Pleistocene glacial and interglacial cycles. 
 
POSTER 
The forest conservation as insufficient tool for 
afromontane endemics perpetuation. Cameroonian 
endemic butterflies require mosaic landscape. 
Tropek, R., Konvicka, M. 
Institute of Entomology, Czech Academy of Sciences, České 
Budějovice, Czech Republic; Faculty of Science, University of South 
Bohemia, České Budějovice, Czech Republic 
robert.tropek@gmail.com 
 
The Gulf of Guinea Highlands, a centre of endemism and tremendous 
conservation importance, represent the only large mountains in West 
Africa. Actually, the majority of this area is covered by mosaics 
containing afromontane forest, significantly altered areas and a 
variety of habitats between these two extremes. Practically all recent 
conservation activities tend to focus on patches of continuous forests. 
Our study of the habitat preferences of three endemic butterflies in 
the Bamenda Highlands, Cameroon, revealed that they avoid close-
canopy forests. Colias electo manengoubensis prefers grassland, 
Bicyclus anisops and Mylothris jacksoni knutsoni prefer scrubs. 

Subsequent analyses indicated that studied butterflies require 
heterogeneous landscape mosaics. Assuming that the life history 
traits of endemics reflect past conditions within their ranges, our 
results indicate continuous existence of forest and non-forest mosaic 
within the West African mountains, which was likely maintained by 
climatic fluctuation and large herbivores. This conclusion is 
consistent with the palaeoenvironmental record and with the 
requirements of endemics from other groups. We are not 
downplaying the value of afromontane forests conservation, but we 
are calling attention to neglected mosaic-like landscapes, which is 
strongly endangered by intensive plantations and pastures 
establishment. The research was supported by AVCR 
(IAA601410709), GACR (206/08/H044) and MSMT (6007665801).  
 
ORAL 
Post-mining sites, as important refuges of butterflies, 
under the restoration pressure 
Tropek, R.(1,2), Kadlec, T.(2,3), Konvicka, M.(1,2) 
(1) Department of Ecology and Conservation, Institute of Entomology, 
Biology Centre, Czech Academy of Sciences, Ceske Budejovice, 
Czech Republic; (2) Department of Zoology, Faculty of Science, 
University of South Bohemia, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic; (3) 
Department of Ecology, Faculty of Science, Charles University, 
Prague, Czech Republic 
robert.tropek@gmail.com 
 
The view of postindustrial sites is rapidly changing, as many studies 
confirm their value as biodiversity refuges in many regions. 
Containing abiotic conditions rare in common European landscapes, 
they offer sanctuaries for endangered species of early-successional 
habitats. In this context, the restoration method is crucial for their 
conservation potential. In abandoned limestone quarries in the 
Bohemian Karst (2007) and brown-coal spoil dumps in the Kladno 
district (2008), both Central Czech Republic, the diversities of 
butterflies and diurnal moths of technically reclaimed and 
spontaneously developed plots were compared using standardised 
linear transects. The quarries hosted 79 species, significantly more 
species were detected in non-reclaimed plots (62 vs. 66). 
Additionally, specialists of xeric grassland and forest steppe were 
affiliated to non-reclaimed plots. 45 species were observed at dumps, 
with significantly more species in the non-reclaimed plots (28 vs. 40). 
While the non-reclaimed plots were preffered by xeric specialists 
again, the common generalists were affiliated with the technically 
reclaimed plots. These results were consistent with other invertebrate 
taxa and vascular plants. We showed the negative effects of technical 
reclamations in the two types of post-mining sites in the species-rich 
Bohemian Karst and the species-poor Kladno district. The high 
conservation potential of postindustrial sites could be realized by 
allowing succession to progress spontaneously. Given the decline of 
sparsely vegetated habitats, active restoration measures at 
postindustrial sites should be limited to maintenance of early 
successional stages. The project was funded from the Czech Science 
Foundation (206/08/H044, 206/08/H049), and the Czech Ministry of 
Education (MSM 6007665801, LC06073). 
 
POSTER 
Latitudinal variation in insect body size: patterns 
and mechanisms 
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Välimäki, P., Kivelä, S.M., Carrasco, D., Mäenpää, M.I. 
University of Oulu, Department of Biology, Finland 
panu.valimaki@oulu.fi 
 
Understanding variation in life history traits lies at the core of the 
modern evolutionary biology. Insect body size variation is often 
expressed as latitudinal or altitudinal clines. Bergmann clines arise as 
a response to temperature, whereas converse Bergmann clines arise 
due to variation in time suitable for insect growth. The time 
constraint depends on the number of generations within a season, and 
thus body size is expected to vary in a saw-tooth way in insects with 
changing voltinism. Sharp increases in body size and development 
time are expected at the season length that results in shift from 
bivoltine to univoltine phenology. Yet, variation in growth rate may 
modify the cline. We analyzed latitudinal clines in body size, larval 
development time and growth rate in four geometrid moths with 
changing voltinism. One species expressed a saw-tooth cline in body 
size in the field and two other species in the laboratory. One species 
expressed a converse Bergmann cline both in the field and in the 
laboratory. In each species, larval development time decreased and 
growth rate increased linearly with increasing latitude. However, 
variation in body size may still express a saw-tooth pattern, which 
violates the assumed mechanism for such a cline. Thus, the simple 
models predicting saw-tooth variation in body size may not apply. 
Because body size, development time and growth rate appear 
genetically correlated, they need to be evaluated simultaneously to 
make realistic inferences on the presence and magnitude of trade-offs 
between the traits and the evolution of body size. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly dispersal - linking ecology to conservation, 
linking observation to theory  
Landscape structure and habitat finding ability in 
the speckled wood butterfly (Pararge aegeria L.), a 
highly successful species 
Van Dyck, H.(1), Öckinger, E.(1,2) 
(1) Biodiversity Research Centre, Université catholique de Louvain 
(UCL),Belgium (2) Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, 
Department of Ecology, Sweden 
hans.vandyck@uclouvain.be 
 
Human-dominated landscapes are characterized by high levels of 
habitat loss and fragmentation. Land-use intensification in the 
landscape between habitat fragments may impact the search strategies 
animals use to find habitat. The ability to detect target habitat from a 
distance would improve dispersal success. However, the adaptive 
significance may differ among landscapes that differ in the degree of 
habitat fragmentation. Here we compared the habitat finding ability 
of the Speckled Wood (Pararge aegeria L.) among different 
populations of landscapes that differ in habitat fragmentation. We 
tested individuals that were reared under standardized laboratory 
conditions in the field. Although most localized and widespread 
butterfly species have declined in NW Europe (including Belgium), 
P. aegeria is a highly successful species in landscapes under intense 
human use. Woodland and agricultural landscape populations of P. 
aegeria have been shown to differ in several morphological, life 
history, and behavioral traits. Naïve butterflies originating of 
fragmented agricultural landscapes were better able to find a woodlot 
from a distance than their conspecifics of woodland landscape origin. 
Our field experiments indicated the significance of both visual and 

olfactive information for the behavioral action oriented towards the 
target habitat. Variation in perceptual range and ability may strongly 
affect the trajectories of butterflies across anthropogenic landscapes. 
Improved perceptual range will decrease the costs of dispersal. Hence 
it will improve the functional connectivity for the same level of 
structural connectivity in a fragmented landscape. We will discuss the 
results within a framework of changing organisms in changing 
landscapes. 
 
POSTER 
The evo-devo of butterfly wing patterns: a modeling 
perspective 
van Gestel, J.(1), Beldade, P.(2), Weissing, F.J.(1) 
(1)University of Groningen, Department of Theoretical Biology 
(2)University of Leiden, Department of Evolutionary Biology 
J.van.Gestel@student.rug.nl 
 
Evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo) seeks to understand 
how developmental pathways are shaped by evolution and how in 
turn the course of evolution is affected by these pathways. The 
eyespot pattern on butterfly wings is an ideal model system to study 
the interplay between development and evolution, since much is 
known about their development and the selective forces acting on 
them. Presumably, eyespots direct the attention of visual predators as 
birds away from vital parts of the body. Here we present the results of 
a simulation model that studies the co-evolutionary arms race 
between butterflies and their bird predators. In contrast to earlier 
models, the model explicitly included the mechanisms underlying 
eyespot development and information procession by birds. Eyespot 
formation was implemented by an evolving gene regulatory network, 
and the procession of visual information was implemented by an 
evolving neural network. In a first step, we show that even relatively 
simple gene regulatory networks are capable of generating a vast 
array of possible wing patterns, and that some mutations within these 
networks correspond closely to those found in the lab. We also show 
that, during long periods of phenotypic stasis, genotypic transitions 
occur that change the developmental dynamics without affecting the 
phenotype (i.e. developmental system drift). In addition, our 
preliminary results suggest that evolutionary transitions in the 
phenotype are often associated with developmental instability. 
 
ORAL 
Physiological costs of alternative mate-locating 
strategies in the speckled wood (Pararge aegeria L.): 
lipids and spermatophores 
Vande Velde, L., Damiens, D., Van Dyck, H. 
Biodiversity Research Centre ,Earth and Life Institute (UCL), 
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium 
Lesley.vandevelde@uclouvain.be 
 
The coexistence of alternative behavioural strategies is a central issue 
in evolutionary ecology. In the speckled wood butterfly (Pararge 
aegeria) males either adopt a territorial wait-and-fight strategy 
(perching) or a fly-and-search strategy in wider area (patrolling). 
Strategies co-occur in the same population. They represent two very 
different types of flight performances (short flights with powerful 
acceleration vs. long flights at a lower speed). Here we focus on 
physiological traits associated with this behavioural variation. Age 
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has been shown to be an important factor in explaining success in 
perching males. We tested the impact of the age of a male on lipid 
reserves and on reproductive investment relative to different activity 
levels associated with the behavioural strategies. Tests were done in 
the laboratory and in experimental flight cages. Males in small cages 
with low flight performances that had free access to honey water 
were capable to synthesize lipids; lipid reserves increased with age. 
However, if males had higher flight activity, this effect disappeared. 
Lipid reserves decreased significantly faster in perching males 
compared to non-perching males. Male reproductive investment 
(spermatophore mass and sperm number) increased with male age. 
This was, however, independent of the flight activity level. These 
results are discussed relative to the coexistence of the alternative 
strategies under particular environmental conditions.  
 
ORAL 
"ButterflyLife"—writing a book brings up questions 
Vane-Wright, R.I.(1), Boppré, M.(2) 
(1) Department of Entomology, Natural History Museum, London, 
UK; and Durrell Institute of Conservation and Ecology, School of 
Anthropology and Conservation, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK 
(2) Albert-Ludwigs-Universität, Forstzoologisches Institut, Freiburg 
i.Br., Germany 
dickvanewright@btinternet.com 
 
The authors are preparing an accessible book on whole organism 
biology, ecology and environmental issues, based on butterflies as 
examples. Targeted at a lay audience of people visiting “butterfly 
houses“, the book will also provide material for informative posters 
for live exhibitions. The talk will give a brief introduction to the 
philosophy underlying this work, and then focus on some unsolved 
questions that have been encountered in trying to present a coherent 
picture of butterfly biology. These include the consumption of egg 
shells and cast skins by larvae—why, and what is it good for? Much 
mystery and uncertainty still surrounds the migration of butterflies in 
western Europe—what are the origins (notably of mass movements), 
the routes, and to what extent does re-migration occur? Do 
butterflies, as often claimed, have a significant ecological role as 
pollinators? What is the real impact of parasitoids on butterfly 
population dynamics, and what role can or should they play in our 
conservation efforts? Are 'toxic' Lepidoptera less parasitized? How 
'alive' are butterfly wings? How much do we really understand about 
the internal anatomy of butterflies at all stages of their development? 
These and many other apparently unanswered questions have 
emerged in the course of writing this book, and will be raised here in 
the hope of promoting discussion and stimulating more research into 
the basics of the biology of butterflies. 
 
POSTER 
How common are dot-like distributions? 
Taxonomical oversplitting in western European 
Agrodiaetus (Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae) revealed by 
chromosomal and molecular markers 
Vila, R.(1,2,3), Luktanov, V.A.(4,5), Talavera, G.(1,3), Gil-T., 
F.(6), Pierce, N.E.(7) 
(1) Institute of Evolutionary Biology (UPF-CSIC), Barcelona, Spain (2) 
Institució Catalana de Recerca i Estudis Avançats (ICREA), 
Barcelona, Spain (3) Departament de Genètica i Microbiologia, 

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Bellaterra, Spain (4) Department 
of Karyosystematics, Zoological Institute of Russian Academy of 
Science, St. Petersburg, Russia (5) Department of Entomology, St. 
Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia (6) Apartado postal 
3042, E-18080 Granada, Spain (7) Department of Organismic and 
Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA 
roger.vila@ibe.upf-csic.es 
 
About 50 taxa of butterflies in western Europe have been described 
as new species or elevated to the level of species during the last 40 
years. Many, especially those belonging to the genus Agrodiaetus, 
have unusually localized, ‘dot-like’ distributional ranges. Here we 
use a combination of chromosomal and molecular markers to re-
evaluate the species status of Agrodiaetus distributed west of the 17th 
meridian. Our results do not support the current designations of A. 
galloi, A. exuberans and A. agenjoi as endemic species with highly 
restricted distribution ranges, but indicate that these taxa are more 
likely to be local populations of a widely distributed species, A. 
ripartii. A. violetae is shown to be a polytypic species consisting of at 
least two subspecies, including A. violetae subbaeticus comb. nov. 
and A. violetae violetae. A. violetae is genetically (but not 
chromosomally) distinct from A. fabressei and has a wider 
distribution in southern Spain than previously believed. A. 
humedasae from northern Italy is supported as a highly localized 
species that is distinct from its nearest relatives. We propose a 
revision of the species lists for Agrodiaetus taking these new data 
into account. Our results are relevant to animal conservation efforts 
in Europe because of their implications for IUCN Red List priorities. 
 
ORAL 
Demographic structure and mobility of selected 
species of butterflies in tropical rain forest of Papua 
New Guinea 
Vlašánek, P. (1,2), Novotny, V.(1,2) 
(1) School of Biological Sciences, University of South Bohemia, 
Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic (2) Institute of Entomology, Czech 
Academy of Sciences, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic 
petisko@centrum.cz 
 
Population size, sex ratio or mobility are demographic parameters 
routinely studied in insect in temperate regions (Europe, Northern 
America). Different situation occurs in tropical areas, where similar 
studies are limited by inaccessible landscape. Therefore most of 
tropical research is focused on community ecology or phylogeny. 
Demographic studies require longer time and more labour force in the 
field. Such limitations are crucial. Our team has advantage of 
cooperation directly with aborigine people who can not only 
manually help but are also great source of knowledge of their 
country. For nine weeks we used mark-released-recapture method 
and marked individuals of all butterfly species in understory of 
primary rain forest. Everyday marking was done on four sites, each 
has approximately four hectares. Three of them was close (0.5 km) to 
each other and the last was distant 1 km. Sex, behaviour, place, date 
and time of each handled butterfly was recorded. In total, we marked 
5907 individuals (8555 of handlings) belonging to 91 species. Only 
17 species were captured more than 40 times. Danis danis was most 
abundant, representing two thirds of all butterfly handlings. Majority 
of species was observed in or around natural gaps. We recorded twice 
as much males than females, similarly to temperate areas. Butterflies 
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from shade understory and sunny gaps had higher recapture rates. 
Both mobile and sedentary species occurred in shade understory as 
well as in sunny gaps. We thank to native people from Wannang 
village. Research was supported by Czech Ministry of Education 
(LC06073, ME09082, 6007665801). 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy II. 
Above the species level 
Revisiting butterfly phylogeny: does morphological 
synergy disappear with increased molecular 
sampling? 
Wahlberg, N.(4), Heikkilä, M.(1), Kaila, L.(1), Mutanen, 
M.(2), Peña, C.(3) 
(1) Finnish Museum of Natural History, University of Helsinki, 
Finland (2) Department of Biology, University of Oulu, Finland (3) 
Departamento de Entomología, Museo de Historia Natural, 
Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, Lima, Peru (4) 
Laboratory of Genetics, Department of Biology, University of Turku, 
Finland 
niklas.wahlberg@utu.fi 
 
Two recent publications on Ditrysia suggest that Papilionoidea, 
known as true butterflies, do not form a monophyletic group, instead 
with Hesperiidae and Hedylidae coming within the clade. To 
investigate this surprising result, we have coded a new morphological 
dataset based on 226 adult and immature characters, and have 
sequenced up to 8 gene regions for 70 taxa belonging to all 
rhopaloceran families and up to 25 outgroups. The strongest results 
were the monophyly of each family and the sister relationship of 
Hedylidae and Hesperiidae. Molecular data on its own seemed to 
corroborate the published results, with Papilionidae coming out as 
sister to the rest and Hedylidae+Hesperiidae as sister to the remaining 
butterflies. Addition of morphological data to the combined dataset, 
however, breaks down this apparently strong result by placing 
Hedylidae+Hesperiidae as sister to the butterflies. However, this 
result is not stable to changes in outgroup sampling, when only the 
putatively closely related Thyrididae and Callidulidae are included as 
outgroups, Papilionidae again comes out as sister group to the rest of 
the rhopalocerans. Reasons behind this instability of relationships 
will be explored during the presentation. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematics and taxonomy  II. 
Above the species level 
Classification of the family Hesperiidae 
(Lepidoptera: Hesperioidea) based on combined 
molecular and morphological data 
Warren, A.D. (1), Ogawa, J.(2), Brower, A.(2) 
(1) McGuire Center for Lepidoptera and Biodiversity, Florida 
Museum of Natural History, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL (2) 
Department of Biology, Middle Tennessee State University, 
Murfreesboro, TN, 
andy@butterfliesofamerica.com 
 
We propose a revised higher classification for the genera of 
Hesperiidae (skipper butterflies) of the world. We have augmented 
our published DNA data matrix with 49 morphological characters in 
order to infer relationships for taxa not sampled in the molecular 
study. We use the results of a combined analysis to identify 

morphological synapomorphies of the suprageneric clades of 
Hesperiidae, and to hypothesize a phylogenetic classification of the 
world’s genera of Hesperiidae, the first of its kind for this diverse 
group. Monophyly of the family Hesperiidae is strongly supported, as 
are some of the traditionally recognized subfamilies. The results 
presented here largely corroborate those of our molecular study, but 
differ in several details. The Australian endemic Euschemon rafflesia 
is given subfamily status, as is Eudaminae. We recognize seven 
subfamilies of Hesperiidae: Coeliadinae, Euschemoninae (confirmed 
status), Eudaminae (new status), Pyrginae, Heteropterinae (confirmed 
status), Trapezitinae and Hesperiinae. We treat Pyrrhopygini, 
Tagiadini, Celaenorrhinini, Carcharodini, Achlyodidini, Erynnini and 
Pyrgini as tribes of Pyrginae. Circumscriptions of Achlyodidini and 
Pyrgini require further elucidation. Tribes of Hesperiinae include 
Aeromachini, Baorini, Taractrocerini, Thymelicini, Calpodini, 
Anthoptini, Moncini and Hesperiini. The tribal placement of many 
Old World hesperiine genera remains ambiguous. 
 
POSTER 
Adaptive changes in male investment depending on 
the mating history in the swallowtail butterfly, 
Papilio xuthus 
Watanabe, M., Sasaki, N.* 
(1) University of Tsukuba, Graduate School of Life and 
Environmental Sciences 
watanabe@kankyo.envr.tsukuba.ac.jp 
 
Male butterflies transfer a single spermatophore including two types 
of sperm (eupyrene and apyrene) at a mating. A large spermatophore 
increases the refractory period of the female remating, and the 
apyrene sperm might form a barrier for the eupyrene sperm of the 
former male to inseminate. On the other hand, studies on sperm 
competition have revealed that production process of ejaculates 
represents a cost to male. To clarify the strategic allocation of the 
ejaculates, virgin and once mated males of Papilio xuthus were mated 
with females of different body-size, age and mating history. 
Immediately after separated, females and males were dissected to 
examine the ejaculate mass and the sperm number in respective 
reproductive organs. Although virgin males did not change the size of 
spermatophore in relation to status of their mates, they transferred 
more apyrene sperm to mated females and more eupyrene sperm to 
heavy females. Contrary, mated males did not change both 
spermatophore size and the number of both types of sperm. Then, P. 
xuthus males can independently regulate the amount of each 
component of ejaculates, but not regulate the ejaculate size at the 
second mating. As the once mated males had a relatively small 
probability on future matings, they would not need to save ejaculate 
substances at the subsequent matings. Regulation on the 
spermatophore size might be impossible for males due to structural 
constraint of their reproductive organs. 
 
ORAL 
Pattern of sperm storage and migration in the 
reproductive tract of the swallowtail butterfly, 
Papilio xuthus: cryptic female choice determinants on 
second mating 
Watanabe, M., Sasaki, N.  
University of Tsukuba, Graduate School of Life and Environmental 
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Sciences 
watanabe@kankyo.envr.tsukuba.ac.jp 
 
Females of the swallowtail butterfly, Papilio xuthus L., mate multiply 
during their life span and use the spermatophores transferred to 
increase their longevity as well as fecundity. The lifetime mating 
frequency is 3.5 on average. Sperm from different males may be 
stored in the sperm storage organ. To clarify the pattern of sperm 
storage and migration in the reproductive tract, mated females were 
dissected after various intervals following the first mating, and the 
type and activity of sperm in the spermatheca were observed. When 
virgin females were mated with virgin males, the females stored 
eupyrene sperm in the spermatheca more than 10 days. The sperm 
displacement was found in females that were remated 7 days after the 
first mating. Immediately after remating, these females flushed out 
the sperm of the first male from the spermatheca before sperm 
migration of the second male had started. However, females 
receiving a small spermatophore at the second mating showed little 
sperm displacement, and the sperm derived from the small 
spermatophore might not be able to enter the spermatheca. Females 
appear to use spermatophore size to monitor the male quality. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an adaptive 
molecular marker 
Colias PGI: macroevolutionary change amid 
microevolutionary variation 
Watt, W.B. 

Dept. of Biology, Stanford University, CA; Rocky Mountain 
Biological Laboratory, CO 
wbwatt@stanford.edu 
 
Phosphoglucose isomerase, PGI (E.C. 5.3.1.9) is an energy-
processing enzyme which displays chronic, long-term polymorphism 
across a very broad phylogenetic range of butterflies and other 
organisms. Often there is clear evidence of strong natural selection 
actively maintaining this variation. It is also sometimes apparent that 
directional change in enzyme properties across taxa is superimposed 
on this microevolutionary variation. In North American Colias 
butterflies, we previously identified a single amino acid substitution 
in PGI, Gly 370 to Ser, as characteristic of C. eurytheme in the 
lowland species complex in contrast to the more basal, cold-habitat 
species C. meadii. This substitution accompanies a major increase in 
mean stability against high-temperature stress on the part of 
eurytheme's PGI variants as compared to those of meadii. I now 
report on a broader “mapping” of these alternative states of codon 
370 onto the emerging molecular phylogeny of North American 
Colias, supporting the association of Ser 370’s appearance with the 
differentiation of the lowland species complex. I also consider 
potential structure-function impacts of these alternative amino-acid 
states. This substitution may well be one of the key innovations 
accompanying the recent invasion of North American lowlands by 
what is now the lowland species complex of Colias. As such it 
exemplifies a specific adaptation which, synergizing with others, 
supports a macroevolutionary shift in ecological niche structure, 
affecting phylogeography and the opportunity to "radiate" further into 
novel ecologies. 
 
POSTER 
Does mimetic coloration of the model always evolve 

earlier than that of mimic? A case study based on the 
“Euploea mulciber” mimic 
Yen, S.H.(4), Wei, C.H.*(1), Wu, L.W.(2), Hsu, Y.F.(3) 
(1 & 4) National Sun Yat-Sen University, Department of Biological 
Sciences, Kaohsiung 804, Taiwan (2 & 3) National Taiwan Normal 
University, Department of Life Science, Taipei 116, Taiwan 
shenhornyen@hotmail.com 
 
It is generally believed that in a mimicry complex the model is 
expected to have evolved earlier than the co-mimics. Previous studies 
have shown that mimetic phenotype always evolve from non-mimetic 
phenotype. The relative divergence times between independent co-
mimicking lineages carrying different defense mechanisms, however, 
have rarely been explored. In the present study, we used sequence 
information from multiple genes to reconstruct individual 
phylogenies of four lepidopteran groups (Euploea, Elymnias, Papilio 
(Chilasa), and Cyclosia) that involve in the “Euploea mulciber“ 
mimicry complex. This mimicry complex is characterized by having 
sexually dimorphic wing patterns that are perfectly matched between 
both sexes of co-mimicking species, sympatric polymorphic forms, 
various secondary defense mechanisms and a wide distribution range 
throughout E. Himalaya, Indochina and Sundaland. Estimates of 
divergence times show that the mimicry complex might have formed 
since middle Miocene. The estimated divergence times of Cyclosia 
(with chemical defense based on cyagnoglocosides) and Elymnias 
(without chemical defense) are later than that of Euploea mulciber, as 
expected. However, either the genus Chilasa or the mimicking Ch. 
paradoxa (without chemical defense) has evolved earlier than 
Euploea mulciber, and this result seems to conjecture our prediction. 
An alternative hypothesis is therefore being proposed: the mimic 
species did evolve earlier than the model, but the mimic’s wing 
pattern was originally non-mimetic and subsequently switched to 
resemble that of the model after the emergence of the model. To test 
this hypothesis, a comparative phylogenetic study based on the genes 
responsible for parallel wing pattern shifts is needed. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Evolution of butterfly patterning II. The evo-devo of 
pattern change 
Modern paintings on ancient wingscapes: Generation 
of a novel wing color pattern by the Wingless 
morphogen 
Werner, T.(1), Koshikawa, S.(1), Williams, T.(2), Carroll, 
S.B.(1) 
(1) University of Wisconsin-Madison, Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute and Laboratory of Molecular Biology (2) University of 
Dayton, Department of Biology 
sbcarrol@wisc.edu 
 
Animal color patterns such as zebra stripes, leopard spots, and the 
myriad variants of butterfly wing color patterns are known to play 
important ecological and physiological roles in the life of animals and 
are crucial for the survival of species. Scientists have first tried to 
solve the secret of animal patterns with mathematical approaches to 
find models which could explain how these patterns develop. In 
1952, Turing proposed the famous reaction-diffusion model in which 
a short-range acting activator molecule diffuses from a source to 
stimulate color production, while a long-range acting inhibitor 
molecule prevents pigmentation. However, none of Turing’s 
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proposed activators or inhibitors has ever been discovered. We used 
the spectacular multi-spotted wing pattern of the fruit fly Drosophila 
guttifera and developed a transgenic protocol for this species to study 
the development and evolution of the wing spots. We identified the 
Wingless morphogen as the inducer of each wing spot. Wingless is a 
toolkit gene which plays many roles in fly development. Wingless 
has therefore evolved a new function in the D. guttifera lineage. We 
also show that complex color patterns are assembled by adding new 
pattern elements to simpler patterns, and that these patterns are 
“painted” on pre-existing structural landmarks on the wing, such as 
sensory organs, tips of the veins, and crossveins. 
 
ORAL 
Early experience modifies female mating patterns in 
Bicyclus anynana 
Westerman, E.L.(1), Hodgins-Davis, A. (2), Monteiro, A.(3) 
(1-3) Yale University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology 
erica.westerman@yale.edu 
 
Mate preference can either be innate and fixed or plastic and driven 
by social experience. While there are a growing number of vertebrate 
models demonstrating mate preference plasticity, examples of social 
influence on female mate preference in invertebrates are rare, and 
currently unknown in butterflies. We therefore explored whether 
female mate preference can be modified by social experience in the 
butterfly Bicyclus anynana. We first determined the naïve preference 
of females towards males with different wing patterns, either carrying 
two (Wildtype, Wt) or four eyespots on their forewings (Spotty, Sp), 
via choice experiments. We then tested the influence of social 
experience on mate preference by isolating newly emerged Wt 
females, exposing them to either 3 Wt males for 24hrs, 3 Sp males 
for 24hrs, or 1 Sp male for 3 hrs, and testing realized mate 
preference. We also tested the effect of male behavior on female 
mating patterns by correlating male activity during the 3 hr exposure 
trials with mating outcome. Realized mate preference for Wt males 
was compared between naïve females and the three early exposure 
treatments. Both Wt and Sp females had a naïve preference for Wt 
males, while females exposed to Sp males for either 24 or 3 hrs 
mated more frequently with Sp males than unexposed females. No 
single male behavior correlated significantly with mating outcome. 
These results demonstrate that mate preference can be modified by 
social experience in a female butterfly, suggesting that learning may 
play an important role in mate preference in insects.  
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterflies and Pgi: the emergence of an adaptive 
molecular marker 
Pgi effects across the butterflies: a comparative 
assessment 
Wheat, C. 
Department of Biosciences, University of Helsinki, Finland; Center 
for Ecology and Conservation, School of Biosciences, University of 
Exeter, UK 
chris@christopherwheat.net 
 
A growing number of studies are reporting correlations between 
polymorphism at the phosphoglucose isomerase (Pgi) gene and 
performance and fitness differences in the wild, especially among 

butterflies. Here I will bring together the latest findings of such 
correlations and causal insights from across Papilionidea, comparing 
and contrasting these observations. While these observations 
demonstrate the potential of using Pgi as an adaptive molecular 
marker, this gene is fundamentally different from other known 
adaptive markers (such as MHC and SI genes). Rather than providing 
insights into individual genetic health, Pgi appears to have a role in 
conservation genetics by providing insights into gene by environment 
interactions, local adaptation and evolutionary significant units, and 
potentially even morphologically cryptic dispersal phenotypes. These 
findings argue for studying Pgi variation in more species, as it 
appears central to the goals of conservation genomics. 
 
ORAL 
Temperature-dependent population dynamics in 
Parnassius smintheus 
Wheeler, J., Lewis, M. 
(1) University of Alberta, Centre for Mathematical Biology 
jwheeler@math.ualberta.ca 
 
Climate change is currently a central problem in ecology, with far-
reaching effects on species that may be difficult to quantify. 
Ectothermic species which rely on environmental cues to complete 
successive stages of their life history are especially sensitive to 
temperature changes and so are good indicators of the impacts of 
climate change on ecosystems. Based on data collected in growth 
experiments for the alpine butterfly Parnassius smintheus (Rocky 
Mountain Apollo), I present a novel mathematical model to study 
developmental rate in larval insects. The movement of an individual 
through larval instars is treated as a discrete-time four-outcome 
Markov process, where class transition and death are assigned 
temperature-dependent probabilities. Transition and mortality 
probabilities are estimated using modified maximum likelihood 
estimation techniques. This adult emergence model is then integrated 
into a reproductive success model and is used to explore the multi-
year implications of climate change on the population dynamics of P. 
smintheus, in terms of the effects of adult emergence timing and 
density on reproductive success. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Butterfly phylogeny, systematic and taxonomy I. At 
the species level 
MtDNA introgression in butterflies 
Wiemers, M. 
University of Vienna, Department of Animal Biodiversity 
martin.wiemers@univie.ac.at 
 
Butterflies, together with birds, have been used as model groups to 
promote DNA Barcoding. One of the reasons appears to be their 
lower susceptibility to introgression of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 
compared to other groups of organisms. Apparently this is due to the 
fact that, in contrast to most other animals, females are the 
heterogametic sex in these two groups, which, due to Haldane's rule, 
can prevent introgression of maternally inherited genetic markers 
such as mtDNA in case of hybridization. However, only rarely has 
this assumption been critically tested. I carried out pilot studies of 
species groups in several butterfly families, using both mitochondrial 
and nuclear markers across larger geographical areas within Europe 
and adjacent areas of the Western Palaearctic region. The results 
indicate that introgression of mtDNA occurred more often than 
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previously thought, especially during recent glacial cycles, even in 
taxa which currently do not appear to hybridize in nature. The 
resulting pattern of mtDNA variation not only complicates DNA 
barcoding analyses, it can also cause discrepancies between nuclear 
and mitochondrial markers, which may lead to wrong inference of 
phylogenetic relationships in closely related species. On the other 
hand, a combined analysis of mitochondrial and nuclear DNA 
variation across species ranges promises to improve our 
understanding of the role of introgressive hybridization in the process 
of butterfly speciation. 
 
POSTER 
Invasion of the Lime Swallowtail Papilio demoleus L. 
in Australasia 
Wiemers, M. 
University of Vienna, Department of Animal Biodiversity 
martin.wiemers@univie.ac.at 
 
The original range of Papilio demoleus consisted of two parts: (1) 
continental South and SE Asia, including the islands of Sri Lanka, 
Hainan and Taiwan; and (2) Australia, SE Papua New Guinea (PNG), 
Sumba, Flores, and Alor. Australian populations (ssp. sthenelus) are 
well differentiated genetically, in adult phenotype and larval colour 
pattern. While larvae of Asian populations are a pest on Citrus 
(Rutaceae), Australian populations feed on Cullen (Fabaceae). Since 
the 1950s, Citrus feeding populations have invaded most the previous 
distributional gap, reaching PNG in 2004. At that time, the invasion 
had not reached the South coast of PNG which harbours an 
indigenous Cullen feeding population (ssp. novoguineensis), but its 
colonization and further spread into Australia only appears to be a 
matter of time. Molecular analyses of mitochondrial DNA (COI & 
COII) prove that the indigenous populations in PNG are well 
differentiated genetically from invasive ones and closely related to 
Australian populations while all invasive populations are very similar 
genetically and originate from Southeast Asia. The most common 
COI haplotype which spread across most SE Asian islands and which 
was also introduced into the Caribbean originates from Hainan 
(China), a second haplotype, which corresponds to ssp. libanius, 
spread from Taiwan via the Philippines to the Lesser Sunda Islands, 
and a third haplotype with as yet unknown origin was only found in 
the Lesser Sunda Islands and West Papua. The impact of the invasion 
on indigenous Australasian populations is unknown and should be the 
focus of further studies. 
 
SYMPOSIUM: Pheromones and secondary male characteristics 
Age-related sex pheromone synthesis & male mating 
success in Pieris napi 
Wiklund, C.(1), Larsdotter-Mellström, H.(1), Murtazina, 
R.(2), Borg-Karlson, A.-K.(2) 
(1) Stockholm university, Department of Zoology (2) The Royal 
INstitute of Technology, Department of Chemistry 
christer.wiklund@zoologi.su.se 
 
Butterfly males are commonly seen as role models for the 
archetypical philanderer – sowing their wild oats without a care in the 
world. This Victorian view has little to do with reality. During the 
last couple of decades it has become increasingly apparent that 
matings come with a cost – also to male butterflies. That is not to 

deny that butterfly males are eager to mate, they are, and all matings 
are initiated by male discovery, and subesquent pursuit, of a 
conspecific female. To be accepted as a mate, the male must fulfill 
several criteria; i) he must exercise strong flight, ii) he must impress 
the female with his colours & beauty, iii) he must seduce the female 
with his fragrance, and iv) once he has been accepted he must 
transfer a costly ejaculate to the female. These four component parts 
each have their idiosyncratic time schedules, some of which mean 
that males have to live through a teneral period as adults before they 
are capable of mating. In this paper we focus on how the time-
consuming biosynthesis of the male sex pheromone may influence 
the duration of the male teneral period and how it can differ between 
generations. Our study species is Pieris napi which has two annual 
generations: one pupal-hibernating spring generation which is little 
constrained by time, and one directly developing summer generation 
which is more time-constrained. We show that time to mating and 
male sex pheromone biosynthesis take longer in the summer 
generation, likely in response to time-constraints. 
 
ORAL 
Identifying and prioritizing reintroduction locations 
of an endangered butterfly, the St Francis’ Satyr 
Neonympha mitchellii francisci 
Wilson, J.W., Haddad, N.M. 
University of North Carolina, Department of Biology 
johnnybirder@gmail.com 
 
Connectivity facilitates butterfly dispersal among habitat patches. 
Despite being critical for the persistence of many threatened species, 
patch connectivity has been neglected in reintroduction efforts. We 
propose techniques that consider connectivity in prioritizing 
reintroduction locations for the St. Francis’ Satyr Neonympha 
mitchellii francisci, a federally endangered butterfly species globally 
restricted to Ft. Bragg, NC. We first identify all suitable (but 
unoccupied) habitat patches using the Maxent software package with 
environmental variables derived from Lidar, Landsat and DEM data. 
We then analyze regional patch dynamics of these suitable habitat 
patches using a graph-theoretical approach in a GIS framework. We 
identify functionally distinct population networks over our study 
species’ entire range, and emphasize those suitable habitat patches 
that act as critical stepping-stones (i.e. facilitate connectivity) within 
each population network. We prioritize reintroduction sites based on 
the relative contribution of unoccupied stepping-stones to each 
population network’s connectivity. Our models suggest that the 48 
suitable habitat patches for St. Francis’ Satyr are configured as seven 
distinct population networks. We identify our top priority 
reintroduction site as the unoccupied stepping-stone connected to the 
greatest number (18%) of dispersal routes. By selecting this highly 
connected reintroduction site, we increase opportunities of the 
reintroduced population to disperse to unoccupied habitat over the 
medium term. Over the long term connectivity will enable 
reintroduced populations to adapt their ranges under changing 
environment. 
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